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I
Beschouw het spel I' waarin twee spelers een cake van afineting 1 verdelen. Zij al ~ 0
en a2 ) 0, al ~ a2 C 1, de beginrechten van speler 1 en speler 2 en zij ~ E(0,1) de
gemeenschappelijke verdisconteringsfactor. Als speler i het tijdstip t; E [0, oo) kiest om
zijn stuk cake te krijgen, dan definiëren we de uitbetaling van speler i door

cr;bt' t; G t~
~;(tl, t2) - {ce; ~ 2(1 - al - aa)}8t' t; - t~

(1 - a~)St~ t; ~ t~

met i,j E {1,2},i ~ j.
Het spel I' heeft een uniek Nash evenwicht in gemengde strategieën.

HAMERS H. (1993), A silent duel over a cake, Zeitfschrift fiir Operations Research,
37, 119-127.

II
De niet-geaggregeerde EGS-regel is gedefinieerd als de oplossing ~~S die aan elke se-
quencing situatie ( N, vo, p, a) uit hoofdstuk 2 een matrix E~S((N, Qo, p, a)) E IRtxN

toevoegt met
i

~ 29t~~ S((N,QO,P~a))ii - i
29~s

als Qo(z) ~ ~o(~)
als Qo(z) ? ~0(7)

voor alle i, j E N. De niet-geaggregeerde EGS-regel is de unieke niet-lege oplossing die
gekarakteriseerd wordt door efl'iciëntie, symmetrie en consistentie.

SUI7s J., HAMERS H., TI~S S. (1995), On consistency of reward allocation rules in
sequencing situations, CentER Discussion paper 9518, Tilburg University, The Nether-
lands.



III
Beschouw het bezorgingsmodel uit hoofdstuk 5 van het proefschrift uitgebreid met pu-
blieke kanten. Als we voor dit uitgebreide model het bezorgingsspel op analoge wijze
definiëren als in hoofdstuk 5, dan kan de klasse van airport spelen opgevat worden als
een deelklasse van deze bezorgingsspelen.

cf. LITTLECHILD S., THOMPSON G. (1977), Aircraft landing fees: a game theory
approach, The Bell Journal of Economics, 8, 186-204.

IV
De klasse van brug-samenhangende cyclische grafen is de enige klasse van samenhangende
grafen die voor iedere niet-negatieve kostenfunctie op de kanten concave bezorgingsspe-
len voortbrengt.

GRANOT D., HAMERS H., TIJS S. (1995), Weakly cyclic graphs and delivery games,
Working Paper.

V
Sequencing spelen waarin spelers van een coalitie paarsgewijs mogen verwisselen van
plaats, zolang de voltooiingstijden van spelers buiten deze coalitie niet toenemen, zijn
gebalanceerd indien het aantal spelers kleiner dan of gelijk is aan vier.

HAMERS H. (1988), Wachtrij spelen, Afstudeerscriptie Wiskunde, Ifatholieke Univer-
siteit Nijmegen.

VI
Het plan van de overheid om hogeropgeleiden te verplichten onmiddellijk te solliciteren
op banen die een lager opleidingsniveau vereisen, leidt tot verdere inefficiëntie.

VII
Het aantal geslaagden voor een tc~ntamen is geen maatstaf voor de kwaliteit van de be-
trokken docent of van de betrokken studenten.

VIII
De veiligheid van sommige voetbalscheidsrechters in de lagere amateurafdelingen kan
verhoogd worden door ze te laten stoppen met fluiten.

IX
Het kralenspel is een boeiend spel ondanks het ontbreken van de spelregels.

cf. HESSE H. (1943), Das Glasperlenspiel, Fretz und Wasmuth, Zurich.
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Chapter 1

Combinatorial games

1.1 Combinatorial problems and games

This monograph deals with the interaction between combinatorial op-
timization situations and cooperative game theory. In particular, the
first part considers sequencing situations and sequencing games and the
second part deals with delivery situations and delivery games.

In combinatorial optimization problems an optimal action with re-
spect to a given objective function and a given set of constraints has
to be found by one decision maker. This decision-maker also faces the
problem to find this optimal action in a given time. For example, in
sequencing situations, which constitute a special class of combinatorial
optimization problems, the decision-maker has to find a processing or-
der of jobs on several machines that minimizes a given cost function.
Since there exists only a finite number of processing orders, the optimal
order can be found by complete enumeration of all processing orders.
However, complete enumeration can be very time-consuming.

For finding an optimal action within a given time frame the decision-
maker has to use more sophisticated methods in which the computa-
tional complexity plays an important role. One way to solve a combi-
natorial optimization problem is to construct a time-efI'icient algorithm
that provides an optimal action. Unfortunately, there exists a large
number of combinatorial optimization problems which are NP-hard.
For these combinatorial optimization problems the strong conjecture
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holds that a solution can not be obtained by a time-efficient algorithm.
To solve these problems we need some sophisticated enumerative meth-
ods, such as branch and bound with a worst-case running time that is
exponential in the size of the input. Another approach is to develop
heuristic procedures that give approximations of an optimal action. For
surveys on the computational complexity of combinatorial optimization
problems we refer to Papadimitrion and Steiglitz (198~) and Garey and
Johnson (1979).

This thesis will consider multi-decision maker situations that arise
from combinatorial optimization problems. In such a multi-decision
maker model a group of agents (coalition) can save (decrease) costs by
cooperation. For the determination of the maximal cost savings (min-
imal costs) of a coalition one has to solve the combinatorial problem
corresponding to this coalition. In particular, the maximal cost savings
for each coalition can be modeled by a cooperative transferable utility
(TU) game , which is an ordered pair (N, v) where N denotes a non-
empty, finite set of players (agents) and v is a mapping on the power set
2N of N to the real numbers such that v(~) - 0. In case costs are con-
cerned instead of cost savings, the map in the cooperative transferable
utility game is denoted by a c instead of a v. The questions that arise
are which coalition(s) will form and how the revenues (costs) should be
allocated to the members of this coalition. One way to answer these
questions is to look at the properties of the game, such as balancedness
and convexity. Another way is to apply existing game theoretic solu-
tion concepts, such as the core (cf. Gillies (1958)), the Shapley value
(Shapley (1953)), the T-value ( Tijs (1981)), the nucleolus (Schmeidler
(1969)), or to create new allocation rules especially suited for the class
of games that is considered. For a short introduction on cooperative
games and solution concepts we refer to the appendix.

The interaction between combinatorial optimization problems and
cooperative game theory started at the beginning of the seventies. In
the following we give a short review of this literature.

Minimum Cost Spanning Tree Games.

Consider the situation in which there is one power-station and a number
of houses. All these houses need to be connected to the power-station.
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This can be done by installing cables that connect a house directly or
via other houses to the power-station. The installation costs for con-
necting two houses or a house directly to the power-station are known.
The aim of the company that runs the power-station will be to connect
all houses to the power-station in such a way that the total installation
costs are minimized.

This problem can be described by an undirected complete graph
(network) in which one vertex represents the common supplier (power-
station) and the other vertices are interpreted as the users (houses).
Non-negative weights on the edges of the graph describe the installation
costs. The purpose is to find a sub-network in this graph that connects
all users to the supplier at minimum costs. The solution is a minimum
cost spanning tree (mcst), a tree that covers all vertices of the graph
and in which the sum of the weights is minimal. This combinatorial
problem, which is known as the minimal cost spanning tree problem,
is solved in ICruskal (1956~ and Pri~n (1957~. Both papers provide
time-ef)'icient algorithms that construct a mcst.

The following example illustrates a mcst problem.

Example 1.1 Consider the network of figure 1.1 in which vv is the
common supplier. The numbers on the edges represent the weights.

,4

v3

Figure l.l : A network

The minimal spanning tree in this network consists of the edges el, e4i es.
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The next question is how to divide the installation costs among
the users. This allocation problem was first presented in Claus and
ICleitman (1973~. The first game theoretic approach to an mcst problem
is presented in Bird (1976) and Granot and Claus (1976~. In a game
theoretic model a player set N is introduced in which each player is
assigned to precisely one vertex that is identified with a user. Let vo
be the vertex that denotes the supplier. The costs of each coalition
S that is willing to cooperate can be determined by solving the mcst
problem on the network that consists of the complete graph generated
by the vertices corresponding to S and vo. An mcst on the complete
sub-graph S U{vo} is denoted by S U {vo}-mcst. Formally, a minimum
cost spanning tree game (N, c) on a weighted complete graph Krru{„o}
is defined by

c(S) - sum of the weights of a S U{vo}-mcst

for all S E 2N`{~} and c(Q1) - 0.

Example 1.2 Take the network of example 1.1. Let vo be the supplier.
Let N- {1, 2, 3} and assign player i E N to the vertex v;. Let (N, c)
denote the corresponding mcst game. Table 1.1 gives the worth of all
coalitions of the mcst game.

S
8c(S)

Table 1.1

Note that the vector (4, 3, 3), which can be read from the mcst in ex-
ample 1.1, is a core-element. A core-element of a game is a vector
representing the distribution of the worth of the grand coalition, which
can not be improved upon by any coalition by splitting off from the
grand coalition.

The result that a core-element of an mcst game can be derived directly
from an mcst is shown in Granot and Huberman (1981). Hence, mcst
games are balanced games. Granot and Huberman (198.~) studied com-
putational aspects with respect to the core and the nucleolus of mcst

{1}
4

{2}
5

{3} {1,2}
7

{1,3}
7

{2,3}
9

{1,2,3}
10
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games. More recently Feltkamp, Muto and Tijs (199~) constructed sev-
eral algorithms that yield minimum cost spanning trees and allocations
simultaneously. For further reading on mcst games and related games
we recommend Megiddo (1978), Granot and Huberman (198~), Granot
and Granot (199,2), Granot and Maschler (1991), van den Nouweland,
Maschler and Tijs (199,2), Aarts (199!) and Feltkamp (1995).

Linear Programming Games.

Consider the situation where we have resources Rl, ..., Rq which have
no direct value. These resources, however, can be used to produce
products Pl, ..., Pm. Assume that the production model is linear, and
that the production of a unit of product P~ requires ak~ units of re-
source Rk (k-1,...,q). We assume that the corresponding production
matrix A-[ak~]k-1,m 1 is non-negative and that each column of A has
at least one positive coordinate. Furthermore, the price per unit of
product P~ is c~. Then, given a resource bundle b E IRQ, the problem
of a production planner will be to develop a feasible production plan
that maximizes profits.

Obviously, this problem can be described by the Linear Program-
ming Problem (LPP) defined by

m

maximize ~ x~c~
~-i

subject to Ax G b, ~~ 0

where ~1 denotes the produced units of product Pl. An optimal solution
~ of this LPP generates the value val(b) -~~1~lc„ which is the
maximal profit that can be attained given the production-restrictions
and resource bundle b. A procedure that has proved to be very valuable
to solve LPP's is the well known simplex algorithm (cf. Chvátal (1988)).

The following example illustrates an LPP.

Example 1.3 Consider the linear production situation with resources
RI, R2 and products Pl, P2. The production matrix is given by A-

1 2 ~ c-(5, 7) and b-(10, 12)T. Now,val(b) - max{5x1 -}- 7x2 ~
2 1
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xl 1 0, ~2 ? 0, ~1 ~ 2~2 C 10, 2~1 ~ x2 c 12}. The optimal production
plan is ~-( 3, 3) and val(b) - 42.

Linear production games, introduced by Owen (1975), arise from
above described LPP's by defining a player set N-{ 1, ..., n} in which
each player i owns a resource bundle b; E IR9. The total resources b(S)
of a coalition S is the sum of all individual resource bundles of the
members of that coalition, i.e. b(S) -~;ES b;. This coalition S faces
the following LPP:

m

maximize ~ 2~C~

~-i

subject to Ax C b(S),~ 1 0. (1.1)

The value of this LPP represents the worth of coalition S in the linear
production game. Formally, for an LPP as described in (1.1) and a
player set N-{1, ..., n} in which each player i owns a resource bundle
b; the corresponding linear programing game is defined by

v(S) - val(b(S))

fora11SE2N`{l~}andv(~)-0.

Example 1.4 Take the LPP of example 1.3. Take N-{ 1, 2, 3} and
bl -(5, 8)T, b2 -(5, 2)T and b3 -(0, 2)T. Let (N, v) denote the cor-
responding linear programming game. Table 1.2 gives the worth of all
coalitions of the linear production game.

S {1} {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2,3} {1,2,3}
b(S) (5,8) (5,2) (0,2) (10,10) (5,10) (5,4) (10,12)
v(S) 23 14 0 40 25 19 42

Table 1.2

Owen (1975J showed that linear production games are totally bal-
anced. Moreover, he showed that core-elements can be obtained by
looking at the dual linear problem of (1.1) for S- N. A generalization
of the Owen-model is given in Granot (1986). Here, the bundles of
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coalitions are generated by commodity games. The idea is that cooper-
ation can yield more resources than just adding the total resources. He
showed that this generalized model is (totally) balanced if and only if
the commodity games are (totally) balanced. Again, core-elements can
be obtained from the dual linear problem corresponding to N. Curied,
Derks and Tijs (1989) considered linear production situations in which
parts of the resources are controlled by groups. These controls were
described using simple games. It can be shown that the Owen-model
and its generalization are special cases of these linear production sit-
uations witli control. It was shown that the games corresponding to
linear production situations with control have a non-empty core if the
simple games that describe the control are balanced.

For further reading on linear programming games and related prob-
lems we recommend Dubey and Shapley (198l~), Potters (1987), Curiel,
Pederzoli and Tijs (1988), Tijs (1991~, Feltkamp, van den Nouweland,
Borm, Tijs and I(oster ~1993~ and Samet and Zemel (198l~~

Flow Games.

Consider an oil-company that wants to transport oil via a pipeline-
network from an oil-platform to a major reservoir. The pipeline-network
consists of pipes with various diameters and several stations. The com-
pany wants to ship the maximal possible amount of oil (per hour) via
the network from the platform to the major reservoir.

For the mathematical formulation of this problem we use a graph
that describes the pipeline-network. Further, the graph has two distin-
guished vertices which are called the source (oil-platform) and the sink
(reservoir). The capacities of the pipes are described by non-negative
weights on the edges. The problem is to find a maximum flow from
source to sink in the graph given the capacity restrictions on the edges.
The solution of this problem is given by the max flow min cut theorem
(cf. Ford and Fulkerson (1956)).

Example 1.5 Consider the network of figure 1.2 in which vo is the
source and v5 is the sink. The numbers on an edge denote the capacity
of that edge.
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vl e2,4 v2

vs

v3 e5i3 v4

Figure 1.2: A flow network

The minimum cut with capacity 5 is here given by the edges e3 and es.
Hence, the maximal flow is 5.

Consider the situation where each edge of the graph is controlled by
exactly one player. It is allowed that one player controls several edges.
For these situations ICalai and Zemed (198,2a) introduced flow games.
The worth of a coalition S in a flow game is equal to the maximal
flow in the network that consists only of the edges corresponding to S.
Formally, a flow game (N, v) that arises from a graph G and capacity
function c is defined for all S E 21`'`{~} by

v(S) - the maximum flow in the network Gs

where GS is the graph obtained from G by removing all edges of G
corresponding to the players of N`S.

Example 1.6 Take the network of example 1.5. Let N- {1, 2, 3}.
Assign player 1 to el, player 2 to ezi e5 and es and player 3 to e3 and
e4. Let (N, v) denote the corresponding flow game. Table 1.3 gives the
worth of all coalitions of the flow game.

S 1} {2 {3} 1,2} {1,3} {2,3 {1,2,3}
c(S) 0 0 0 0 0 3 5

Table 1.3
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~Calai and Zemel (198,2a) showed that the class of totally balanced
games coincides with the class of flow games. Further, they introduced
the class of pseiido flow games, i.e. games that arise from networks in
which some edges are public. These so called public edges can be used
by any coalition. They showed that every monotonic game is a pseudo
flow game. Iíalai and Zemel (1982b) showed that so called minimum
cut solutions for simple networks, i.e. all capacities are equal to one
and the number of players is equal to the number of edges, are the
extreme points of the core of the corresponding flow game. Reijnierse,
Maschler, Potters and Tijs (199.~) extended this result for flow games
that arise from simple networks with public ares. They also provide an
axiomatic characterization for the set of nunimum cut solutions using
one-person efficiency, consistency and converse consistency.

For further reading we recommend Derks and Tijs (1985), (1986).

Traveling Salesman Games and Routing Games.

Consider the problem in which a professor of a university has to visit
several other universities. He has to start at his own university, visit all
other universities exactly once and then return to his home university.
The travel expenses are paid by the professor. The travel costs between
all universities are known. So, it is plausible for him to select an order
in which he can visit the universities in such a way that the total travel
costs are minimized.

This problem can be described by a complete directed graph in
which the vertices represent the universities. The travel expenses be-
tween two universities are given by a non-negative weight function on
the ares of the graph. A Hamiltonian circuit is a tour in the graph
that starts and finishes in the vertex vo, which represents the home
university, and visits every other vertex exactly once. The problem of
finding a Hamiltonian circuit in the complete graph such that the sum
of the weights is minimal is known as the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP), which is an NP-hard problem. Hence, it will be difficult to ob-
tain an optimal solution for the TSP. For a review on the TSP we refer
to Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Ifan and Shmoys (1985). The following
example shows a symmetric TSP. The symmetry implies that the travel
costs between two vertices are the same in both directions. Hence, such
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a TSP can be modeled by a complete undirected graph.

Example 1.7 Consider the network in figure 1.3 in which vo represents
the home university. The numbers on the edges represent the travel
costs of that edge.

v3
Figure 1.3: A network

Then a Hamiltonian circuit is vo, el, vl, es, v3, es, v2, e2, vo.

Assume that our professor is invited by all the universities. Then
these universities face the problem of how to share his travel costs.
This allocation problem was first investigated by Fishbv,rn and Pollack
(1988). In Potters, Curiel and Tijs (199,2) the problem is tackled using
cooperative game theory. They introduced two types of games: the
traveling salesman game and the fixed-route traveling salesman games
or routing games. In both games a player is assigned to each vertex
that does not represent the home university. The idea of the TS-game
is that each coalition wants to minimize the travel costs of the professor
that are involved to visit only the members of this coalition. Hence,
in a TS- game the costs of each coalition S that cooperates can be
determined by solving the TSP of the complete graph generated by the
vertices corresponding to S and vo. Formally, a TS-game (N, c) on a
weighted complete graph KNu{„o} is defined by

c(S) - the costs of a minimal Hamiltonian circuit in Iisu{„o}

for all S E 2N`{~} and c((~) - 0.
The idea for routing games is that the professor decides about the

order he will visit the universities. Formally, a fixed Hamiltonian circuit
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~-( that describes this order is chosen in the graph. A routing game
(N, r) on a complete graph KNu{„o? is defined by

r(S) - the costs of the restricted tour ?-ls

for all S E 2N`{~} and r(~) - 0. Here, ~S is the restricted tour that
visits the vertices (universities) related to S in the same order as in 7-(
and skips all other vertices. Note that 7-í -~N.

Example 1.8 Consider the graph in of example 1.7. Let vo represent
the home university. Let N- { 1, 2, 3} and assign i E N to the vertex
v;. Let (N, c) denote the corresponding TS-game. The routing game
corresponding to the visiting order 1, 2, 3 is denoted by (N, r). Table
1.4 give the worth of all coalitions for both games.

S {1} {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2,3} {1,2,3}
c(S) 4 2 10 5 8 9 7
r(S) 4 2 10 5 8 9 12

Table 1.4

Potters et al. (1992J showed that 3-person TS-games have a non-
empty core and gave a 4-person (non-symmetric) TS-game with an
empty core. Ta~nir (1989J showed that each 4-person TS-game that
arises from a symmetric TSP has a non-empty core. Further, he gave
a 6-person TS-game with an empty core that arises from a symmetric
TSP. Finally, Iíuipers (199~3J proved that symmetric 5-person TS-games
have a non-empty core.

Potters et al. (199,2J showed that routing games have a non-empty
core if the chosen Hamiltonian circuit is an optimal route for the re-
lated TSP and the corresponding graph satisfies the triangle inequality.
Derks and Iíuipers (1992J gave a time-effiicient algorithm that calcu-
lates core-elements of routing games. Further, they showed the non-
emptiness of the core for a special class of routing games.
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Sequencing Games.

Sequencing or scheduling situations constitute a special class of com-
binatorial problems. Sequencing situations consist of a number of jobs
(tasks, operations) that have to be processed on a number of machines.
The processing time of a job on a specific machine is the time this ma-
chine takes to process this job. Sequencing situations can be classified
by the number of machines, the specific properties of machines (e.g.
parallel), the chosen cost criterion and restrictions on the jobs (e.g.
ready times, precedence constraints, flow constraints). In sequencing
situations the objective is to find a processing order (schedule) that
minimizes the given cost criterion.

Obviously, for sequencing situations there exist many applications:
the process of manufacturing cars, allocating patients to surgery rooms,
maintenance of planes, etc. For a review on scheduling theory we rec-
ommend Lawler,Lenstra, Rinnooy Iían and Shmoys (1993~.

Consider a one-machine sequencing situation with n jobs. The pro-
cessing time of job i is equal to p1. We assume that the costs are linear,
i.e. the costs for job i are given by a function c;(t) - a;t, a; ) 0, where
t represents the time job i is present in the system. A processing order
is a permutation of the jobs 1, 2, ..., n. The completion time C(v, i) of
job i in a processing order Q is the total time that job i has to wait
before being processed added to the processing time of job i. Formally,
the completion time C(Q, i) is defined by C(v, i) -~;,Ql;l~ol;l p;. Now,
the problem is to find a processing order of the jobs that minimizes the
total cost function ~; 1 a;C(v, i). A processing order that minimizes
this function is an order in which the jobs are processed in decreasing
order with respect to the urgency u; defined by u; - p for all i E N.
This solution was first described in Smith (1956~.

Example 1.9 Consider a one-machine sequencing situation with three
jobs. The processing times are pl - 2, p2 - 2 and p3 - l. The
coefficients of the linear cost functions are al - 4, a2 - 6 and a3 - 5.
Then the urgencies are ul - 2, u2 - 3 and u3 - 5. Hence, the optimal
processing order is 3, 2, 1.

Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs (1989~ considered one-machine sequenc-
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ing situations as described above. They assigned to each job a player
and assumed that there is an initial order ~o of the jobs in front of
the machine before the processing of that machine starts. Now,before
the machine starts processing these players can rearrange their jobs to
save costs. The problem is how these costs savings should be allocated
to the players. To analyze this problem they introduced sequencing
games. Each coalition S can save costs by rearranging their jobs in a
way that is admissible with respect to the initial order. A rearrange-
ment is admissible for S if all players outside S start processing at the
same time as in the initial order and jobs corresponding to S are not
allowed to jump over jobs corresponding to players outside S. By defin-
ing the worth of a coalition as the maximal cost savings a coalition can
make by admissible rearrangements, we obtain a cooperative sequenc-
ing game related to a one-machine sequencing situation. Formally, a
sequencing game (N, v) arising from one-machine sequencing situation
as described above is defined by

v(S) - max ~{c~;(C(vo, i) - C(v, i))}
oEEs iES

for all S E 2N`{0} and v(~) - 0. Here, ES denotes the set of admissible
rearrangements of coalition S w.r.t. to the initial order Qo.

Example 1.10 Take the sequencing situation of example 1.9. Take
the player set N- { 1, 2, 3} and assign player i to job i. Take as the
initial order Qo the order 1, 2, 3. Let (N, v) be the corresponding se-
quencing game. Table 1.5 gives the worth of all coalitions.

0 0
S

v(S)

Table 1.5

This table needs soine explanation. Obviously, a one-person coalition
can not save costs. Coalition { 1, 2} has two admissible rearrangements:
1, 2, 3 and 2, 1, 3. The costs of order 2, 1, 3 are equal to 53 whereas the
costs of the initial order equal 57. Hence, the cost savings for {1, 2}
equal 4. The same argument can be used for coalition {2, 3}. For

{1} {2} 3}
0

{1,2}
4

{1,3}
0

{2,3
4

{1,2,3}
14
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coalition {1,3} there exists no other admissible order than the initial
order, since player 2 has to stay in his position and player 1 and 3 are
not allowed to jump over 2. Hence, the cost savings of {l, 3} are equal
to 0. For the grand coalition each order is admissible. From example
1.9 we learned that 3, 2, 1 is the optimal order. The costs of this order
equal 43. Hence, the costs savings for N are equal to 14.

Curiel et al. (1989~ showed that sequencing games are convex games.
Further, they introduced and characterized the Equal Gain Splitting
rule, which provides a core-allocation. Tliis thesis will elaborate on
sequencing games in the chapters 2,3 and 4.

Delivery Games.

Consider the situation in which a postman has to deliver mail in each
street of a certain part of a city. He has to start and finish at the post
office. For each street costs are involved each time the postman visits
this street. Hence, the postman should have a route-description giving
the order in which he has to visit the streets. Obviously, this route
should visit each street at least once.

This problem can be formalized by a graph, that describes the street
plan of the given part of the city, in which one vertex will represent the
post office. A non-negative function which represents the costs for
visiting a street is assigned to the edges of the graph . The problem
is now to find a minimal cost tour that visits each edge in this graph
at least once. This combinatorial problem is known as the Chinese
Postman Problem (CPP~ (cf. Mei-!ío Kwa~a (1962~~. The solution is
provided by a time-efficient algorithm in Edmo~zds and Johnso~a (1973~.

Example 1.11 Consider the street plan of figure 1.4. The numbers on
the edges represent the costs for visiting that edge.
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v2

Figure 1.4: A network

For this graph an optimal tour is v~, el, vl, e2i v2, e3, v3, e4, vl, el, v~. Note

that el must be visited twice for returning in vo and that all other edges
are visited exactly once.

Consider now the following cost allocation problem of a delivery
situation that arises from the CPP. We identify each edge (street) of
the graph witli a player. The postman has to make an S-tour to deliver
a coalition S. An S-tour is a tour in the graph that visits each edge of
S at least once. Note that an S-tour may use streets outside S to reach
the streets of S. Since a postman either delivers or just passes through
a street, we assign to each street two numbers representing the deliver
costs and the travel costs, respectively. Each time the postman visits
a street the travel costs of this street are charged. In case the postman
makes a delivery in a street also the deliver costs of this street are
charged. Hence, for an S-tour we have that the postman charges from
each street that is contained in the S-tour the travel costs of this street
multiplied by the number of realized visits to this street. Moreover, the
deliver costs of all streets corresponding to coalition S are charged. We
assume that in any S-tour each street of S pays its own specific deliver
costs and also once his own specific travel costs. Hence, each player
in S has individually fixed costs. The sum over the members of S of
these fixed costs in an S-tour is called t11e total fixed costs of an S-tour.
The remaining travel costs corresponding to an S-tour we will call the
remaining costs. The remaining costs have to be paid in some way by
the members of S. Obviously, a coalition S wants to be served by an
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S-tour which minimizes the remaining costs. Such an S-tour is called
a minimal S-tour. In a delivery game the worth of each coalition S is
equal to the remaining costs of a minimal S-tour. Formally, a delivery
game (N, c) is defined by

c(S) - costs of a minimal S- tour

for all S E 2N`{~} and c(~) - 0.

Example 1.12 Take the street plan of example 1.11. Let
N- {1, 2, 3, 4} be such that player i E N is assigned to edge e;. The
numbers at the edges in figure 1.4 represent the travel costs of the edges.
The deliver costs are all equal to 1. Let (N, c) be the corresponding
delivery game. Table 1.6 describes the costs of a minimal tour for the
possible coalitions.

S
c(S)

S
c(S)

Table 1.6

We will explain the outcome for coalition {1,2}. Starting from vo we
will first visit el and then e2. In both edges travel costs and deliver costs
are involved which are 2f1 and 5f1, respectively. These costs are the
total fixed costs and are of no importance for the delivery game. Now,
we have to return from v2 to the post ofl'ice. Now, only travel costs
are important since all edges that should be delivered are delivered.
Hence, we have to choose the cheapest path w.r.t. the travel costs from
v2 to vo. This path is v2, e3, v3, e9, vl, el, vo and its costs are equal to
1~- 2 d- 2- 5, which are the remaining costs. Since this constitutes a
minimal {1, 2}-tour we have that c({1, 2}) - 5.

Note that the grand coalition N, which consists of all edges, faces
a CPP to obtain a minimal N-tour. However, for the determination of
the worth of other coalitions we may need other techniques such as the

2

{3,4}osi
7

7

:i~{1,2,3}

{3}~.~
9

4

6

?,i{1,2,4}
3

{1,2}~~ -,
5

{1,3,4}u:~

{1,3}~,;,~
7

5

{1,4},,,
4

n~{2,3,4}
4

,z,,{2,3}
6

{ 1,2,3,4}n-
2

{2,4},,.~
5
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shortest path algorithm and the semi CPP. This is a major difference
between delivery games and all previous combinatorial optimization
games. In the previous games the worth of each coalition could be
determined by solving tlie same type of combinatorial problem.

Delivery situations and delivery games will be discussed in detail in
the chapters 5 and 6.

1. 2 Summary

This monograph considers special classes of combinatorial optiiniza-
tion problems in which a number of decision makers is involved. In
particular, it studies solution concepts and properties of corresponding
cooperative transferable utility games. The chapters 2, 3 and 4 deal
with various classes of sequencing situations. Chapters 5 and 6 con-
sider delivery situations which are closely related to Chinese postman
problems.

Chapter 2 deals with one-machine sequencing situations as discussed
in section 1.1. For these sequencing situations an optimal order can be
obtained from the initial order by consecutive neighbour switches which
result in a non-negative gain. The Equal Gain Splitting (EGS) rule is a
one-point solution concept that assigns to each agent half of the gains
of all neighbour switches in which he is actually involved in. Other
allocations for a sequencing situation can be obtained if each player is
assigned an arbitrary non-negative part of the gains of of all neighbour
switches in which he is actually involved. The Split Core (SPC) of a
sequencing situation is defined as the set of all such allocations. Both
the EGS-rule and the SPC will be characterized using properties that
describe the effect of neighbour switches.

A group of agents (a coalition) can save costs by rearranging their
jobs in a way that is admissible with respect to the initial order. By
defining the value of a coalition as the maximal cost savings a coalition
can make in this way, we obtain a cooperative sequencing game related
to a one-machine sequencing situation. Sequencing games are convex
games and, consequently, balanced. It is shown that the SPC is a
subset of the core and that the core is a subset of the head-tail core,
which is the core of a restricted sequencing gaine. The extreme points
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of both the SPC and the head-tail core are described. Further, elegant
expressions are provided for the Shapley value and the T-value. Finally,
the nucleolus and a restricted nucleolus are discussed.

One-machine sequencing situations with ready times are considered
in chapter 3. This chapter investigates the convexity of the correspond-
ing r-sequencing games. In general r-sequencing games need not be
convex. However, the r-sequencing games corresponding to the special
class of sequencing situations in which all jobs have equal processing
time and the ready time of each job is a multiple of the processing
time, are convex games. For the proof of this convexity result we need
a more profound knowledge of Rinnooy Kan's algorithm that provides
an optimal order. More precisely, we have to consider relations between
the values of several overlapping coalitions.

Chapter 4 presents some ideas on other extensions of the sequenc-
ing situations considered in chapter 2. First, we consider sequencing
situations in which there are two types of agents: active and inactive
agents. The corresponding games are called generalized sequencing
games. We show that these games are pairing games and provide el-
egant expressions for the Shapley-value and the T-value. Second, we
consider sequencing situations in which there is a fixed initial order in
front of the machine, but it is not exactly known which order this is.
For analyzing this type of sequencing situations we consider expected
cost savings. We provide a solution called the Probabilistic Equal Gain
Splitting (PEGS) rule and give two difFerent characterizations of this
rule using properties which give relations between the allocations of a
sequencing situation and a corresponding sequencing situation in which
one player is excluded. Finally, we consider sequencing situations with
m parallel and identical machines. Here, we describe a procedure that
leads to an optimal schedule and an allocation of the gains of the grand
coalition. The corresponding m-sequencing games are balanced in case
m - 2.

Chapter 5 considers delivery situations as those introduced in sec-
tion 1.1. We introduce and characterize a division rule ry for these
delivery situations. For this characterization we use a symmetry prop-
erty and a consistency property. Further, we introduce delivery games.
It is shown that the outcome of -y for a delivery situation in which the
underlying graph is a bridge-connected Euler graph, is in the core of
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the corresponding delivery game.
Finally, in chapter 6, we investigate the concavity of delivery games.

It is shown that delivery games are concave if the underlying graph is
a bridge-connected cyclic graph. The proof of this concavity result is
a constructive one which starts out from delivery situations on simple
bridge-connected cyclic graphs.



Chapter 2

Sequencing situations and
sequencing games

2.1 Introduction

In one-machine sequencing situations a number of jobs has to be pro-
cessed on a single machine. The processing time of a job is the time
that the machine takes to handle this job. The objective is to find
a processing order of the jobs such that this order minimizes a given
cost function that depends on the completion times of the jobs. Re-
views on one-machine sequencing situations can be found in Conway,
Maxwell and Miller (1967~, French (1982~, Rinnooy Ifan (1976~ and,
more recently, Hoogeveen (1992~.

In this chapter we study a multi-decision maker model that arises
from the class of one-machine sequencing situations in which the cost
function is the weighted completion time criterion. In this model there
is a set of agents (decision-makers, players) who each have one job to
be processed on the single machine. Further, we assume that there
is an initial order on the jobs of the agents before the processing of
the machine starts. This initial order reflects the right of each job to
be processed in a particular time-interval. Now, each group of agents
(coalition) can obtain cost savings by rearranging their jobs in a way
that is admissible with respect to the initial order. The issue is how to
allocate these cost savings among the agents. Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs
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(1989~ tackled this problem by introducing corresponding cooperative
TU games called sequencing games. The worth of a coalition in a
sequencing game is defined as the maximal cost savings a coalition
can make by admissible rearrangements. Further, they introduced and
characterized the Equal Gain Splitting (EGS) rule that provides an
allocation of the maximal cost savings of the grand coalition to the
agents.

Other game theoretic models and solution concepts that arise from
classes of sequencing situations are considered in Tijs, Partlaasarathy,
Potters and Rajendra Prasad (198~), van den Nouweland, Iírabbenborg
and Potters (199,~~ and Curiel, Potters, Rajendra Prasad, Tijs and
l~eltman (1995~. Tijs et al. (198.~~ described a situation in which there
are m machines and m agents each with one job. Each machine can
process only one job and each job can be processed on any machine.
The processing costs of each job depend on which machine the job
is handled. They analyzed this problem by introducing permutation
games. van den Nouweland et al. (1992~ considered flow-shop prob-
lems that are characterized by a so-called dominant machine. They
used a generalization of sequencing games introduced by Curiel et al.
(1989~. In Curiel et al. (1995) one-machine sequencing situations are
considered in which each agent has a weakly increasing cost function.

In section 2.2 we will consider one-machine sequencing situations
with the weighted completion tiine criterion in which the jobs are owned
by agents. Subsequently, we recall a(polynomial) algorithm (Smith
(1956~~ that provides an optimal processing order of the agents for this
case. Finally, the money transfers between the agents are explained
if the agents make a new processing order. Section 2.3 studies two
solution concepts for the model. The first one is the one-point solution
called the EGS-rule. We will characterize this rule using efficiency,
the equivalence property and the switch property. The second one is a
solution called the split core, which is introduced in Hamers, Suijs, Tijs
and Borm (199~~. This rule is a generalization of the EGS-rule and is
characterized usíng efficiency, the dummy property and a monotonicity
property.

Sequencing games are introduced in section 2.4. Among others it
is shown that these games are convex and, in section 2.4.1, an upper
bound is provided for the number of extreme points of the core of se-
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quencing games. Section 2.4.2 shows that the split core is a subset of
the core. Further, we introduce relaxed sequencing games in which the
worth for each connected coalition coincides with the worth of the cor-
responding sequencing game. The worth of a non-connected coalition
in a relaxed sequencing game is at least the worth of this non-connected
coalition in the corresponding sequencing game. It is shown that the
split core coincides with the core of the corresponding relaxed sequenc-
ing game. Finally, we will describe the extreme points of the split core.

Faigle (1988) and K~ipers (1991~) considered cores of games with
restricted cooperation. These are cooperative games where the collec-
tion of feasible coalitions can be a subset of the power set of the grand
coalition. In section 2.4.3 we introduce the head-tail core, which will
be a core-catcher, as the core of restricted coalitional sequencing games
corresponding to head or tail coalitions. Here, a coalition S is called
a head coalition if it contains the first agent of the initial order and
for each other player k E S all players in between the first player and
player k, w.r.t. the initial order, are in S. A tail coalition is the com-
plement of a head coalition. The extreme points of the head-tail core
are considered and it is shown that the outcome of the EGS-rule is in
the barycenter of this core.

In section 2.4.4 we apply some traditional solution concepts of TU
games. For sequencing games we derive elegant expressions for the
Shapley value and the T-value, which can be calculated directly from the
sequencing situation. Further, necessary and sufficient conditions are
provided such that the EG5-rule coincides with the nucleolus. Finally,
if we restrict to the head-tail coalitions, then the related restricted
nucleolus, introduced by Iiuipers (199~), coincides with the EGS-rule.
These last two results are taken from Curiel, Harners, Potters and Tijs
(1993).

2.2 Sequencing situations

This section introduces inulti-decision maker problems that arise from
one-machine sequencing situations in whicli the cost function is the
weighted completion time criterion. Restrictive assumptions as ready
times, precedence constraints or due dates are not present in the re-
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mainder of this chapter.
In a one-machine sequencing situation there is a queue of agents,

each with one job, before a machine (counter). Each agent (player) has
to have his job processed on this machine. The finite set of agents is
denoted by N-{ 1, ..., n}. By a bijection Q: N---~ {1, ..., n} we can
describe the position of the agents in the queue. Specifically, v(i) - j
means that player i is in position j. We assume that there is an initial
order Qo : N~ {1, ..., n} on the jobs before the processing of the
machine starts. One can view the initial order as being determined by
the various time moinents the various jobs can enter the system. The
set of all possible processing orders is denoted by HN. The processing
time p; of the job of agent i is the time the machine takes to handle
this job.

For each agent i E N the costs for spending time in the system
can be described by an affine monetary cost function c; :[0, oo) -~ IR
defined by c;(t) - att ~~3; with a; ~ 0, ~iti E IR. So c;(t) is the cost for
agent i if he has spent t units of time in the system.

A sequencing situation as described above is denoted by (N, Qo, p, a),
where N- {1, ..., n} is the set of players, vo : N--~ {1, ..., n}, p-
(pt)iEN E~{N. and a-(a;)iEN E IR~. The vector ~3 -(,C3t);E,v E IRN
of fixed costs for the agents is omitted in the description of a sequencing
situation because, in the sequel, we will focus on cost savings.

The starting time to,; of the job of agent i if processed in a senu-
active way according to a bijection Q is

-~ to,~ ~ p~ if v(i) ) 1
to'' ~- 0 if Q(i) - 1

where j E N is such that Q(j)- v(i) - 1. Here, a processing order is
called semi-active if there does not exist a job which could be processed
earlier without altering the processing order. In other words, there
are no unnecessary delays in the processing order. Note that we may
restrict attention to semi-active processing orders since for each agent
the cost function is weakly increasing. Consequently, the completion
time C(v, i) of the job of agent i w.r.t. v is equal to to,; ~ p;.

By reordering the jobs, the total costs of the agents will change.
Clearly, there exists an ordering for which the total costs are minimized.
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The corresponding maximal cost savings w.r.t. the initial order could
be thought of as generated in the following way.

We assume that the waiting costs can be expressed in money. Then
the costs of each player increase either when the time he spends in the
system increases or when he has to pay an arnount of money. Similarly,
the costs of each player decrease either when the time he spends in the
system decreases or when he receives an amount of money. Using these
facts, players can obtain cost savings in the following way. We introduce
a regulator which controls the monetary transfers. Explicitly, if a player
has moved forward in the optimal processing order, the time he spend
in the system has decreased and consequently, his costs that depend
on his completion time decreased. Such a player has to pay an amount
of money to the regulator such that his new costs plus the amount of
money he paid equals the costs he had in the initial processing order.
Similarly, a player that has moved backward in the optimal processing
order receives money from the regulator such that his new costs minus
the amount of money he received equals the costs he had in the initial
processing order. So each player ends up with the same costs as in the
initial processing order. However, since the reordering was assumed
to be the optimal order, the regulator will have a maximal positive
surplus.

The first problem is of course to find a reordering wliich maxiinizes
the surplus of the regulator. This is solved in proposition 2.1. The
second problem of allocating the inaximal surplus back to the players
is considered in the sections 2.3 and 2.4.

For the first problem, consider an arbitrary processing order ~.
The transfer money player i has to pay to the regulator equals
a;(C(vo, i) - C(Q, i)). Hence, the surplus of the regulator is equal to

~ ai(~(~o~ i) - C( ~~ i)).
iEN

A processing order that maximizes this expression is an order in which
the players are processed in decreasing order with respect to the urgency
u; defined by ui :- p. This result is due to Smith (1956~ and is formally
presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 Let ( N, vo, p, a) be a sequencing situation. Then
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~ at(C(QO, i) - C(Q, i)) - max {~ a;(C(QO, i) - C(Q, i))}
iEN vE~N iEN

if and only if

2ló-i~l~ i 1Lg-i~y~ i... i 2lg-i~n~.

PROOF: We first show the only if part. Let v be an optimal processing
order. Suppose v does not satisfy (2.2). Then there exist i, j E N with
Q(j) - v(i) -f- 1 and u; G u~. Take the order T defined by r(m) - Q(m)
for all m E N`{i, j}, T(i) - Q(j) and T(j) - Q(i). Then

~ akC(~~ ~) - L akC(T, ~)
kEN kEN

- a~(tà,i ~ P~ ) ~ a~ (ta,; -~ p; -f- P~ ) - a.i( tT,~ ~ P~) - ai(tT,~ ~ P~ ~ Pt)

- ~~p~ - aZP~ ) 0

where the first equality follows from t~,,,~ - tT,,,i for all m E N`{i, j},
the second equality follows from tó,; - t?,~ and the inequality from
ut G u~. Hence, we have a contradiction with the optimallity of v.
Next, we show the if part. Let í7 satisfy (2.2) and let T be an optimal
order. Then from the only if part we have that the jobs in T are or-
dered in decreasing urgency. Now we can obtain ~ from T by switching
adjacent pairs i, j that satisfy u; - u~. Such switches will leave the
costs unchanged which implies that ~ is optimal. ~

Note that an optimal order can be obtained from the initial order by
consecutive switches of neighbours i, j with i directly in front of j and
u; G u~.

2.3 The EGS rule and the split core

This section considers the Equal Gain Splitting (EGS) rule and the
split core. The EGS-rule is a one-point solution which is introduced by
Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs (1989~. The split core is a generalization of
the EGS-rule. For both solution concepts a characterization is provided.
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For a sequencing situation (N, vo, p, a) the costs CN(Q) of coali-
tion N with respect to a processing order Q are equal to CN(Q) -

~;EN a;C(Q, i) ~- ~3;. From proposition 2.1 it follows that an optimal
order can be obtained from the initial order by consecutive switches of
neighbours which have a non-negative gain. Moreover, if there are sev-
eral optimal orders then we can reach one optimal order from another
optimal order by neighbour switches which have a gain equal to zero.
Hence, we may conclude that the maximal cost savings of N are inde-
pendent of the chosen optimal order. More precesily, if Q is an optimal
order of the sequencing situation (N, ~o, p, a), then the maximal cost
savings of coalition N equals

CN(~0) - CN(Q) - ~ gtj.
t,7EN:ao(2)Gaa(7)

Here gtj - max{ajpi -a;pj, 0} represents the gain attainable for player
i and j in case player i is directly in front of player j. Note that the
gain of such a pair i, j is indepencíent of the position of the pair in the
queue.

For player i E N we define the following sets with respect to a
processing order Q.
The set of predecessors of player i is P(Q, i) -{j ~ Q(j) G v(i)} and
the set of followers of player i is F(o,i) -{j ~~(j) 1 Q(i)}.
The Equal Gain Splitting rule, which is a map that assigns to each
sequencing situation (N, Qo, p, a) a vector in IRN, is defined by

1 1
EGS~(N, ~o~ P, a) - 2 ~ 9~j -f- 2 ~ 9ki (2.4)

7EF(no,i) kEP(vo,i)

for all i E N.
Note that the EGS-rule is independent of the chosen optimal order
and that the EGS-rule assigns to each player half of the gains of all
neighbour switches he is actually involved in reaching an optimal order
from the initial order.

From (2.4) it readily follows that the EGS-rule allocates the maxi-
mal cost savings that coalition N can obtain, i.e.

~ EGSt(N~~o,P,a) - ~ g;j.
iEN i,jEN:ao(i)~oo(j)
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Example 2.2 Let N- {1, 2, 3}, vo(i) - i for all i E N, p- (2, 2, I)
and a- (4, 6, 5). It follows that g12 - g23 - 4 and g13 - 6. Then
EGSI(N,vo,p,a) - 2(4 f 6) - 5,EGS2(N,~o,p,a) - 2(4 f 4) -
4 and EGS3(N, Qo, p, a) - 2(6 f 4) - 5. Further, we have
CiN(Qp) - linr( r1) - 4~ 4~ 6- 14 -~iEN EGSi(Ni ~oipi a)~

Let SEQ(N) denote the class of sequencing situations with player set
N. Consider the following properties for a rule f: SEQ(N) ~ [0, oo)N.

Efficiency: Let (N, o'o, p, a) E SEQ(N) and let ~ be an optimal pro-
cessing order for N. Then f is called efficient if ~;EN f;(N, ~o, p, a) -
~iN(Up) - CiN(Q).
Equivalence property: Let (N, vo, p, a) E SEQ(N). Let i E N and
(N, Q~, p, a) E SEQ(N) be such that P(~o, i) - P(o-I, i). Then f sat-
isfies the equivalence property if f;(N, ~o, p, a) - f;(N, ~1i p, a).
Switch property: Let (N, ~o, p, a) E SEQ(N) and let i, j E N be such
that ~ o-o(i) - vo(j) ~- 1. Let (N, Ql, p, a) E SEQ(N) be such that
o-i(i) - vo(j) , v~(j) - Qo(i) and vl(k) - Qo(k) for all k E N`{i, j}.
Then f satisfies the switch property if
fi(N~QO~pia) - fi(Ni~l~pia) - f9(N~QO~p~a) - J)(Ni~lipia)~

Efficiency states that the maximal reward the grand coalition can ob-
tain is allocated to the players. The equivalence property states that if
a player has the same predecessors, the order of the predecessors will
not affect the allocation. For explaining the switch property, let two
players be neighbours in a sequencing situation. If these players switch
positions, then the switch property states that in this new situation the
allocation is increased (or decreased) equally for both players. These
three properties characterize the EGS-rule.

Theorem 2.3 The EGS-rule is the unique rule for sequencing situa-
tions that satisfies e~c.iency, the equivalence property and the switch
property.

PROOF: It is straightforward to show that the EGS-rule satisfies the
three properties. Let f: SEQ(N) -~ [0, oo)N be a rule that satisfies
the three properties. Let (N, ~o, p, a) E SEQ(N). The proof will
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be by induction on the number of misplacements, where the set of
misplacements is defined by MQO :- {(i,j) ~ vo(i) C Qo(j),u; G u~}.
Let ~ Moo ~- 0. Then vo is an optimal order. Hence, the maximal
cost savings are equal to zero. Efilciency yields that f(N, ~o, p, a) -
(0, ..., 0) - EGS(N, Qo, p, a).
Suppose that f(N, vo, p, a) - EGS(N, vo, p, a) for all (N, vo, p, a) E
SEQ(N) with ~ Moo ~- m. Let (N, vo, p, a) E SEQ(N) be such that
~ Moo (- m~- 1. Then there exists an adjacent pair (i, j) E Moo. Let
(N,Ql,p,a) E SEQ(N) be such that al(i) - vo(j),vl(j) - vo(i) and
vl(k) - vo(k) for all k E N`{i, j}. Since Moo - Mo,`{(i, j)} the
equivalence property and the induction hypothesis yield for all
k E N`{i, j} that

fk(N~~o,p,a) - fk(N,~l~p,a)
- EGSk(N, ~1, p, a)
- EGSk(N, ~o~ p, a).

Then from efl'iciency, the equivalence property and Cw(oo) -CN(~1) -
gl~ we have that

9t~ - fz(N~ ~o, p~ a) ~ f~(N~ ~o, p~ a)

-fi ( N, ~1, p, a)- fi lN, ~1 ~ p, a) (2.5 )

Then

Ji(Ni~Oii~ia) - fi(Ni~lipia) ~ 2gtj

1
- EGS~(N, ~l,p, a) ~ 29~i

- EGS;(N, Qo, p, a).

Here the first equality follows froln the switch property and (2.5), the
second equality from the induction hypothesis and the third from the
definition of the EGS-rule. Efficiency gives that also f~(N, vo, p, a) -
EGS~ (N, ~o, p, a).
Hence, we may conclude that f(N, vo, p, a) - EGS(N, ~o, p, a). ~
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C~riel et al. (1989) showed that the EGS-rule is the unique rule
that satisfies efficiency, the equivalence property, the switch property
and the dummy property. In theorem 2.3 the dummy property could be
omitted since we required non-negativity of rules. Suijs, Hamers and
Tijs (1995) provide a characterization of the non-aggregate counterpart
of the EGS-rule using efficiency, a symmetry property and a consistency
property.

The EGS-rule divides the gain of each neighbour switch equally
among both players involved. Generalizing the EGS-rule we consider
Gain Splitting (GS) rules in which each player obtains a non-negative
part of the gain of all neighbour switches he is actually involved in to
reach the optimal order. The total gain of a neighbour switch is divided
among both players that are involved. Formally, we define for all i E N
andall~EA

GJ2 (N~QO~pia) - ~ ~ij9ij ~ ~ (1 - ~ki)9ki
jEF(oo,t) kEP(oo,i)

where A- {{~;j}t,jE~r,;~j ~ 0 G~;j G 1}. Note that for each ~ E A
we possibly obtain another allocation. Moreover, GS~ (N, Qo, p, a) -
EGS(N, Qo, p, a) in case ~;j - 2 for all i, j E{ 1, ..., n}, i~ j.

Example 2.4 If we take ~12 - 4, í`13 - 3 and .~23 - 1 in the sequenc-
ing situation of example 2.2, then GS~(N, vo, p, a) - (5, 5, 4).

The split core of a sequencing situation (N, Qo, p, a) is defined by

SPC(N, vo, p, a) -{GS~(N, Qo, p, a) ~~ E A}. (2.6)

In the following we will provide a characterization of the split core. For
this we consider solution concepts ~ which assign to each sequencing
situation SEQ(N) a non-empty subset of [0, oo)N. We consider the
following properties of a solution concept ~.

(i) Efficiency: Let (N, o-o, p, a) E SEQ(N) and let v be an optimal
rearrangement of N. Then for any ~ E z~((N, Qo, p, a)) we have that

~kEN xk - GN(~0) - CN(Q).
(ii) Dnmmy property: Let (N, o-o, p, a) E SEQ(N) and let Q be an op-
timal rearrangement of N. If P(a-o, k) - P(v, k) for some k E N, then
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for all ~ E~((N, Qo, p, a)) it holds that ~k - 0.
(iii) Monotonicity: Let (N, Qo, p, a) E SEQ(N) and let i, j E N be
such that ~ vo(i)-vo(j) ~- 1. Let (N,Ql,p,a) E SEQ(N) be such that
~o(i) -~1(j) , ao(j) - ~1(i) and vo(k) - vl(k) for all k E N`{i, j}.
Then for all ~ E ~((N, ~o, p, a)) there exists a y E~((N, ~1i p, a)) such
that
(a) xk - yk for all k E N`{í, j} and ~t 1 y;, ~~ ~ y~
or
(b)xk-yk forall kEN`{i,j} and x;Cy„ x~Cy~.

Efficiency states that each element of the solution concept divides the
maximal cost savings of the grand coalition among the players. The
dummy property states that if a player does not contribute to the cost
savings of the grand coalition, then in each element of that solution
concept he will obtain no share of these profits. Monotonicity implies
that when two neighbours change places in the initial processing order,
then for each element of the solution concept w.r.t. the initial order
there exists an element in the solution concept w.r.t. the new order
such tl~at both players gain or both loose money.

The following theorem shows that the split core is the maximal so-
lution concept that satisfies efiiciency, the dummy property and mono-
tonicity. Here, maximal means that any solution concept that satisfies
these three properties wil] assign a subset of the split core to a sequenc-
ing situation.

Theorem 2.5 The split core satisfies ef,~iciency, the dummy property
and monotonicity. Let ~: SEQ(N) ~ [0, oo)N satisfy ef~jiciency,
the dummy property and monotonicity. Then for all (N, vo, p, a) E
SEQ(N) we have ~((N, vo, p, a)) C SPC(N, vo, p, a).

PROOF: Obviously, the split core assigns to each sequencing situation
in SEQ(N) a non-empty subset of IRN. First we show that the split
core satisfies the three properties. Let (N, ~o, p, a) E SEQ(N). Since
each gain splitting allocation is efficient we have that the split core is
effiicient. If player k is a dummy player we have that g;k - 0 for all
i E N with vo(i) C vo(k) and gk~ - 0 for all j E N with Qo(k) c Qo(j).
This implies that GSk (N, Qo, p, a) - 0 for any ~ E A and consequently
the split core satisfies the dummy property. For monotonicity, let ~ E A
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and let i, j E N be such that Qo(i) - Qo(j) - 1 and take vl such that
Qi(i) - vo(j),~1(j) - vo(i) and vl(k) - vo(k) for all k E N`{i,j}.
From the definition of a gain splitting allocation it readily follows that

GSk (N, Qo, p, a) - GSk (N, vl, p, a) for all k E N`{i, j}. (2.7)

Further, we have that

GS, (N,QO,p~a) - GS; (N,~i~p,a) - 9;~~t~ -9~f(1 -.~~~) (2.8)

and

GS~(N,QO~p,a)-GS~(N,Q~,pia)-9t~(1-~z.i)-9~i.~~;. (2.9)

If a~p; - a;p~ ~ 0 then g;~ ) 0 and g~; - 0 which implies that
GSm (N, Qo, p, a) 1 GSm(N, vl, p, a) for m E {i, j }. On the other
hand, if a~pt - aZp~ C 0 then gt~ - 0 and g~; ~ 0 which implies
GS,~,~(N, Qo, p, a) C GSm(N, Ql, p, a) for m E{i, j}. Hence, the split
core satisfies monotonicity.

Let zG be a solution concept on SEQ(N) that satisfies efficiency, the
dummy property and monotonicity, and let (N, vo, p, a) E SEQ(N).
To show that ~((N, Qo, p, a) ) C SPC(N, Qo, p, a) we proceed by induc-
tion to the number of misplacements ~ Mo ~. If ~ MQO ~- 0, then vo is an
optimal order and the dummy property implies that ~((N, ~o, p, a)) -
{(0, ..., 0)} - SPC(N, Qo, p, a). Assume that ~(N, Q, p, a) is a subset
of SPC(N, v, p, a) for all Q E lhv with ~ Mo ~G m. Let vo be such that
( Moo ~- m f 1. We show that ~(N, vo, p, a) C SPC(N, vo, p, a). Take
~ E~((N, vo, p, a)) and let i, j E N be such that vo(i) - vo(j) - 1 and
(i, j) is a misplacement of vo. Take ~1 such that vl(i) -~o(j),Ql(j) -
vo(i) and ~1(k) - Qo(k) for all k E N`{i, j}. Note that gt~ ~ 0 since
(i, j) is a misplacement. For any z E ~((N, vl, p, a)) we have by effi-
ciency that

~ ~k - ~ zk - ~iN(~0) - GN(~1) - gij (`~.10)
kEN kEN

where the last equality follows from the definition of ~1 and the fact
that ( i, j) is a misplacement. From (2.10) and monotonicity follows
that there exists a y E~((N, ~1i p, a)) such that for all k E N`{i, j}
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(xt f x~) -(yt ~ yi) - 9~~ and x; ~ ys, x,i ~ y.i~ xk - yk. (2.11)

Since ~ Mo, ~- m the induction hypothesis yields that there exist a

~ E A such that y- GS~((N, vl, p, a)). Substitution in (2.11) gives

xk

)
?

GSt (N, Qi, p, a) -}- GS~ ((N~ ~i, P~ a)) f 9ti
GS;(N, Qi, p, a)
GS~ (N, Qi, p, a)
GSk (N, al, p, a) for all k E N`{i, j}.

(2.12)

Since x is a solution of the system (2.12), there exists an s` E[0,1]
such that

x; - GS; (N~ ~i ~ p~ a) f s~9~;

xj - GS~ ( N,a-i~p~cx) ~- (1 - s`)9~.i

xk - GSk (N, vl, p, a) for all k E N`{i, j}

(2.13)

Take ~` E A such that .~~- s' and ~kl - aki for all k, l E{1, ..., n},
k~ l and (k, l) ~(i, j). Then from (2.7), (2.8),(2.9), (2.13) and the
fact that g~; - 0 we have x- GS~~ (N, ~o, p, cx).
Consequently, x E SPC(N, Qo, p, a). ~

2.4 Sequencing games

Sequencing games, introduced by Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs (1989~,
are cooperative combinatorial optimization games that arise from the
sequencing situations as described in section 2.2. We start by recalling
the definition and some properties of sequencing games. Then we will
consider the core and some related concepts. In section 2.4.1 we use a
result of Iíuipers and Derks (1993) to provide an upper bound for the
number of extreme points of the core of sequencing games. Section 2.4.2
shows that the split core is a subset of the core. Further, we introduce a
special relaxation of sequencing gaines in which the connected coalitions
(w.r.t. the initial order) have the same worth as in the sequencing game,
whereas the non-connected coalitions can obtain a larger benefit. It will
be shown that the split core of a sequencing game coincides with the
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core of the corresponding relaxed sequencing game. Finally, we will
describe the extreme points of the split core.

The head-tail core, which will be discussed in section 2.4.3, is the
core of the class of restricted coalitional sequencing games correspond-
ing to so-called head-tail coalitions. The extreme points of the head-tail
core are considered and it is shown that the outcome of the EGS-rule
is in the barycenter of this core.

Section 2.4.4 derives elegant expressions for the Shapley value and
the T-value of sequencing games. Further, necessary and sufricient con-
ditions are provided such that the EGS-rule coincide with the nucleolus.

Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let v be an optimal
order of N. Then the maximal cost savings for coalition N is equal
to C~v(~o) - CN(v). Now, we want to determine the maximal cost
savings of a coalition S which decides to cooperate. For this, we have
to define which rearrangements of the coalition S are admissible w.r.t.
the initial order. A bijection ~ : N-~ {1, ..., n} is called admissible for
S if it satisfies tlle following two conditions:
(i) the starting time of each agent outside the coalition S is equal to
his starting time in the initial order: too,; - tQ,; for all i E N`S.
(ii) the agents of S are not allowed to jump over players outside S:

P(~o, i) fl (N`S) - P(v, i) fl (N`S) for all i E S.

The set of adtnissible rearrangements for a coalition S is denoted by ES .

By defining the worth of a coalition as the maximum cost savings a
coalition can achieve by means of an admissible rearrangement, i.e.

max{~(a,C(~o, 2) ~ ,~,) - ~(aáC(~~ z) ~ Qt)}oEEs iES iES

we obtain a cooperative game called a sequencing gaine. Formally, for
a sequencing situation (N, Qo, p, a) the corresponding sequeneing game
(N, v) is defined by

v(S) - m~x{t~ a;[C(vo, i) - C(v, i)]} (2.14)
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for all S E 2N.

Expression (2.14) can be rewritten in terms of g;;, the cost savings
attainable by player i and j when i is directly in front of j. For
this we need the notion of connected coalitions. A coalition S is
called connected w.r.t. vo if for all i, j E S and k E N such that
Qo(i) G Qo(k) G vo(j) it holds that k E S. Then for any S that is
connected w.r.t. Qo it holds that

v(S) - ~ g;j. (2.15)
:,j ES:QO ~2) Coo ~7)

For a coalition T that is not connected w.r.t. Qo it follows that

v(T) - ~ v(S) (2.16)
SET`oo

where T`QO is the set of maximally connected components of T.

Example 2.6 Let N- {1, 2, 3}, Qo(i) - i for all i E N, p -(2, 2, 1)
and a- ( 4, 6, 5). It follows that g12 - g23 - 4 and g13 - 6. Then
v({i}) - 0 for all i E N, v({1,2}) - v({2,3}) - 4,v({1,3}) - v({1}) -~
v({3}) - 0 and v(N) - 14.

The following theorem, due to Cvriel et al. (1989), shows that sequenc-
ing games are convex games, i.e. for each S C T C N`{i} it holds that
v(T U{i}) - v(T) 1 v(S U{i}) - v(S).

Theorem 2.7 Seqvencing games are convex games.

PROOF: Let (N, ~o, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let the corre-
sponding sequencing game be given by (N,v). Let S C T C N`{i}.
Then there exists Ul, Vl E S`oo U{(~} and U2i V2 E T`oo U{~} with
Ul C UZ and Vl C V2 such that

v(S U{i}) - v(S) - ~ gk; ~~ g;j
kEUl jEVi

v(T U{i}) - v(T) - ~ gk; ~~ g;;
kEU2 jEV2
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Since g;~ ? 0 for all i, j E N, i~ j we have that (N, v) is convex. 0

In the final part of this section we consider sequencing games that
arise from sequencing situations with cost criteria equivalent to the
weighted completion time criterion. Criteria are called equivalent if
any optimal rearrangement with respect to one criterion is also an opti-
mal rearrangement for the other. In several textbooks (cf.Rínnooy ICan
(1976~) it is shown that the weighted flow time criterion, the weighted
waiting time criterion and the weighted lateness criterion are equiva-
lent to the weighted cost criterion. With respect to the corresponding
sequencing games one easily verifies

Proposition 2.8 Each sequencing situation with the weighted flow time
criterion, the weighted waiting time criterion, the weighted lateness cri-
terion or the weighted cost criterion generates the sequencing game as
defined by (,2.1l~).

2.4.1 The core

From theorem 2.7 it follows that sequencing games are balanced, i.e.
that the core of these games is non-empty. Shapley (1971~ (cf. Edmonds
(1970~) and Ichiishi ~1981~ showed that the marginal vectors are the
extreme points of the core if and only if the game is convex. Hence, the
number of extreme points of the core is equal to the number of difFerent
marginal vectors.

Let (N, v) be a TU game and let II(N) be the set of all permutations
of N-{ 1, ..., n}. Then the k- th coordinate of the marginal vector
m~(v), ~r E II~v, is defined by

rnk(v) :- v({j E lJ ~~r(j) C ~r(k)}) - v({j E N ~~r(j) G~r(k)}).

For a sequencing situation (N, vo, p, a) we can distinguish two types of
perinutations. A permutation is called connected w.r.t. vo if for each
k E N the set {j ~~r(j) G ~r(k)} is connected with respect to Qo. A
permutation is called disconnected otherwise.

Example2.9 LetN-{1,2,3,4,5},vo-(1,2,3,4,5)p-(1,1,1,1,1)
and a- (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Then the connected permutation T -(4, 3, 5, 2, 1)
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gives the marginal rnT(v) -(10, 6, 1, 0, 3). For the disconnected permu-
tations ri -(3, 5,1, 2, 4) and rz - (5,1, 3, 2, 4) the marginals mT' (v)
and mTZ (v) coincide and equal the vector (0, 4, 0, 16, 0).

Note that in example 2.9 the tnarginals corresponding to the discon-
nected permutations coincide. This is a result of the structure of the
two permutations. Iiuipers and Derks (199~) provided an upper bound
for the number of extreme points of the core for graph restricted games
in which the graph is a line-graph. This upper bound is also valid for
sequencing games, since these games can be considered as a special class
of graph restricted games in which the graph is a line-graph. Without
proof we apply their result in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.10 Let (N, v) be a sequencing game and let ~ N ~- n.
An upper bound for the number of extreme points of the core of the
corresponding sequenci~ag game is

n -~ 1 ~ nn 1

2.4.2 The split core

This section shows that the split core is a subset of the core. The
extreme points of the split core are described and it is shown that
the EGS rule is in the barycenter of the split core. These results are
obtained by introducing relaxed sequencing games.

The following theorem shows that the split core is a subset of the
core.

Theorem 2.11 Let (N, vo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let (N, v)
be the corresponding sequencing game. Then SPC(N, vo, p, a) C C(v).

PROOF: It is sufricient to show ~iES GS; (N, vo, p, a) 1 v(S) for all
connected coalitions S E 2N. Let ~ E A and let S be a connected set.
Then

~GS; (N,~o~ p,a )
iES

- ~~ jJ gij~ij ~ ~ gki(1 - ~1ki)~

iES jEN:oa~i)~oo~j) kEN:oo~k)~oo~t)
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i ~~ ~ 9ij~ij ~ ~ gki(1 - ~ki)~
iES jES:op(i)Caa(j) kES:oa(k)~oo(i)

~ 9ij
i,jES:oa(i)~ao(j)

v(S).

In case S- N the inequality becomes an equality.
Hence, GS~(N, vo, p, a) E C(v). ~

Since EGS(N, Qo, p, a) E SPC(N, Qo, p, a) we have the following corol-
lary.

Corollary 2.12 Let (N, ~o, p, a) be a sequencing sítuation and let (N, v)
be the correspondiTtg sequencing ga~rte. Then EGS(N, vo, p, a) E C(v).

For describing the extreme points of the split core we assign to each
permutation r E II(N) a vector ~(r) E A in the following way. For all
i,j E {1,...,n},i ~ j

~i7lT ) - { O ]f T(2) i T(~)
(2.17)

Then for each sequencing situation (N, oo, p, a) the collection of per-
mutation based gain splitting allocations is defined by

PBGS(N, vo, p, a) -{GS~(T)(N, ~o, p, a) ~ T E II(N)}.

For each sequencing situation (N, vo, p, a) we define the corresponding
relaxed sequencing game (N, w) by

w(S) - ~ g;j for all S C N.
i,jES:op(i)~op(j)

With (N, v) the corresponding sequencing game we have that v(S)
equals w(S) if S is a connected coalition (cf. (2.15)). For discon-
nected coalitions S we have that w(S) ~ v(S). Hence, C(w) C C(v).
The following theorem shows that relaxed sequencing games games are
convex games.
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Theorem 2.13 Relaxed sequenci~zg games are convex games.

PROOF: Let (N, vo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let the corre-
sponding relaxed sequencing game be (N,w). Let S C T C N`{i}.
Then

w(T U {i}) - w(T) ~ 9ki -F ~ 9ij
kET:oo(k)Coo(i) jET:oo(i)Coo(j)

~ ~ 9ki ~ ~ 9ij

kES:oo(k)Goo(t) jES:oo(t)Cvo(j)

- w(S U {i}) - w( 5').

The next lemma states that the set of marginal vectors of a relaxed
sequencing game coincides with the set of permutation based gain split-
ting allocations of the corresponding sequencing situation.

Lemma 2.14 Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let (N, w)
be the corresponding relaxed seqv,encing game.
Then mr(w) - GS~(r)(N, Qo, p, a) for each T E II(N).

PROOF: Let i E N. Then

- ~ gk! - ~ ,Jk!
k,lEP(r,i)U{i}:oo(k)Coo(~) k,lEP(r,i):oo(k)Cvo(~)

- 2I(P( T,2) U {2}) - 4J(P( T, 2))

- m;(w)

GSi (r)(N, ~o, p, a)
~ gij~i)(T) ~ ~ gki(1 - ~kilT))

jEN:oo(i)~oo(j) kEN:oo(k)Goo(i)

~ 9ij ~ij (T ) ~ ~ 9ij ~ij (T )
jEP(r,i)nF(oo,i) jEF(r,i)nF(oo,i)

~ ~ gki(1 - ~1kilT)~ ~ ~ gki(1 - ~k{(T))
kEP(r,i)nP(oo,i) kEF(r,i)nP(oo,i)

~ gij ~ ~ gki

jEP(r,i)nF(oo,i) kEP(r,i)nP(oo,i)
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where the third equality follows from (2.17). O

The following theorem shows that the split core of a sequencing sít-
uation coincides with the core of the corresponding relaxed sequencing
game.

Theorem 2.15 Let ( N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let
(N, w) be the corresponding relaxed sequencing game.
Then SPC(N, Qo, p, a) - C(w).

PROOF: The convexity of (N, w) implies that
C(w) - conv{mT(w) ~ T E II(N)}. From lemma 2.14 it follows that
conv{mT(w) ~ r E II(N)} - conv{GS~(T)(N,~o,p,a) ~ T E lI(N)}.
Since SPC(N, Qo, p, a) is a convex set we have
C(w) C SPC(N, vo, p, a).
On the other hand, let ~ E A and let S C N. Then

~ GSt ( N, ~o ~ p, a)
iES

u

~ ~~ ~ gij~ij ~ ~ gki(1 - í,ki)~
iES jES:oo(i)Coo(j) kES:oo(k)~oo(i)

- ~ gij - w(S).

i,j ES:ao (t)Cao (j)

In case S- N the inequalíty in the above calculation becomes an
equality. Hence, SPC(N, Qo, p, a) C C(w). ~

The following corollary is a consequence of theorem 2.15 and lemma
2.14.

Corollary 2.16 Let (N, vo, p, a) be a sequencing situation.
Then SPC(N, vo, p, a) - conv{GS~(T)(N, vo, p, a) ~ T E II(N)}.

So, we may conclude that for a sequencing situation (N, o-o, p, a) the
set of extreine points of the corresponding split core is given by the set
of permutation based gain spitting rules PBGS(N, vo, p, a).

The following theorein shows that the EGS allocation of a sequenc-
ing situation is the average of all corresponding permutation based gain
splitting allocations.
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Theorem 2.1? Let(N, o-o, p, a) be a sequencing situation. The~a

EGS(N, ~o~ p, a) - l~ ~ GS~~TI (N, ~o, p, a)-
n. TEn(N)

PROOF: For each r E II(N) there exists a unique T ` E II(N) such that
~(7) -~ ~(r~) - a(e) where ~(e) E A with .~(e),~ - 1 for all i, j E N,i ~
j. Note that the definition of .~(T) implies that {7 ~ T E II(N)} -
{T~ ~ T E IT(N)}. S1nCe GS~~T~(N, U0i p, a) ~ GS~~T~~(N, D'0, p, a) -

GS~lel (N, Qo, p, a) - 2EGS(N, Qo, p, a) we have that

1
~ GS~1T~(N,~o,p,a)in. 7En.v

- n~ ~ (2GS~1T~(N ,ao,p~a ) ~ 2GS~~~~~(N,~o,p~a))
rEtIN

- 1~ ~ EGS(N, ~o, p, a) - EGS(N, ~o, p, a). O
n. TEnr,

The next corollary follows immediately from lemma 2.14, theorem 2.15
and theorem 2.17.

Corollary 2.18 Let (N, ~o, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let
(N, w) be the corresponding relaxed sequencing game. Then the Shapley
value of (N, w) and EGS(N, ~o, p, a) coincide.

Example 2.19 Take the game of 2.6. The extreme points of
SPC(N, vo, p, a) are

GS~ITOI ( N, ~o, p, a) - ( 0, 4, 10) where To -(1, 2, 3)

GS~1T'~(N, Qo, p, a) - (0, 8, 6) where ri - ( 1, 3, 2)

GS~~7~1(N, vo, p, a) - (4, 0,10) where TZ -(2, 1, 3)

GS~I~31(N, ~o, p, a) - (10, 0, 4) where T3 -(2, 3,1)

GS~IT'~(N, Qo, p, a) - (6, 8, 0) where T4 -(3,1, 2)

GS~1T5~(N, o-o, p, a) - (10, 4, 0) where rs - ( 3, 2, 1)
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and EGS(N, vo, p, a) - 6~TEnN GS~~TI (N, Qo, p, a) - (5, 4, 5). Note

that mT~ (v) - GS~1T~1(N, vo, p, cx) for i E {0, 2, 3, 5} and that
mT~ (v) ~ GS~17'~ (N, ~o, p, a) for i E { 1, 4} (see figure 2.1).

mT3 (

m~ (v~ GSaI'51 GS~~T4)

Figure 2.1: The core and the split core

In example 2.19 an extreme point of the core of a sequencing game
coincides with an extreme point of the corresponding split core if the
corresponding permutation is connected w.r.t. vo. The next proposi-
tion shows that this property holds for any sequencing situation.

Proposition 2.20 Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let
(N, v) be the corresponding sequencing game.
Then mT(v) - GS~1T~(N,vo,p,cx) if T is connected w.r.t. vo.

PROOF: For any connected T E II(N) we have mT (v) - mT (w). Lemma
2.14 completes the proof. o

The following example illustrates that a~ E A with .~t~ E {0, 1} for
all i, j E N, i~ j that does not arise from a permutation T E TI(N) as
defined in (2.17) is not necessarily an extreme point of SPC(N, oo, p, a).

Example 2.21 Consider the game of example 2.19. Consider ~ defined

by ~12 - 1, ~13 - 0 and ~23 - 1. Obviously ~ can not be constructed
by means of a permutation T as in (2.17). Note that GS~(N, vo, p, a) -
(4, 6, 4) is not an extreme point of SPC(N, vo, p, a).
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2.4.3 The head-tail core

Cooperative TU games in which the set of feasible coalitions is re-
stricted are called restricted games. Myerson (1977~ and Owen (1986)
considered a special class of restricted games that arise from communi-
cation situations in which communication possibilities are described by
a graph. Faigle (1988) studied the core for (general) restricted games.
A generalization of the Bondareva-Shapley theorem for restricted games
was derived. Derks and Reijnierse (1993) gave necessary and sufficient
conditions on the set of feasible coalitions, such that the corresponding
restricted core is bounded.

This section considers the core of restricted sequencing games where
the feasible coalitions are head-tail coalitions. The extreme points of
this core are cíescribed and it is shown the EGS-rule is the average of
these extreme points.

Let (N, ~o, p, a) be a sequencing situation. The head for player
i E N, denoted by P(i), is the coalition which is equal to the union of
the set of predecessors of i and {i}, i.e. P(i) :- P(QO, i) U{i}. The tail
of i E N coincides with the followers of i, i.e. F(~o, i). The collection
of coalitions consisting of all heads and tails is denoted by ?-~.

Now, the head-tail core C~(v) of a sequencing game (N, v) is defined
by

C~(v) -{x E IRN ~ x(N) - v(N), x(S) ~ v(S) for all S E~}. (2.18)

In fact, the head-tail core is the core of the restricted game (~-í, v).
Obviously, we have that the core C(v) of the game (N, v) is contained
in the head tail core C~(v). This implies that the head-tail core is
non-empty. The following example shows that the core of a game can
be a strict subset of the head-tail core.

Example 2.22 Consider the sequencing game of example 2.6. An ex-
treme point of C~(v) is the vector (10, -6, 10). Obviously, this vector
is not an element of C(v). In figure 2.2 the core is the intersection of
the head-tail core and the imputation set.
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( 14
0
0

`~i~~`~..
0

Figure 2.2: The head-tail core

In the following we will describe the extreme points of the head-tail
core. The dual game (N, v') of (N, v) is defined by v`(S) - v(N)-v(S`)
for all S C N. Note that v(N) - v'(N) and that v(S) C v'(S) for all
S by the superadditivity of (N, v). -

Now, from (2.18) is follows that

C~(v) -

{x E IRN ~ v(P(i)) G x(P(i)) C v'(P(i)),b'i E N} -

{x E IRN ~ x- L-ly,v(P(i)) C y; C v`(P(i)),di E N}

where L is a square non-singular lower triangular matrix with ones on
and below the diagonal, and zeros above the diagonal. In particular,
the linear map L gives a 1-1 correspondence between C~ and the set
D defined by

D:- {y E IRN ~ v(P(z)) c yt C v'(P(a)),di E N}.

Consequently, there is also 1-1 correspondence between the extreme
points of both sets. Clearly, each extreme point of D corresponds to a
system of n equations of the form

y; - a„ i- l, ..., n, where a; E{v(P(i)), v~`(P(i))}

for all i E N. Let J C N. We put h~ - L-1(yJ) where y~ is the extreme
point of D corresponding to the system of equations given by

r- J v(P(a)) i E N`J
y' - 1 v'(P(i)) i E J
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Then E-{h~ ~ J C N} is the set of extreme points of C~(v). Conse-
quently, we have

Theorem 2.23 C~(v) - conv{h~ ~ h~ E E}
where h~ corresponds to the solutions of the set of equations

~kEP(i) ~k - v(P(Z))

~kEP(i) x k - ~~(P(~))

,iEN`J
,iEJ

(2.19)

The number of extreme points is 2~~~ where
I-{i E N ~ v(P(i)) ~ v`(P(i))}. Hence, in the generic case we have
2n-1 different extreme points since v`(N) - v(N) and consequently
Qó 1(n) ~ I.

Now, consider the extreme points hm and hN. 5ince L-I is a square
matrix with ones on the diagonal, -1 on the lower diagonal entries and
zero's elsewhere, we have for each i E N that

L-'(y~)~ - v(P(~)) - v(P(~o,~))
- v(P(QO,i) U {i}) - v(P(vo,i))

and

L-1(yN)~ - v`(P(i)) - v'(P(~o~ i))
- v(F(vo,i) U {i}) - v(F(~o,i))

This implies that h~ coincides with the marginal vector mQO (v) and hN
coincides with the marginal vector moó ~(v), where o-ó 1 is the reverse
order of o-o. The following lemma, due to Curiel et al. (1993~, shows
that the EGS-rule is the average of these two marginal vectors.

Lemma 2.24 Let (N, o-o, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let (N, v)
be the corresponding sequencing ga~ne. Then

2(moa (v) -f- mao 1(v)) - EGS(N, ~o, p, a).

PROOF: For each i E N we have that

2 (mao (v) ~ m~o ~ (v))
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1
2{ ~ 9kj - ~ 9kj }

k,jEN:oo~k)Goa~j)Coo~i) k,jEN:oo~k)Coo~j)Coo~:)
1

} 2{ ~ gkj - ~, gkj }
k,jEN:oo~i)Coo~k)Coo~9) k,jEN:oo~t)Coo~k)Coo~j)

1
2{ ~ 9;; f ~ 9ki}

jEN:QO~t)Coo~j) kEN:ooÍk)Cao~t)
EGS;(N, Qo, p, a).

0
From lemma 2.24 it follows immediately that

h0 -}- hN - 2EGS(N, vo, p, a).

The following theorem shows that the average of the extreme points of
the head-tail core as generated by (2.19) is the EGS-rule.

Theorem 2.25 Let (N, vo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let
(N, v) be the corresponding sequencing game.
Then EGS(N, vo, p, a) - 2„1,~JCN hJ.

PROOF: Note that for all i E N and all J C N we have yf ~ y;~`J -

v(P(i)) ~ v'(P(i)). Consequently, for all J C N it follows that hJ -F
hN`J - L-1(yJ ~ yN`J) - L-1(y0 ~ yN) -

h0 ~- 1bN. S1nCe ÍL0 ~ 1tN -

2EGS(N, Qol, p, a) we have l

1 1 NJ

2~-1 JCN 2n JCN

- 22~EGS(N, Qo, p, a)n

- EGS(N, Qo,p, a).

0

2.4.4 Other solution concepts

This section considers well known solution concepts of cooperative TU
games. We consider the Shapley-value, the T-value, the nucleolus and
the restricted nucleolus witli respect to head-tail coalitions.

jJ hJ - - ~(~J~h ` )
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The Shapley value is in the barycenter of the core of sequencing
games since these games are convex games. The following theorem,
due to Curiel et al. (1989), gives an expression for the Shapley value of
sequencing games.

Theorem 2.26 Let (N, vo, p, cx) be a sequencing situation and let (N, v)
be the corresponding sequencing game. Then the Shapley value ~(v) is

given by

~ gkj

k,jEN:oo(k)Cvo(')Cvo(7),k~j ~Olk) - ~Ol~) ~ 1
(2.20)

foralliEN.

PROOF: Define for each k, j E N with o-o(k) G~o(j) a game

ukj(S) -{ 0
therw(éo(k)),vó'(vo(k) ~ 1),...,vo'(~o(~))} C S

Then we have that v -~k,jEN:oo(k)~ao(j) gkjukj. By the linearity, sym-
metry and dummy property of the Shapley value we find

~i(v) - ~ gkj~ilukj)

O

We may conclude that the Shapley value of a sequencing game dis-
tributes the profit gij of the players i and j equally among all the
players that are in between i and j in the initial order together with i
and j.

The following theorem, also due to Curiel et al (1989~, gives an
expression for the r-value.

Theorem 2.27 Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let (N, v)
be the corresponding seque~acing game. Then the T-value T(v) is given
by

Ti(v) - Ei ~ 9k! (2.21)

k,jEN:oo(k)Cao(j)
~ 9kj

k,jEN:oo(k)~~o(i)~oo(j),k~j a0lk) - ~0(~) ~ 1

k,lEN:ap(k)Gao(i)Cop(I),k~!
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where tc - ~ k~~EN:o ( k)~o (f) 9kt fOr aII 2 E N.
lEN k~lEN:oO(k)Go0(7)Gc0(1)~k~l9k!

PROOF: The convexity of sequencing games (cf. theorem 2.7) and
v({j}) - 0 for all j E N imply that T(v) - tcM(v). Further, Mj(v) -
v(N) - v(N`{j}) -~vo(k)Coo(j)Goo(l),k~lgk! for all j E N. Then effi-
ciency of the r-value leads to -

v(N) ~k,lEN:oo(k)~oo(l) 9kt
~ - -

~jEN MJ(v) - ~jEN ~oo(k)Coo(j)Coo(1),k~l gkl

and the proof is completed. O

Using a result of Potters and Reijnierse (1995~ we can provide nec-
essary and sufficient conditions such that the EGS-rule coincides with
the nucleolus. First, the following example shows that the EGS-rule is
not necessarily equal to the nucleolus of a sequencing game.

Example 2.28 Take the game of example 2.6. The nucleolus of the
game is (43, 43, 43), whereas the EGS-rule equals (5, 4, 5).

Before formulating the next lemma we recall that H is the set of head-
tail coalitions.

Lemma 2.29 Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a seque~acing situation.
Then EGS(N, Qo, p, a) is the unique solution of the system of equations
given by

~(s) - v(s) -~(s~) - v(s~) for all s E r~
PROOF: First we show that EGS(N, vo, p, a) is a solution of the system
of equations. Let S E ~-l. Then

~ EGSj (N, Qo, p, a) - v(S)
jES

~ 2 {~,~,o(v) ~ m;o'(v)} - v(S)
jES
1
2 {v(S) ~- v(N) - v(S~)} - v(S)

2{v(N) - v(S) f v(S`)} - v(S`)
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,
- ~ 2 {m~o(v) ~ mjo (v)} - v(S`)

jES`

- ~ EGS;(N~ ~o, P, a ) - v(S`)
jES`

where the first and fourth equality hold by lemma 2.24.
Let x be a solution of the given system of equations. Then for k E N
we have

x(P(vo, k) U{k}) - v(P(~o, k) U{k})
- x(F(QO, k)) - v(F(o-o, k)) (2.22)

and

x(P(~o, k)) - v(P(~o, k))
- x(F(QO, k) U {k}) - v(F(~o, k) U{k}) (2.23)

From (2.22) and (2.23) it follows by subtracting that

x({k}) - v(P(~o, k) U{k}) ~ v(P(~o, k))
--x({k}) - v(F(vo, k)) -}- v(F(~o, k) U{k})

Now, from lemma 2.24 it follows that x({k}) - EGSk(N„ ~o, p, a) for
a11kEN. o

From Potters and Reijnierse (1995) it follows that the nucleolus
of a sequencing gaine is the unique vector x satisfying efficiency and
st;tl(x) - s;tlt(.x) for all i E N`{QÓ'(n)}. Here stj is defined by

s;j(x) :- max{v(T) - x(T) ~ T C N`{j}i E T, T is connected}.

This result is needed in the proof of theorem 2.30 which provides nec-
essary and sufficient conditions on a sequencing situation such that the
nucleolus and the EGS-rule coincide.

Theorem 2.30 Let (N, o-o, p, a) be a sequencing situation and (N, v)
be the corresponding sequencing ga~ne. Then EGS(N, Qo, p, a) -~(N, v)
if and only if for all p, i E N such that
Qó1(1) C Qó 1(p) C vó 1(i) G Qó~(n) it holds that

Op 1~P-1~ Oo l ~ril Oo ~~P-11 Oa ~~11

~ ~ ~jaó ~ ~ ~ gaó

a-a~ 1(1) ó-oó 1(itl) a-oó ~(1) ó-oó 1(P)
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and for all p, i E N such that ~ó1(1) G o'ó1(p) G Qó'(i) G Qó 1(n) it
holds that - -

Qo 1(P-1) ao 1(n) oo ~(t) n

~ ~ gnó C ~ ~ gab

a-oó'(1)ó-vó'(ifl) a-vo1(P)6-oo1(if1)

PROOF: We only show the only if part.
Define GixJ -~aE1 ~bEJ gab for any connected I, J C N with gab - O
if Qo(a) 1~o(b). Then the right hand side of the if and only if statement
is equivalent to

Gvá'({1,...,P-1})XVO'({i-Fl,...,n}) ` Goo'({1,...,P-1})XVÓ'({p,...,i})

for all vó 1(1) G~0 1(P) C ao 1(z) G o-01(n) and

Goó'({1,...,P-1})xoó'({i~l,...,n}) ~ Goá'({p,...,i})xoá'({itl,...,n})

for all vó1(1) G vó'(p) C vó 1(i) G vó 1(n). This can be rewritten in

Gop'({1,...,i})XOÓ' ({i}1,...,n})

G Gvo'({P,...,i})xoo'({;fl,...,n}) ~ Goo'({I,...,P-1})XOO'({p,...,i}) (2.24)

for all oó1(1) c Qó 1(p) C~ó 1(i) G Qó 1(n) and

Goá' ({1,...,p-1})Xoó' ({p,...,n})

~ Go-~({p,...,i})XO-'({ifl,...,n ~ Go-' 1 '0 0 }) o ({ ,...,P-1})xoo ({P,...,i}) (2.25)

for all ~ó 1(1) G Qó 1(p) G o-ó1(i) G Qó1(n). Since

op'(i-1) va'(i)

v({ool(p~...i2)}) - ~ ~ 9aó

a-oo 1(P) ó-oo ~(at1)

1 ~o ~(:~1) ~o ~(`) 1 ~o ~(') ~o ~(6-1}

- ~ ~ 9ab ~ - ~ ~ 9ab

2 a-vo ~(P) ó-ap ~(afl) 2 ó-oo ~(Pfl) a-oo 1(P)

an d
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1 vo 1(') ao ~(n) 1 00[1~( `) oo I(6-1)
x(UQ 1({p,...,i})) - - ~ ~ 9ab -~ - L ~ 9a6

2 a-oo 1( P) 6-oo'(afl) 2 b-oo 1(P) a-oo i(1)

we have for any ~ó 1(p), vó1(i) E N, p G i that

v(QÓl({p,...,i})) - x(vól({p,...,i}))

vó'(i-1) vo'(n) oo'(n)
1
2

- --(a-~ 6-v~it1 gab ~ 6-o~i~l

9i6

ó (~) o ( ) o ( )

~0 1(i) ao 1( P-1) oá'(P-1)

~ ~ ~ ~ab ~ ~ ~ap)

ó-aa ~(Pf1) a-ap'(1) a-oo ~(1)

Qo'(i) oo ~(~) ao ~(t) ao 1(P-1)

- - 1 ( ~ ~ ~a6 ~ ~ ~ gab).

2 a-~o'(P) 6-ó '(ifl) ó-oó'(P) a-oo 1(1)

From this it follows that (2.24) and (2.25) are equivalent to

Fvo'({1,...,i})(x) ~ Fvp'({v,...,i})(x),yv~l(1) ~ v01(p) `vpl(i) G U01(n)

Foá'({p,...,~})(x) ~ FQO'({r,...,i})(x),daól(1) G Qol(p) G Qól(i) G Qól(n)

where F is the excess function defined for all S E 2N by F(S) -
v(S) - x(S) and x- EGS(N, ~o, p, a). These last two inequalities are
equivalent to

Fao'({1,...,i})(x) ~ Foo'({a,...,i})(x)id~o 1(1) G Q~ 1(p) ~ QO 1(i) G Qp 1(n)

Fvp'({ifl,...,n})(x) ? Fvá'({ifl,...,q})lx)~

`dQÓ' (1) G vó' (i ~ 1) G Qó 1(q) G vó 1(n). These last two inequalities
imply that the maximum in the definition of s;i~l is achieved at T-
{vó1(l, ..., i)} and the maximum in the definition of si~l; is achieved
at T-{vól(i ~} 1,...,n)}. Hence, s;;tl(x) - si~l;(x) for all i E N`
{QÓ 1(n)} where x- EGS(N, vo, p, a). This implies that the nucleolus
coincides with EGS(N, vo, p, a). 0
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In the last part of this section we consider the nucleolus of restricted
sequencing games w.r.t. the set i-( of head-tail coalitions. The nucleolus
of a general restricted game is introduced in Kuipers (199l~~. Let F:-
(FT)TE~t , where FT : IRN -~ IR are the excess functions defined by
FT(x) :- v(T) - x(T). The function 0 : IRlxl ~~I~I is the map
that orders the coordinates in a weakly decreasing order. Then the
restricted nucleolus is defined by

N(~-l,v)-{xEH~OoF(x)~LOoF(y)forallyEH}.

where H- {x E IRn ~ x(N) - v(N)}.
The following theorem states that the EGS-rule coincides with the

nucleolus of the corresponding sequencing game restricted to head-tail
coalitions.

Theorem 2.31 Let (N, Qo, p, a) be a sequencing situation and let (N, v)
be the corresponding sequencing game. The sequencing game restricted
to head-tail coalitions is given by (~, v).
Then the EGS-rule of (N, Qo, p, cx) is the unique element of N(~-l, v).

PROOF: First it is shown that .N(~-í, v) is a non-empty set.
Let y E II`C~(v), then there exists an S E i-l such that y(S) G v(S).
Since for any x E C~(v) it holds that x(T) ~ v(T) for all T E ~-l we
have that 0 o F(x) ~L 0 o F(y). Hence,
N(~-f, v) -{x E Cx(v) ~ O o F(x) ~L O o F(y) for all y E C~(v)}.
Since C~(v) is a non-empty compact set and O o F is a continuous map
it follows that N(~-l, v) ~(~.

Let x E ~V(?-l, v). Suppose there exists a k E N and an E) 0 such
tliat

[v(P(k)) - x(P(k))] - [v(P(k)`) - x(P(k)~)) ] E

Let j E N be such that vo(j) - ~o(k)-}-1. Take y E II such that y; - xi
for all i E N`{k, j}, yk - xk -~ E and y~ - x~ - e. Then

v(T) - x(T) - v(T) - y(T) for all T E q-l`{P(k), P(k)`},

v(P(k)) - x(P(k)) - v(P(k)) - y(P(k)) ~- E
and
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v(P(k)`) - x(P(k)`) - v(P(k)`) - y(P(k)`) - e.

Hence, OoF(y) ~L OoF(x). This is in contradiction with the definition
of ~Í(~-(, v). In a similar way we can show that there exists no k E N
such that

w(P(k)) - x(p(k))~ -[v(P~) - x(P~)~ C 0.

This implies that for all S E ~-l we have FS(x) - FS~(x). Then lemma
2.29 implies that {EGS(N, ~o, p, a)} - ~V(~-í, v). ~



Chapter 3

On the convexity of
sequencing games

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we showed that sequencing games that arise from one-
machine sequencing situations are convex games. There we assumed
that each job was available at the starting tiine of the machine. In
this chapter we consider one-machine sequencing situations in which
jobs can be available at different moments in time. Put differently, we
impose ready times (release dates) on the jobs. We will show that the
special class of sequencing games that arise from one-machine sequenc-
ing situations in which all jobs have equal processing times and the
ready time of each job is a inultiple of the processing time are convex
games.

As we have seen in chapter 2 convex games have several nice proper-
ties. For convenience we recall some properties of convex games. Shap-
ley (1971) (cf. Edmonds (1970)) and Ichiichi (1981) showed that the
extreme points of the core are the marginal vectors of the game if and
only if the game is convex. Hence, convex games have an non-empty
core. With respect to one-point game theoretical solution concepts con-
vex games are nice, since the Shapley value (Shapley (1953~), which by
definition is the average of all marginal vectors, is in the barycenter
of the core. Further, the T-value (Tijs (1981)), which is an efl'icient
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compromise between an utopia vector and a minimal right vector, can
be easily calculated.

This chapter, which is based on Hamers, Borm and Tijs (1993~,
is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives the formal description of
sequencing situations in which ready times are involved and defines
the corresponding games. Section 3.3 considers the special class of
sequencing situations in which all jobs have equal processing times and
the ready time of each job is a multiple of the processing time. Further,
we recall a(polynomial) algorithm, introduced in Rinnooy 1~ an (1976~,
that provides an optimal processing order of the agents.
For the convexity result we have to consider relations between the values
of several overlapping coalitions. For this we study relations between
optimal orders of various coalitions in section 3.4. Note that for the
sequencing games of chapter 2 the optimal orders of subcoalitions is
induced by the optimal order of the grand coalition. This is not the
case for the sequencing situations we consider in this chapter. Finally,
the convexity result for the special class of games of section 3.3 will be
proven in section 3.5.

3.2 Sequencing games and ready times

This section introduces multi-decision maker problems that arise from
one-machine sequencing situations in which the cost function is the
weighted completion time criterion and the jobs have ready times (re-
lease dates).

In a one-machine sequencing situation there is a queue of agents,
each with one job, before a machine. Each agent (player) has to process
his job on the machine. The finite set of agents is denotecí by N-
{1, ..., n}. By a bijection Q: N-~ {1, ..., n} we can describe the position
of the agents in the queue. Specifically, ~(i) - j means that player i
is in position j. The ready time r; of the job of agent i is the earliest
time the processing of his job can begin. The processing time p; of the
job of agent i is the time the machine takes to handle this job.
We assume that every agent has a affine cost function c; :[0, oo) -~ IR
defined by c,(t) - a;t ~- ~3; with ai ~ 0, Qt E IR.
Further, it is assumed that there is an initial order ~o : N-a {1,...,n}
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on the jobs of the players before the processing of the machine starts
with the property that

(A1) r; G r~ for all i, j E N with Qo(i) C Qo(j).

In fact, one can view the initial order as being determined by the various
time moments the various jobs can enter the system (i.e. join the
queue).

A sequencing situation as described above is denoted by
(N,U0,1',p,CY ) where N - {1 ,...,n}, ?p : N -~ {1,...,1Z}, r - (T'i)iEN E

[~~ ~)Ni p- (pi)iEN E~~ and Ck -(CYi)iEN E IR~ . The VeCtOr

Q-(Qt)iEN E IRN of fixed costs for the agents can be ornitted in the
description of a sequencing situation because, in the sequel, we will
focus on cost savings.

For player i E N we recall that the set of predecessors of player i
w.r.t. ~ is P(v,i) :- {j ~ v(j) C v(i)} and the set of followers of player
i w.r.t. Q is F(~,i) :- {j ~ v(j) 1 Q(i)}. For notational convenience
let P(i) :- P(QO, i) and F(i) :- F(vo, i).
The starting time to,; of the job of agent i if processed according to a
bijection v(in a semi-active way) is

t -~ max(r;, to,~ ~ p~ ) if Q(i) ~ 1
(3.1)

~'` '- r; if Q(i) - 1

where j E N is such that v(j) - Q(i) - 1.
Here, we can again restrict attention to semi-active processing orders,
since for each agent i the cost function is increasing on the interval
[r;,oo). The completion time C(v, i) of the job of agent i w.r.t. Q is
equal to tQ,; ~ p;.

Similarly to chapter 2 we want to define for each sequencing situa-
tion (N, vo, r, p, a) a corresponding cooperative game. Again, we allow
each coalition to obtain cost savings by rearranging their jobs in a way
that is admissible with respect to the initial order. A processing order
v: N--~ {1, ..., n} is called admissible for S if it satisfies the following
two conditions:
(i) the starting time of each agent outside the coalition S is equal to
his starting time in the initial order: too,; - to,; for all i E N`S.
(ii) the agents of S are not allowed to jump over players outside S:
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P(oo, i) fl N`S - P(Q, i) fl N`S for all i E S.

Note that these are the same two conditions for an admissible rear-
rangement as in chapter 2. The set of admissible rearrangements is
denoted by ES.

By defining the worth of a coalition as the maximal cost savings
a coalition can achieve by means of an admissible rearrangement, we
obtain a cooperative game called an r-sequencing game. Formally, for
a sequencing situation (N, Qo, r, p, a) the corresponding r-sequencing
game (N, v) is defined for all S E 2N by

v(S) - max{~ a;[C(~o, i) - C(~, i)]} (3.2)
oEEs iES

Curiel, Potters, Rajendra Prasad, Tijs and Veltman (1995~ intro-
duced component additive games. A superadditive game (N, v) is called
a component additive game w.r.t to a permutation ~ if v(i) - 0 for all
i E N and v(S) -~TES`oo v(T). Curiel et al.(1995~ showed that these
games are balanced. Obviously, r-sequencing games are component ad-
ditive games. Hence, we may conclude that r-sequencing games are
balanced.

By taking all ready times equal to zero we find that the class of
sequencing games is contained in the class of r-sequencing games.

In chapter 2 we showed that sequencing games are convex games
(cf. theorem 2.7). The following example shows that an r-sequencing
game need not be convex.

Example 3.1 Let N- { 1, 2, 3}, vo -(1, 2, 3), r- (0, 0,1), p- (1, 2, 3)
and a-(1, 3,12). The costs according to the initial order equals 82.
The optimal rearrangement QN equals (1, 3, 2) with corresponding costs
of 67. Consequently, we have that v(N) - 15. Further, v({2,3}) - 15
since Q{z,s} -(1, 3, 2) and v({1, 2}) - 1 since ~{1,2} -(2, 1, 3). From
this we can conclude that (N, v) is not a convex game:

v(N) - v({2, 3}) - 0 c 1- v({1, 2}) - v({2}).

For sequencing situations in which all ready times equal zero the
optimal order of the grand coalition induces also the optimal order for
any connected coalition. This is not the case in example 3.1.
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3.3 A special class

In the remaining part of this chapter we will restrict attention to a
special class of r-sequencing games. We consider sequencing situations
(N, vo, r, p, a) in which all jobs have equal processing times and the
ready time of each job is a multiple of the processing time. We will
show that the corresponding r-sequencing games are convex.

W.l.o.g. we restrict attention to sequencing situations (N, Qo, r, p, cr)
with

(A2) r;ElNandp;-lforalliEN.

Further, we assume that there are no time gaps in the job processing
according to the initial order Qo, i.e.

(A3) too,~ - too,; -} 1 for all i, j E N with Qo(j) - Qo(i) ~ 1.

Note that (A3) does not restrict the convexity result. For, suppose that
in the processing of the jobs in N according to Qo we have the clusters
Nl, N2i ..., Ns with Uk-1Nk - N, in such way that each cluster is being
processed without time gaps in between, and that there is a time gap
between consecutive clusters. Then one readily verifies from the fact
that r; C r~ for all i, j E N with vo(i) c Qo(j) (cf. (A1)) that for all
S C N it holds that

v(S) - ~ v(Nk f1 S)
k-]

Hence, to show the convexity of v it suffices to prove that the restricted
games (Nk, v~Nk ), with v~Nk (S) - v(S) for all S C Nk, are convex for
all k E {1, ..., s}.
Finally, for convenience, we rescale time in the sense that we assume

(A4) r; - 0 for i E N with vo(i) - 1.

Combining (A2),(A3) and (A4) we find

tQO;-QO(i)-1 foralliEN
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To calculate the worth of the coalition N in the corresponding se-
quencing game we need to find an optimal (cost minimizing) rearrange-
ment QN. For this we use the following procedure due to Rinnooy ICan
(1976) , which generalizes the Smith rule (Smith (1956~), and which
can be applied for all sequencing situations that satisfy (A2).
For convenience we define for each k E N and Q E E~v the set

J N if k-1
Nk(~) - l N`{Q-1(1),...,Q-'(k - 1)} if 2 c k C n

Theorem 3.2 Let (N, vo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
(A 1) to (A4). Then Q is an optimal order if and only if for all k E N
it laolds

i~-1(k) - argmax~ENk~o~{a~ ~ r~ G k- 1}. (3.4)

PROOF: We first show the only if part. Let Q be an optimal processing
order. Suppose Q does not satisfy (3.4). Then there exist i, j E N
and a k E{ 1, ..., n- 1} such that ts,; - k- 1, ~(i) G v(j), a~ ~ a;
and r~ C k- 1. Take the order T defined by T(m) - Q(m) for all
m E N`{i,j},r(i) - v(j) and T(j) - Q(i). Then t~,m - t,,,,~ for all
m E N`{i, j }, tà,; - tT,~ and tQ,~ - tT,;. Hence, r is a feasible order
and CN(Q) - CN(r) -( a~ - a;)(á(j) - Q(i)) 1 0. Hence, we have a
contradiction with the optimallity of Q.
Next, we show the if part. Let Q satisfy (3.4) and let T be an optimal
order. Then from the only if part we have that the jobs in r satisify
(3.4) in which Q is replaced by T. Now we can obtain ~ from T by
switching adjacent pairs i, j that satisfy a; - a~. Such switches will
leave the costs unchanged which implies that ~ is optimal. ~

We will describe, for convenience, this procedure for each coalition for
a sequencing situation that satisfies (A1) to (A4). To obtain the opti-
mal order of the coalition N one inductively considers at each possible
starting time t E {0,1, ...} all jobs that are available at time moment t,
i.e. the jobs that are not processed before t and that have a ready time
smaller than or equal to t. If job i has the highest urgency a; (cf. Smith
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(1956~) among all available jobs at t, then i will be processed at that
time. If there is more then one available job at tíme t with the highest
urgency, we pick the one with the smallest index number. Note that
(A3) and ( A4) imply that the sets of available jobs at t E{0, ..., n- 1}
are never empty. So, the procedure will stop after n steps.
A similar procedure can be applied to find an optimal rearrangement Qs
for a connected coalition S. By definition of admissible rearrangements
we have t~s,~ - too,~ for all j E N`S. For the possible starting times
t E {0, 1,2,...}`{too,~}~EN`s one (inductively) considers those jobs in S
that are available at time t. By At(S) we denote the set of available
jobs at time t in determining the optimal rearrangement with respect to
S. From the jobs in At(S) the job with the highest urgency (and lowest
index) will start processing at time t. Again (A3) and (A4) imply that
At(S) ~~ at each time moment t E {0, 1, 2, ..., n- 1}`{too,~}~EN`s and
so the procedure stops after ~ S ~ steps.
The optimal rearrangement of an arbitrary coalition S can be found
by "combining" the optimal rearrangements of the components of S in
the obvious way. Further, note that the above procedure implies that
there are no time gaps in the processing of N according to an optimal
rearrangement Qs and therefore

t~s,; - Qs(i) - 1 for all i E N (3.5)

for all S E 2N`{Q1} and moreover, we have

t~s,i - too,~ if vs(i) - ~o(j).

To illustrate the procedure we give the following example.

Example 3.3 Let N-{1, 2, ..., 6}, vo -(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),
r - (0,0,1,3,4,4),p - (1,1,1,1,1,1) and a - (1,2,3,1,5,5). Note
that (A1) to (A4) are satisfied. First we give the opimal order of N.
Let At be the set of players whose job is available at time t E{0,1, 2, ...}.
Then Ao -{1,2} and since a2 1 al we have that vN(2) - 1. A1 -
{1,3} and since a3 ) al we have Q,~,(3) - 1. Since AZ -{1} it follows
that ~N(1) - 3. A3 -{4}, hence vN(4) - 4. A4 -{5,6}. Then
~~v(5) - 5 since as - as. Finally we have that AS -{6} and hence
~~v(6) - 6. Since all jobs are assigned to a position the algorithm stops.
Hence, QN -(2, 3,1, 4, 5, 6).
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Second we give the optimal order of S-{2, 3, 5, 6}. Obviously we have
that QS(1) - 1 and vs(4) - 4 and it is suí~icient to rearrange optimal
Sl -{2, 3} and S2 -{5, 6}. Since tl - 1 we have that A1 -{2, 3}
and hence ~S(3) - 2 and consequently QS(2) - 3. Since t2 - 4 we
have that A4 -{5, 6} and hence vs(5) - 5 and vs(6) - 6. Hence,
QS - (1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6).

As a consequence of the above procedure we are able to rewrite
expression (3.2) which defines the value of a coalition S. Let QS be the
optimal rearrangement of S obtained by the described

v(S) -~ ai[C(~o, z ) - C(~s, z)~
iES

- ~ ai[(too,i f 1) - (tas,i ~ 1)~
iES

- ~a;[vo(i) - vs(z)~~
iES

where the second equality follows from (A2), and the last one from (3.3)
and (3.5).

3.4 Relations between optimal orders

In this section we study relations between optimal orders of various
coalitions. Gantt diagrams will be used to illustrate the lemmata in
this section.

Let no :- Qó1(n) be the player in the last position w.r.t. the initial
order. The following lemina shows that the optimal rearrangement vrr
of N is obtained by "inserting" player no in the optimal rearrangement
~N`{no} of N`{no}.

procedure, then

Lemma 3.4 Let (N, vo, r, p, a) be a seqv,encing situation satisfying
(A1) to (A4). Then QN`{no}(~) -~N(k) if ~N(k) c vN(no) and

QN`{no}(k) - UN(~C) - 1 2f U~r(ÍC) ~ QN(np).
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Figure 3.1: Player no is inserted in Q,~.

~N`{no }

QN

PROOF:
Let At(N`{no}), t E {0,1, ..., n- 2} and At(N), t E {0,1, ..., n- 1} be
the non-empty sets of available jobs within N`{no} and N, respectively,
at time t. Clearly, for t E {0, 1, ..., rno -1 }, an inductive argument shows
that At(N`{no}) - At(N) and, consequently, tQx~{no},k - t if and only
if tQx,k - t.
If rno - n- 1, the lemma follows. Assume that rno C n- 1. Since (A1)
and the above reasoning imply that all remaining jobs are available at
t- rno, or more precisely, that

N`{j E N ~ tëx,~ G rno - 1} - A,,,o(N) - A,.,,o(N`{no}) U{no}

it readily follows (inductively) that

At(N`{no}) -~ At(N)`{no} if rno C t C tox,no - 1
- A~fi(N) if tQx,no C t G n-`Z

which finishes the proof. ~

Let Qo -(il, ..., in) and let S-{i,., ..., i,~l } be a connected set. From
lemma 3.4 it immediately follows that the optimal rearrangement of
S is obtained by inserting player istl in the optimal rearrangement of
coalition {i,., ..., is}.

The following lemma shows that in the optimal rearrangement of N
the number of jobs that precedes player no is smaller than or equal to
the number of jobs that precedes player no in the optimal rearrangement
of any other tail.
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Lemma 3.5 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing sit~aation satisfying
(A1) to (A4). Then ~N(no) c vF(,)(no) for all i E N`{no}.

PROOF: Let i E N`{no}. Suppose vN(no) ~ vF(;)(no).
Choose nl E N`{no} such that vN(nl) - QF(;)(no). Since
rno C toF~.~,na - t~N,n, the optimality of ~N implies that an, 7 ano.

Suppose nl E P(i) U{i}. Then

vN(nl) - ~ P(~N, nl) n F(i) ~-}- ~ P(vN, nl) n(P(i) U{i}) ~~1
c ~ P(~N,nl) n F(i) ~~- ~ P(i) U{i} ~
- ~ P( QN, itl ) n F(a) ~~- vF(;)(z). (3.7)

The inequality follows from (P(QN,nI) n(P(i) U{i})) ~ P(i) U{i}
which follows from the fact that nl ~ P(QN, nl ). We also have

QF(,)(no) - I P(vF(,), no) n F(i) ~ ~ ~ P(i) u{i} ~-~i
1 ~ P(vF(;), no) n F(i) ~~ ~ P(i) U{i} ~
1 ~ P(QN,nl) n F(i) ~ f ~F(;)(i). (3.8)

The last inequality follows from the fact that (P(vN,n1) n F(i)) C
(P(vF(;), no) n F(i)). For, let k E P(vN, nl ) n F(i). Since n~ E P(i) U
{i} we have by (A1) that rn, G rk. This implies that ak ] an,. Since
a~, 1 ano, this implies k E P(QF(;),no) n F(i).
However, from the inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that

QN(ni) G~ P(QN, nl) n F(z) ~~~F(t)(z) C ~F(i)(no),

which contradicts the fact that ~N(nl) -~F(;)(no).
So we may assume that nl E F(i). Together with an, ~ ano, this yields
nl E P(írF(t), no) and consequently, QF(t)(no) ~ vo(i) -~ 1. Now choose
n2 E N`{no,nl} such that vN(n2) - vF(;)(ni). The optimality of Qnr
implies an2 ~ an, .

Suppose n2 E P(i) U{i}. An analogous reasoning as above leads to
~N(nz) C~ P(~N,nz) n F(z) ~-}-vF(t)(i) and
~F(t)(nl) )) P(QN,n2) n F(i) ~ f~F(,)(i) and we again have a contra-
diction.
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So we may assume that n2 E F(i). Then n2 E P(~F(:), nl) and we have
a contradiction if vF(;)(no) - QF(;)(i)~2. Hence, vF(;)(no) ~ QF(;)(i)~2.
Now choose n3 E N`{no,nl,n2} such that vrr(n3) - dF(;)(n2).
Using the same line of argument we find that ~F(,)(no) ~ QF(,)(i) f 3.
We may conclude that, if vF(;)(no) - vF(;)(i) -~ k we arrive at a contra-
diction after k repetitions. 0

The next lemma shows that in the optimal rearrangement of any tail
the jobs from no on are ordered in decreasing urgency.

Lemma 3.6 Let (N, vo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
(A1) to (A4). Let S be connected with no E S and let k, l E N be such
that QS(no) G QS(k) C vs(l). Then ak ~ al.

PROOF:
Since rno C t~s,,,o and by (A1) we have rf G rno for all i E N it holds
that I E Atbs k(S). Hence, ak ? ai. 0

Lemma 3.7 Let (vo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying (A1)
to (A4). Let i E N`{no}, k E F(i) and l E N be such that

vF(T)(k) ~~F(t)(no) and QF(i)(k) - vN(l). Then ak ~ al.

tl t2 tg 14 ls

al~ atz a la al, als
in in in in in
ano ak, akz aks ak4

no kl k2 k3 k4

QN

~F(2)

Figure 3.2: The relation between urgencies in Qnr and vF(;)

PROOF: The proof is by induction on the number of players. If ~ N ~-
2, then vo - (i, no) and so F(i) -{no}, k- no and QF(;) - vo. In case
vN - Qo , then 1- no and so ano - a~. In case vN -(no, i), then 1- i
and ano ) a~ due to the algorithm for the determination of the optimal
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rearrangement QN.
Let (vo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation with vF(;)(k) - QF(;)(no) and
QF(;)(k) - vN(l) for some i E N`{no}, k E F(i) and 1 E N where
n:-~ N ~~ 3. By induction we may assume that the lemma holds
for any sequencing situation with less than n players. We distinguish
between two cases.
(i) vF(i)(no) - vF(i)(k), i.e. k- no.
From lemma 3.5 it follows that vN(no) C~F(;)(no) - ~N(1). Then
lemma 3.6 implies that ano ~ ai. -
(ii) aF(;)(no) G QF(;)(k).

Using lemma 3.5 we have Q,~(no) c vF(i)(no) C~F(i)(k) -~w(1).
By applying lemma 3.4 to QN and vF(;), it follows that QN`{no}(1) -
vnr(l) - 1 and QF(;)`{no}(k) - vF(;)(k) - 1. Therefore, k E F(i)`{no}
and 1 E F(i)`{no} satisfy QF(i)`{no}(k) - QN`{no}(1). From the induc-
tion hypotheses applied to the corresponding sequencing situation with
player set N`{no} it follows that ak ) al. o

3.5 The convexity result

This section provides the proof that r-sequencing games arising from
sequencing situations that satisfy (A1) to (A4) are convex games.

Lemma 3.8 gives an expression for the difference of the values of a
tail S and S`{no}. Recall that S is called a tail if S is connected and
no E S.

Lemma 3.8 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
(A1) to (A4) and det (N,v) be the corresponding r-sequencing game.
Let S be co~tnected with no E S. Then

v(S) - v(S`{no}) - ~ (ano - ak).
kEF( óg,np)

PROOF:

v(S) - v(S`{no})
- ~ (Xi~O'Ol2) - USIZ)~ - ~ ai~~OlZ) - ~S`{no}(2)~

iES iES`{no}
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- ano(n - vs(no)) ~ ~ a;[~o(z) - ~s(z)~
iES`{no}

- ~ ail~0(Z) - ~S`{no}(Z)~
iES`{no}

- ano(n - Qs(no)) - ~ ai - ~ (ana - ai)
iEF(óg,nol iEF(óg,np}

The first equality follows by (3.6), the third equality by lemma 3.4 and
the last equality holds since n- vs(no) -~ F(QS, no) ~. ~

The next lemma shows that the restriction (S, v~s) of a r-sequencing
game (N,v), arising from a sequencing situation that satisfies (A1) to
(A4), is again such a r-sequencing game if the coalition S is connected.

Lemma 3.9 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
(A1) to (A4) and let (N, v) be the corresponding r-sequencing game. If
the coalition S is connected with respect to vo, then the game (S, v~s) is
the r-sequencing game corresponding to the sequencing situation

(Si Q0~ (?~i)iESe (pi)iES~ (ai)iES)

where the bijection vo : S-~ {1,..., ~ S ~} is defined by vo(i) - Qo(i) ~-
1- min~ES ~o(j) for all i E S and r; - max{r; - min~ES tvo,~, 0} for all
iES.

PROOF: Let (S, w) be the corresponding r-sequencing game of
(S~ ~o, (ri)iES~ (Pi)iES, (ai)iES). Take a subset T C S. Then the relation
between the optimal order QT in (N, vo, r, p, a) and the optimal order

~T ~n (S~ QOi ( ~~i)iESi (pi)iESi (ai)iES) is given by
vT(i) - vT(i) -~ 1- min~ES~o(j) for all i E S. Then

w(T) - ~a;[vo(i) - QT(z)~ - ~ ai[~o(z) - ~T(z)~ - v~s(T).
iET iET

O

Now we can formulate

Theorem 3.10 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
(A1) to (A4) and let (N,v) be the corresponding r-sequencing game.
Then (N, v) is convea.
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PROOF:
The proof is by induction on the number of players. Obviously, if

~ N ~- 2, the r-sequencing game (N, v) is convex because v(N) ~ 0
and v({i}) - 0 for all i E N. Let (N, v) be a r-sequencing game
with ~ N ~1 3. Let ~ N ~- n and assume that the theorem holds for
any r-sequencing game ( M, w) arising from a sequencing situation that
satisfies (A1) to (A4), with 2 C~ M ~G n. Let i E N and S,T E 2N be
such that S C T C N`{i}. We have to prove that

v(T U{i}) - v(T) ~ v(S U {i}) - v(S) (3.9)

(a) Suppose there exists a player j E N, j~ i such that j~ T.
We can unambiguously determine Tl C T and T2 C T such that Tl U
{i} U T2 is a component of T U{i} and T; ~~(i - 1, 2) implies that T;
is a component of T. Consequently,

v(T U{i}) - v(T) - v(Tl U {i} U T2) - v(Tl) - v(T2).

5imilarly, let Sl C S and S2 C S be the sets such that Sl U{i} U SZ
is a component of S U {i} and S; ~~(i - 1, 2) implies that S; is a
component of S. Note that w.l.o.g. we may assume that Sl C Tl and
S2 C Tz. We can write

v(s u{i}) - v(s) - v(sl u{i} u s2) - v(sl) - v(s2).

and therefore it suffices to show that

v(Tl U{i} U T2) - v(Tl U TZ) ~ v(Sl U {i} U S2) - v(Sl U SZ) (3.10)

Since Tl U{i} UT2 is a connected subset of N`{j}, lemma 3.9 and the
induction hypothesis imply that (Tl U{i} U T2,v~T,u{t}uT,) is a convex
r-sequencing game and therefore ( 3.10) is satisfied.

(b) Hence, we may assume that T- N`{i}. Moreover, (a) also implies
that it is sufficient to prove

v(N) - v(N`{i}) ? v(N`{j}) - v(N`{i, j}) for all j E N, i~ j.
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Let j E N. W.l.o.g. we assume that Qo(i) C Qo(j), otherwise we can
interchange the role of i and j. 5ince

v(N) - v(N`{i}) - v(N`{j}) -~ v(N`{i, j})
- v(N) -(v(P(~)) f v(F(z))) -(v(P(j)) f v(F(j)))

-~v(P(i)) ~ v(F(j)) f v(F(i) n P(j))
- v(N) - v(P(j)) -}- v(F(i) n P(j)) - v(F(i))
-[v(N`{no}) f v(P(j) n F(i)) - v(F(i))`{no}) - v(P(j))]

-~[v(N) - v(N`{no}) f v(F(i)`{no}) - v(F(i))]

where no :- vó 1(n), it suffices to show that

v(N`{no}) ~ v(P(j) n F(i)) - v(F(i))`{no}) - v(P(j)) ~ 0 (3.11)

and
v(N) - v(N~{no}) ~ v(F(i)~{no}) - v(F(i)) ~ 0. (3.12)

Inequality (3.11) follows from the fact that both F(i)`{no} and P(j) are
contained in N`{no} and that, by induction, the game (N`{no}, v~N`{no})
is convex.
With respect to (3.12) we have

v(N) - v(N`{no}) ~ v(F(i)`{no}) - v(F(i))
- ~ (ano - ai) - ~ (ano - ak)

IEF(óN,no) kEF(vp(i),no)

~ (ano - ar) ~ ~ (an0 - a!)
1: óN(no)CoN(~)CoF(i)(n0) Í: ÓNU)1oF(i)(n0)

- ~ (ano - ak)
k: óp(i)(k)~óF(i)(n0)

- ~ (ano - a~)
I: ÓN(no)CoNU)CoF(~)(n0)

I: BN(I)~óp(i)(n0) k: óp(i)(k)~oF(i)(n0)

where the first equality is follows from lemma 3.8, the second equality
uses the fact that QF(;)(no) ~ QN(no) which is shown in lemma 3.5 and
the inequality follows from the lemmata 3.6 and 3.7. ~



Chapter 4

Extensions of sequencing
situations

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study some classes of sequencing situations which can
be viewed as extensions of the sequencing model considered in chapter
2.

In section 4.2 we study sequencing situations in which two types
of players are involved. The games corresponding to these sequencing
situations are called generalized sequencing games. We show that this
class of games is contained in the class of pairing games introduced
by Curiel, Potters, Rajendra Prasad, Tijs and Veltman (199y~. We
provide elegant expressions for the Shapley value and the T-value. Fi-
nally, we show that the r-sequencing games of chapter 3 are also pairing
games and we provide expressions for the Shapley value and the T-value
for these games.

Section 4.3 weakens the assumption that there is a fixed and given
initial order in front of the machine before the machine starts pro-
cessing. We will again assume that there is a fixed processing order
before the processing on the machine starts, but that it is not exactly
known which processing order this is. This uncertainty is described by
a probability measure on 1 the set of all possible processing orders. We
introduce a division rule for this class of sequencing situations. This
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divísion rule divides the expected cost savings of the grand coalition.
This rule will be characterized in two different ways.

In section 4.4 we consider sequencing situations with parallel but
identical machines. We provide a procedure that provides an optimal
processing schedule and an allocation of the cost savings of the grand
coalition. Further, we introduce m-machine sequencing games that cor-
respond to these situations. It is shown that these games are balanced
ifm-2.

4.2 Generalized sequencing situations

This section considers one-machine sequencing situations in which the
costs function is the weighted completion time criterion and where two
types of players are involved. These situations are called generalized
sequencing situations. For this class of sequencing situations we define
corresponding generalized sequencing games. It will be shown that
these games are contained in the non-negative cone generated by a
special class of unanimity games. Further, we determine expressions for
the Shapley value and the T-value. In fact, we show that generalized
sequencing games are pairing games, a class of games introduced by
Curiel, Potters, Rajendra Prasad, Tijs and Veltman (1993~. We will
also show that r-sequencing games as defined in chapter 3 are pairing
games. This leads to an expression for the Shapley value and the T-
value of r-sequencing games.

A generalized sequencing situation is denoted by (N, M, Qo, p, a),
where N- {1, ..., n} , 0~ M C N represents the set of powerful
(active) players, vo : N~ {1, ..., n} the initial order , p-(p;)iEN E IR~
the vector representing the processing times and a-(ai);EN E IRt the
vector representing the first derivate of the affine cost functions.

We only allow players of a coalition S C M to obtain cost savings
by rearranging their jobs and possibly some jobs of N`M in a way
that is admissible with respect to the initial order. The coalition S
is only allowed to involve dominated players in a rearrangement. The
domination set D(S) C N`M that consists of all players dominated
by S C M, is defined in the following way. A player k E N`M is in
D(S) of coalition S if one of the following three conditions is satisfied:
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(i) There is an i E S such that vo(1) G Qo(i) G~o(k) for all 1 E M.
(ii) There is an i E S such that Qo(!) 1 Qo(i) ~~o(k) for all ! E M.
(iii) There are i, j E S such that vo(i) G vo(k) G Qo(j) and

for all 1 E M it holds that vo(1) C Qo(i) or Qo(j) C Qo(!).

Example 4.1 Let N-{1,..., 10},M -{2,4,5,8,10},vo -(1,2,..., 10)
and p and a arbitrary. Take S- {2, 5, 8} C M, then D(S) - {1, 6, 7}.

A bijection v: N-~ {1, ..., n} is admissible for S C M if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) the starting time of each agent outside the coalition S U D(S) is
equal to his starting time in the initial order: too,; - to,; for all
i E N`S U D(S).
(ii) the agents of S U D(S) are not allowed to jump over players outside
S U D(S): for all i E S U D(S) we must have

P(vo, i) n[N`(S U D(S))] - P(Q, i) n[N`(S U D(S))].

The set of admissible rearrangements for a coalition S C M in the
generalized sequencing situation (N, M, Qo, p, a) is denoted by ES.

By defining the worth of a coalition as the maximal cost savings a
coalition can achieve by means of admissible rearrangements, we obtain
a cooperative game called a generalized sequencing game. Here, the
cost savings include compensations for the dominated players in the
following way. If a coalition S assigns an inactive player k E D(S) to
a new position then player k will be compensated by S. In case the
completion time of player k becomes larger (smaller) in a new order v
he receives (pays) the difFerence between the costs in the new order and
his initial costs. More precisely, player k receives (pays) the amount of
ak(C(~o, k) - C(Q, k)) from (to) S.

Formally, for a generalized sequencing situation (N, M, Qo, p, a) the
corresponding generalized sequencing game (M, v) is defined for all S E
2M by

v(S) - max{~(aiC(~o, z) ~ Qi) -~(aiC(~,Z) } Qi)
oEEs iES iES

- ~ ak{C(v, k) - C(QO, k)}
kED(S)

- max{ ~ a;(C(~o, i) - C(Q, i))} (4.1)
oEEs iESuD(S)
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Obviously, the class of generalized sequencing games coincides with
the class of sequencing games considered in chapter 2 if N- M. Ex-
pression (4.1) immediately leads to a more general relation between the
two classes of games.

Proposition 4.2 Let (N, M, ~o, p, a) be a generalixed sequencing sit-
uation and (M, v) the corresponding generalized sequencing game. Let
(N, w) be the sequencing game corresponding to (N, vo, p, a). Then for
any S C M it holds that

v(S) - w(S U D(S))

Example 4.3 Let N- { 1, ..., 5}, M -{2, 3, 5}, Qo -(1, 2, ..., 5),
p- (1, l, 1, 1, 1) and a-{1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Let (M, v) be the correspond-
ing generalized sequencing game and let (N, w) be the corresponding
sequencing game. Then table 4.1 gives the worth v(S) - w(S U D(S))
for all S E 2M`{0}.

S {2} {3} {5} {2,3}
S U D(S) {1,2} {3} {5} {1,2,3}

v(S)-w(S U D(S)) 1 0 0 4

S {2,5} {3,5} {2,3,5}
S U D(S) {1,2,5} {3,4,5} N

v(S)-w(S U D(S)) 1 4 30

Table 4.1

From example 4.3 we learn that a generalized sequencing game is not
necessarily a zero-normalized game. It is easy to verify that only the
one-person coalitions corresponding to the first player and the last
player of M in the initial order can have a worth which is not equal
to zero. Now, we will prove that generalized sequencing games are
contained in the non-negative cone generated by a special class of una-
nimity games. Here, for a coalition T C N the unanimity game (N, uT)
is defined by uT(S) - 1 if T C S and uT(S) - 0 for all other coalitions
S. Further, we define the following sets. For notational convenience
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we assume in the rest of this section that the initial order is given by
Qo -(1, 2, 3, ..., n). Let i, j E N, i C j. Then the set of players between
i and j w.r.t. the order oo is defined by [i, j] :- {k E N ~ i C k C j}
with the convention that [i, j] -~ when i~ j. The M-closure of [i, j]
is defined by

M[i, j] -{m E M ~ m E[i, j] or

m C i and [m, i] n M-{m} or
mliand[j,m]nM-{m}}.

The following lemma shows a relation between the unanimity game
(M,u,y[;,j~) and the unanimity game (N,u[;,jl).

Lemma 4.4 Let (N, M, ~o, p, a) be a generalized sequencing situation.
Let i, j E N be such that i c j and consider the unanimity games
(N, u[;,jl) and (M, u,~[t,jl). Then for all S C M it holds that

uM[t,j](S) - u[i.j](S U D(S)).

PROOF: Assume that u[,,jl(S U D(S)) - 1. Then by definition of u[;,jl
it holds that [i, j] C S U D(S). Hence, by the definition of D(S) there
exists sl, s2 E S such that [sl, s2] n M- M[i, j]. This implies that
M[i, j] C S. Consequently, by the definition of u1y[;,jl, it holds that
uM[t,jl (S) - 1.
Assume that u,y[;,jl(S) - 1. Then M[i, j] C S. The definition of M[i, j]
implies that there exists sl, s2 E S such that [sl, s2JnM - M[i, j]. From
the definition of D(S) follows that [sl, s2] C S U D(S). This implies
immediately [i, j] C S U D(S) and consequently u[,,;1(S U D(S)) - 1. o

The following theorem shows that generalized sequencing games are
contained in the non-negative cone generated by the unanimity games
u,y[i,j] with i, j E N such that i C j.

Theorem 4.5 Let (N, M, vo, p, a) be a generalized sequencing sitaa-
tion and let (M,v) be the corresponding generalized sequencing game.
Then

v - ~ gijuM[i,j] (4.2)
i,jEN:iCj
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PROOF: Let Sl, S2 C N be connected sets of M w.r.t. Qo such that
Sl f1 S2 - 0. Then Sl U D(Sl) fl SZ U D(S2) -~. From this it follows
that it is suffiicient to prove expression (4.2) for a connected set S of
M. Let (N, w) be the sequencing game corresponding to the sequencing
situation (N, vo, p, c~). Let S be a connected subset of M, then we have

v(s) w(S U D(S))
~ 9ij

i,j ESUD(S):iC j

~ 9iju[i,j](S U D(`5))

i,jEN:i~j

~ 9ijuM[i,j](S).
i,jEN:i~j

The first equality holds by proposition 4.2, the second equality by
(2.15), the third by the definition of u[;,j] and the last equality by lemma
4.4. o

Now, we need some notation to give expressions for the Shapley
value and the T-value. Let k E M, then the left neighbour of k in M is
defined by L(k) - {n E M ~ M[n, k] -{n, k}} and the right neighbour
of k in M is defined by R(k) -{n E M ~ M[k, n] -{k, n}}. Note that

there is one k E M that has no right neighbour in M and that there is
one k E M that has no left neighbour in M.

Theorem 4.6 Let (N, M, ~o, p, a) be a generalized sequencing sitaa-
tion and (M, v) be the corresponding generalized sequencing game. Then

(i) ~k(v) - ~ g`' for all k E M.
i,jEN:kEM[i,j] I M[Z',] I
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~zz~ Tk(v) -

J h{~i,jEN:L(k)GiGjGR(k) gij ~ ~i,jEN:iGL(k)GjGR(k) gij

ll ~ ~i,jEN:L(k)GiGR(k)Gj gij ~ ~.i,jEN:iGL(k),R(k)Cj gij}

~{~i,jEN:iGjGR(k) gij ~ ~i,jEN:iGR(k)Cj gij }

~ll - ~) ~i,jEN:iGjGk 9ij

hl~i,jEN:L(k)GiGjgij ~ ~i,jEN:iGL(k)Gj9ij}

~(1 - ~.l) ~i,jEN:kGiGj gij - ~

if R(k) ~ 0

andL(k) ~ ~

if L(k) - 0

if R(k) - 0

where ~ iS S1lCjt tjtdt ~kENTk(4l) - Y1(M).

PxooF: (i) By the linearity, symmetry and dummy player property of
the Shapley value we find

~k(v) - ~ gij lu [ il )- L g:~ 1~k M t,
I M[i~7J ~i,jEN:iGj i,jEN:kEM[i,j)

(ii) Let ( M, v) be the generalized sequencing game corresponding to
(N, M, Qo, p, a). Since unanimity games are convex games we have from
theorem 4.5 that (M, v) is a convex game. Then for (M, v) it holds that
T-value is a convex combination of the vectors M(v) and (v(1), ..., v(n)).
Hence, T(v) - pM(v) ~ (1 -~)(v(1), ..., v(n)) with ~ such that
~kEN Tk(v) - v(N).

Let k E M be such that L(k) ~ 0 and R(k) ~ 0. Then v({k}) -
w({k}) - 0. Consequently, we have that

Tk(v) - ~cMk(v) - p{v(M) - v(M`{k})}
- ~c{w(N) - w({1, ..., L(k)}) - w({R(k), ..., n})}
- Í~{ ~ gij ~ ~ 9ij

i,jEN:L(k)GiGjGR(k) i,jEN:iGL(k)GjGR(k)

-}~ ~ gij ~ ~ gij}

i,jEN:L(k)GiGR(k)Cj i,jEN:iGL(k),R(k)Gj

Let k E M be such that L(k) - 0. Then
v(N) - v(N`{k}) - w(M) - w({R(k), ..., n}

- ~ gij ~ ~ g;j

i,jEN:iGjCR(k) i,jEN:iGR(k)Cj
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and

v({k}) - w({1,...,k}) - ~ gij
i,jEN:iCjGk

Since rk(v) -~(v(M) - v(M`{k}) the result follows immediately. The
case R(k) - ÍD is similar to the case L(k) -~. o

From the above expressions we learn in what way the cost savings are
divided in the different solution concepts. The Shapley value divides
the profit (gain) of a switch gij equally among the players that are in
the M-closure of [i, j]. The r-value shares proportionally the profit of
a switch g;j to player k if at least one of the two players i or j is con-
tained in the set [L(k), R(k)]. If L(k) -~ then only player k receives
the profits of the switches in front of him, the other switches are divided
proportionally in the same way as the case L(k) ~~. In general the
Q-rule splits the profits of a switch g;j equally among the two players
sl, s2 that have the property that M[i,j] -[sl, s2] fl N. If the closure
consists of only one player, then only this player receives the profits of
this switch.

In Cvriel et al. (1993) the class of pairing games is introduced on a
player set N and an initial order vo. A game is called a pairing game if
this game is in the non-negative cone generated by the unanimity games
{u[;,j] ~ i, j E N: i G j}. Hence, we may conclude that generalized
sequencing games are pairing games.

Let (N, v) be a pairing game.
Then there exists {hij E[O,oo) ~ i C j} such that

v - ~ hij u[i,j] ~
iCj

The following theorem, due to Curiel et al. (1993~, describes the Shap-
ley value and the T-value of a pairing game in terms of the coefficients
hij. The proof is omitted since it is a variation on the proof of theorem
4.6

Theorem 4.7 Let (N, v) be a pairing garrae and v-~k,jEN:k~j hkju[k,j].
Then -
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(z)~i(v) - ~ hk'
k,jEN:kCiCj k - ~ ~ 1

(Zi)Ti(v) - ~( ~ hkj) ~ (1 - Í~)hii
k,jEN:kCiCj

where tc - ~ k N:kG hk)

k,)EN:kGiGj,k~~ hk)

From the expressions ( 2.15) and (2.16) of section 2.4 it follows that
sequencing situations are pairing games. Now, from theorem 4.7 we
can derive the same expressions for the Shapley value and the T-value
as given in theorem 2.26 and theorem 2.27, respectively.

Now, we will show that the r-sequencing games of chapter 3 are
pairing games. Recall that this class of r-sequencing situations arises
from sequencing situations in which all processing times are equal to
one and the ready times are integers.

Theorem 4.8 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation satisfying
the assumptions (A1~ to (A,~) of chapter ~. Then the corresponding
r-sequencing game (N, v) is a pairing game.

PROOF: Let i, j E N, i C j. Take

hi; - v([i,.i]) - v([Z,.Í - 1]) - v([2 -E- 1,.Í]) ~ v([Z ~ 1,~ - 1])~

From theorem 3.10 we have that (N, v) is a convex game. Hence, h;j 1 0
for all i, j E N, i C j. Now, define the pairing game (N, w) by

w - ~ hijuG,jl.
i,jEN:i~j

We will show tliat ( N, w) coincides with (N, v).
Take a connected set T -[k, l] C N. Then

~-i i
w(T ) - ~ hij - ~ ~ hij

i,jEN:kGi~jCl i-k j-it1
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m-1 m-1

- ~ [v([Z,m]) - v({i})] - ~ v([z ~ l,m])
i-k i-k

- v([k, m]) - v({rn)})
- v(T).

Let T be a disconnected subset of N. Then v(T) -~vET`oo v(U) -

~UET`oo w(U) - w(T). The second equality is a result of the first part
of this proof and the third equality holds since each pairing game is a
component additive game. ~

Theorem 4.8 and lemma 3.8 lead to the following expression for the
Shapley value and the r-value for r-sequencing games.

m-1 m

~ ~ [v([z,j]) - v( [z,j - 1])
i-k j-if1

m-1 m

~~[v([i ~ 1, j]) - v([i ~ 1, j- 1])]
i-k j-if 1

Extensions of sequencing situations

Corollary 4.9 Let (N, Qo, r, p, a) be a sequencing situation that
satisfies the assumptions (A I) to (A4) of chapter ~. Then

(Z)~i(v) - ~
k,jEN:kCiCj,k~j

~mEF(àlk~~1,7) gmj - ~mEF(ólktl,~1,7) gm7

k-jfl

(22)Ti(v) - f~ ~ l ~ gmj - ~ 9m7)
k,jEN:kCiCj mE(F(ó~k ~l,j) mEF(à~ktl ~l,j)

where p is such that ~iEN T; - v(N) where ( N, v) is the
r-sequencing game corresponding to (N, ~o, r, p, a).

4.3 Sequencing situations with probabilis-
tic initial orders

This section, which is based on Hamers and Slikker (1995~, considers
probabilistic initial order one-machine sequencing situations in which
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the objective function is the weighted completion time criterion. In the
sequencing situations considered in chapter 2 we assumed that there is
a fixed and known initial processing order. Here, we will assume that
there will be again a fixed processing order before the processing of the
machine starts, but it is not exactly known which processing order this
will be. This uncertainty is described by a probability measure ~c on
the the set of all possible processing orders in IIN, which is known to
all players.

A probabilistic initial order one-machine sequencing situation will
be described by (N, p, p, a), where N-{ l, ..., n}, p a probability mea-
sure on TI,~, p-(pt);EN E IRt and a-(a,);EN E IR}. The sequencing
situations as discussed in chapter 2 will be called deterministic sequenc-
ing situations.

The starting time to,; of player i w.r.t. a processing order Q is given
by (2.1). Consequently, for the completion time of player i w.r.t. ~ it
holds that C(Q, i) - to,; -~ p;.

The expected cost savings of the grand coalition N w.r.t. a proba-
bility measure p are equal to

~ fl(~0)lCNl~O) - CN(~)}
ooEllta

where ~c(vo) is the probability that Qo will be chosen as initial or-
der and v an optimal order of the deterministic sequencing situation
(N, vo, p, a). Note that Q does not depend on Qo. From (2.3) it follows
that (4.4) equals

~ F~(~o) ~ 9t~.
ooElln~ i,iEN:oo~t)Cvo~7)

The Probabilistic EGS-rule for a probabilistic initial order sequenc-
ing situations (N, p, p, a) is defined as the expectation of all EGS-rules
of the corresponding deterministic sequencing situations. Formally,

PEGS;(N, ~, p, a) -~ p(QO)EGS,(N, vo, p, a).
oaEnN

for all i E N. The following example illustrates the PEGS-rule.
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Example 4.10 Let N- { 1, 2, 3},p- (1, 2, 2), a-(3, 2, 4). Take
~i - (1, 2 , 3), ~z - ( l, 3, 2)~ ~s - (2,1, 3), aa - (2~ 3,1)~ ~s - (3,1 ~ 2)
and as -(3, 2, 1). Let p(vi ) - s, h(~z) - 0, h(~s) - Z~ f~(~a) -
s,~c(vs) - 6 and ~c(vs) - 0. Then

EGS(N, Q~, p, a) - (0, 2, 2)
EGS(N, vzi p, a) - (0, 0, 0)
EGS(N, Q3i p, a) -(2, 4, 2)
EGS(N, Q9i p, a) - (3, 4, 3)
EGS(N,~S,p,a) - (1,0,1)
EGS(N, Q6i p, a) - ( 3, 2,1)

Hence, we may conclude that
PEGS(N, l~, p, a) -~6 ~ l~(~i)EGS(N, ~i, p, a) -(13, 3~ 2)

Next, we provide a characterization of the PEGS-rule. For this char-
acterization we will use a reduction of (N, p, p, a). Let PSEQ(N) denote
the class of probabilistic initial order one-machine sequencing situa-
tions with player set N. Let ~ N ~~ 2. Take (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N)
and i E N. Then ( N`{i}, ~-i, p-;, a-;) is called the reduced form of
(N, p, p, a) w.r.t i. Here, p-i is the probability measure on H(N`{i})
defined by

~-i(QO) - ~ i~(T)

7ErÍN~DOrt~

for all ~o E HN`{i} with HN(vo, i) the set of permutations defined by
HN(QO,i) -{r E HN ~ for all k,l E N`{i} : T(k) C T(l) if and only if
Qo(k) G vo(1)}.

Further, the vectors p-; E IRN`{i} and a-i E~N`{i} are obtained
from p and a, respectively, by removing the coordinate corresponding
to player i.

Consider the following properties for a rule f: PSEQ(N) --~ [0, oo)N.

Efficiency: Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N) and let v be an optimal or-
der for all corresponding deterministic sequencing situations. Then
~iEN fi(Ni Í~i pi a) -~ooE(IN i~1~0)(cN(~) - CN1~))'
Exchange Property: Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N) and i, j E N, i~ j.
Then
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fi(N, p, p, a) - fi(N`{.7 }, l~-j, p-j ~ a-j )

- fi(N,r~,P,a) -.Íi(N`{i},l~-;,p-i~a-i)-

Efficiency states that the maximal expected cost savings the grand
coalition can obtain is allocated to the players. For a sequencing situ-
ation with at least two players, the exchange property states that the
change of the allocation of player i when player j is excluded equals
the change of the allocation of player j when players i is excluded.

Lemma 4.11 Let (N, tc, p, a) E PSEQ(N) and det i, j E N, i~ j.
Then

PEGSj(N, tc, p, a) - PEGSj(N`{i}, p-;, p-i, a-;)

1 1
- ~ l~(~)29ij ~- ~ f~(~)29ji

~rElltv:n(2)Ga(j) aEliN:nÍs)~~(j)

PROOF: Let (N, tc, p, a) E PSEQ(N). Take i, j E N, i~ j , then

PEGSj(N, p, p, a) - PEGSj(N`{i}, p-i, p-i, a-;)
- ~ p(~)EGS;(N, ~r, p, a)

~EnN
- ~ l~yi(v)EGSj(N`{i},~, p-i,a-i )

oE17N`{;}

1
- ~ l~(~)2~ ~ 9kj f ~ 9j1~

~E1TN kEN:a(k)Ga(j) IEN:a(j)G~(!)

1
- ~ l~-i(~)-~ ~ 9k; ~ ~ 9j1~

oE17x`{;} 2 kEN`{i}:o(k)Go(j) lEN`{i}:o(j)Go(1)

1
~ I-r(~) 2 ~ ~ ~kj f ~ 9jr~

~E1IN kEN:a(k)G~(j) IEN:~r(j)G~(l)

1
- ~ ~ l~(T)2~ ~9k; f ~9j1~

oEi1N`t;} rErllv(o,i) kEN`{i}:r(k)G7(j) IEN`{i}:r(j)GT(1)
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1
~ F~(~)2( ~ gkj ~ ~ 9j1~

~ETIr. kEN:~r(k)Cn(j) IEN:a(j)C~r(l)

1 r
-~ l~(T ) 2( ~ 9kj } L~ 9jl~

TE[Ita kEN`{i}:T(k)GT(j) lEN`{i}:r(j)Cr(()

1 1
~ l~(~)29ij ~ ~ l~(~)29ji.

~rEIIN:n(i)C~r(j) ~rEIIN:~r(i)~n(j)

Now we can characterize the PEGS-rule.

Theorem 4.12 The PEGS-rule is the unique rule for probabilistic ini-
tial order one-machine sequencing situations that satisfies efj~iciency
and the exchange property.

PROOF: From the definition of the PEGS rule efficiency follows. The
exchange property follows from lemma 4.11.
Let f: PSEQ(N) -~ (0, oo)N be a rule that satisfies the two prop-
erties. Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N). The proof will be by induction
to the number of players. Let ~ N ~- 2. Then the exchange property
yields that fl(N, p, p, a) - f2(N, ~, p, a). Combining this with effi-
ciency we have that f(N, p, p, a) - PEGS(N, tC, p, a). Suppose that
f(N, p, p, a) - PEGS(N, ~, p, a) for all (N, tc, p, a) E PSEQ(N) with
~ N ~- m. Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N) be such that ~ N ~- m~ 1. In
the following system of m~ 1 linear equations the first equation follows
from efficiency and the second up to the last equation follow from the
exchange property and induction hypothesis.

~ fi(Ni ~ii~i a) - ~ ~(~)(cN(~) - CN(~))
iEN aEI7N

fi(N,F~,p~a) - fj(N,l~~p,a)

- PEGS,(N`{j}, p-;, p- , -j) - PEGSj(N`{1}, tc-~, p-1i a-1)

for all j E N`{ 1}.
Since PEGS(N, tc, p, a) satisfies efPiciency and the exchange property it
is a solution of this system of equations. Since this system of equations
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is determined by a non-singular matrix we have that thís system has a
unique solution. Consequently, f(N, p, p, a) - PEGS(N, p, p, a). O

Now, we provide an alternative characterization of the PEGS-rule.
Consider the following property for a rule f: PSEQ(N) ---~ [0, oo)N.

Add Property: Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N) and let i E N. Then
filN,i~,i~,a) - ~ jEN`{ i}{Jj(NiÍ~~i~~a) - JjIN`{1}i~-i~p-tia-i)}.

The add property states that the profit a player i obtains in a situ-
ation (N, tC, p, a) is equal to the difference of the profit that the players
N`{i} can make with i in the situation (N, ~c, p, a) and the profit these
players can make in the reduced situation w.r.t. i.

Now, we can give another characterization of the PEGS-rule.

Theorem 4.13 The PEGS rule is the unique rule for probabilistic ini-
tial order one-rnachine sequencing situations that satisfies ef~-cciency
and the add property.

PROOF: First we show that the PEGS rule satisfies the add property.
Let (N, p, p, a) E PSEQ(N). Take i E N, then

PEGS;(N, p, p, a)
1

- ~ Fl(~)2[ ~ 9ki ~ ~ gi!]
~E~x kEN:a(k)Ca(i) lEN:n(i)Ca(I)

1 1
~ { ~ p(~)29ij ~ ~ F~(~)29ji}

jEN`{i} nECIN:~(i)~~r(j) aEIIly:n(i)~~r(j)

- ~[PEGSj(N, tc, p, a) - PEGSj (N`{i}, ~-i, p-i, a-;)]
jEN`{i}

where the third equality holds by lemma 4.11.
Let f: PSEQ(N) --~ [0, oo)N be a rule that satisfies the two prop-

erties. Let (N, tc, p, a) E PSEQ(N). The proof will be by induction
to the number of players. Let ~ N ~- 2. Then the add property
yields that fl (N, tc, p, a) - f2(N, p, p, a). Combining this with effii-
ciency we have that f(N, tc, p, a) - PEGS(N, tc, p, a). Suppose that
f(N, p, p, a) - PEGS(N, p,, p, a) for all (N, tc, p, a) E PSEQ(N) with
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~ N ~- m. Let (N, ~c, p, a) E PSEQ(N) be such that ~ N ~- m f 1.
Then for any i E N we have

2fi(N~ Í~~ pi a)

~ fj(N, l-~, p, a) - ~ .Ij(N`{i},{L-t:p-t~a-i)

.7EN jEN`{i}

~ (-l(~) ~ 9kl - ~ Í~-i(~) ~ 9kl
~Elïr~ k,(EN:a(k)Ca(l) oETIN`{~} k,IEN`{i}

~ !-~(~)~ ~ 9ki -~ ~ 9i1~
xEIl1~ kEN:~r(k)G~(i) IEN:a(i)Ca(l)

2PEGS;(N, p, p, a)

The first equality holds by the add property, the second equality holds
by efficiency and (4.5) and the third follows from a similar calcula-
tion as in the proof of lemma 4.11. Now, we have f;(N, tc, p, a) -
PEGS;(N, p, p, a).

4.4 m-Machine sequencing situations

In this section we consider m-machine sequencing situations. For this
class of sequencing situations we introduce a division rule. Further, we
introduce a class of cooperative games that corresponds to m-machine
sequencing situations. It is shown that for 2-machine sequencing situa-
tions the corresponding games are balanced, but not necessarily convex.

In an m-machine sequencing situation there is a set of agents, each
with one job, that has to be processed on precisely one machine. Each
job can be processed on any machine. The finite set of machines is
denoted by M-{Ml, ..., Mm} and the finite set of agents is denoted
by N-{ 1, ..., n}. We assume that each machine starts processing at
time 0 and that the processing time of each job is independent of the
machine the job is processed on. The processing time of the job of
agent i is denoted by p;. We assume that every agent has the same
linear cost function ci :(0, oo) --~ R defined by c;(t) - t.
By a one to one map b: N-i { 1, ..., m} x{ 1, ..., n} we can describe
the machine and the position the agent will take on that machine.
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Specifically, b(i) -(r, j) means that player i is assigned to machine Mr
and that player i is in position j on machine Mr. Now, let i E N be
such that 6(i)1 - r. Then b(i)2 can w.l.o.g. be taken as an element of
{1,...,mr(b)} with mr(b) -~ {j E N ~ 6(j)1 - r} ~ the number of jobs
on machine Mr if the jobs are scheduled according to b. 5uch a map b
will be called a(processing) schedule. The starting time tb,; of the job
of agent i if processed in a semi-active way according to a schedule b
equals

te,~ - ~ Pj
jEN:6(j)j6(i)

where b(j) ~ b(i) if and only if the job of the players j and i are on
the same machine, i.e. b(j)1 - b(i)1 and j precedes i on that machine,
i.e. b(j)2 C b(i)2. Consequently, the completion time C(b,i) of the job
of agent i w.r.t. b is equal to tb,; ~- p;. Now, we assume that there is an
initial schedule bo before the machine starts to process which satisfies
the following condition:
The starting time of each agent that is in the last position on a machine
is smaller or equal to the completion time of each other agent that is
in the last position on the other machines, i.e. let ir be the last player
on machine r w.r.t. bo, then for each r E {1, ..., m} we have

t(bo, ir) C C(bo, i,) for all s E{ 1, ..., m}. (4.6)

This condition states that each job that is in the last position of a
machine cannot make any profit by placing itself at the end of the
queue of another machine.

In the following an m-machine sequencing situation will be described
by (M, N, bo, p), where M-{M~, ..., Mm} is the set of machines, N-
{ 1, ..., n} the player set, bo the initial schedule and p E IRt . The cost
function is omitted since it is identical for all players.

An optimal order of an m-machine sequencing situation (M, N, bo, p)
is a schedule b that satisfies the following condition:
pb-~ (~ 1) G pb-~ (Z I) G... C pb-~ (m 1) C p"b-1(~ 2) G... G pb-1(m 2) C

p6-~(3,i) C-.. C pb-~(r,mr(b))~ where r E {1,...,m} is such that mr(b) -

mj(b),j E{1,...,r-1} and mr(b) -mj(b)~ l,j E {r~-1,...,m}.
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The proof of this result can be found in several textbooks (cf. Conway,
Maxwell and Miller (1967)).

Before we introduce a division rule for an m-machine sequencing
situation (M, N, bo, p) we consider two types of switches that make it
possible for agents to change positions. The first one is the neighbour
switches which is discussed in chapter 2 for obtaining an optimal order
for a one-machine sequencing situation. The second one is the so-called
tail switches. Before we can explain tail switches we have to introduce
tails w.r.t. to a schedule b. The tail of a player j E N w.r.t. a schedule
b is defined by the ordered set (jl,...,jk) with {jl,...,jk} -{k E N ~
b(j) ~ b(k)} U{j} and b(jl) ~ b(j2) ~... ~ b(jk). Note that jl - j.
Let player j be on machine mt, then the tail of j w.r.t. b is denoted
by Ttj(b). A switch of the tails Ttj(b) and T,.i(b) in a schedule b leads
to a schedule in which all jobs remain on their position except the the
tails on machine t and s are exchanged. The cost savings, which can
be negative, of such a switch equal

c(Ttj(b)~ Tri(b))
- (I Ttj(v) I- I Trj(b) I)( L pk - ~ pk)

kEN:b(k){6(j) kEN:b(k)j6(i)

Next, we will describe a procedure that leads from the initial schedule
bo to an optimal schedule using only non-negative neighbour switches
or non-negative tail switches. From this procedure we derive a division
rule v which allocates the gains of each switch equally to the agents
that are involved at that switch.

Consider an m-machine sequencing situation (M, N, bo, p). At the
first step we rearrange the jobs on each machine in such a way that
the jobs are ordered according to increasing processing time. This new
schedule can be obtained by non-negative neighbour switches only (cf.
section 2.2). The profit of each neighbour switch is divided equally
between the two players involved. This new schedule is not necessarily
an optimal schedule for the m-machine sequencing situation. Now,
assume that the jobs of the agents in { jl, ..., jk} (possibly the empty

set) are already assigned at step 1 to k to the positions according to
the optimal schedule and that on each machine the jobs are ordered to
increasing processing times. Now consider step k~ 1. Let the job of
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agent j E N`{jl,...,jk} have the smallest processing time of all non-
placed jobs, i.e. pj C pi for all i E N`{ jl, ..., jk}. Then the job of agent j
will be assigned to the position according to the optimal schedule at this
step. If k- 1, then the job of agent j is assigned to machine 1. Assume
that at step k the job that is placed optimal is assigned to machine
s E{ 1, ..., rn- 1}, then the job of agent j will be assigned to machine
s f 1, otherwise j is assigned to machine 1. If j is present on the machine
s, then it is already in its optimal position since all jobs are ordered in
increasing processing times. Now, assume that j is not on machine s.
Then it will be necessary to switch j to machine s. For this we switch
the tail of job j on machine r with a specific tail of machine s. This tail
on machine s contains a maximum number of agents in N`{jl,...jk},
which is smaller of equal to the nuinber of agents of the tail of j. Then
the cost savings of this switch is given by (4.7). The condition of the
tail on machine s implies that I T,.j ~1~ Tsi I. If I T,j ~-~ Tsi ~ then (4.7)
implies that the cost savings of this tail switch equals 0. If ~ T,.j ~1~ Ts; ~,
then the predecessors of i on machine s must be all be agents which
are already placed in their optimal positions. Since agent j will be
processed earlier in his optimal position then in the position on machine
S, We have tl]at ~kEN:b(k){b(j) pk -~kEN:6(k)jb(i) pk ~ ~, where b is the
schedule reached after k steps. The non-negative cost savings of the tail
switch are divided equally among the agents involved. Finally, the jobs
on machine s are reordered, if necessary, to increasing processing times
by means of neighbour switches. The gain of such a neighbour switch
is again divicíed between the two players involved. The final result of
this step will be that job j is in its optimal position and the jobs of the
agents are ordered to increasing processing times on all machines. After
a finite repetitions of such steps, we obtain the optimal schedule and a
division v of the total cost savings. The following example illustrates
the described procedure.

Example 4.14 Let M-{Ml, M2}, N- {1,...,6},
p-(2, 5, 4, 6, 3, 6). The initial schedule bo is given in figure 4.1.
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M1 1 5 6

M2

3
2 6 9

2

The first step of the procedure , in which the jobs on each machine
are ordered to increasing processing times, leads to the schedule bl (see
figure 4.2). To obtain bl from bo we need the neighbour switch of the
jobs of the agents 3 and 5, which save costs equal to 1. The allocation
obtained at this step is xl -(0, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0). Note that the job of agent
1 is in its optimal position.

M1

M2

1 5

4

5

4

Figure 4.1: The schedule bo.

3
2 5 9

2

5

1 5

11

6
1 5

11

Figure 4.2: The schedule bl.

In the second step we take the job of agent 5 since this job has the
smallest processing time in {2, 3, ..., 6}. We have to assign 5 to M2.
To obtain the new schedule b2 (see figure 4.3) from bl we need the tail
switch of (3, 5, 6) and (2, 4), which saves costs of 2. The allocation
obtained at the second step is xz -(0, s~ s ~ s~ s ~ s). Note that 5 is in
its optimal position.
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M1

M2

1 2
2 7

5 3
3 7

3

13

Figure 4.3: The schedule b2.

In the third step we take the job of agent 3 since this job has the smallest
processing time in {2, 3, 4, 6}. We have to assign 3 to Ml. To obtain
the new schedule b3 (see figure 4.4) from b2 we need the tail switch
of (3, 6) and (2, 4), with cost savings of 0. The allocation obtained at
the third step is ~3 -(0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Note that now all jobs are in their
optimal positions. Hence, b3 is an optimal schedule. For the allocation
vwehavev-~i fxz-f-~s-(~~?, 9,?, 9~?)s io s io s~

M1

M2

1 3
2 6

5

3

2

8

12

14

Figure 4.4: The schedule b3.

Similarly to chapter 2 we want to define for each m-machine
sequencing situation (M, N, bo, p) a corresponding cooperative game.
Again, we allow each coalition to obtain cost savings by rearranging
their jobs in a way that is admissible with respect to the initial schedule.
A schedule b: N-~ {1, ..., m} x{ 1, ..., n} is called admissible for S if it
satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) The starting time of each agent outside S is equal to his starting
time in the initial schedule.
(ii) two agents i, j E S which are on the same machine can only switch

4
1

6

6

4
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if all players in between i and j on that machine are members of S.
(iii) two agents i, j E S which are on different machines can only switch
places if the tail of i and the tail of j are contained in S.
The set of admissible schedules for a coalition S is denoted by BS.

By defining the worth of a coalition as the maximum cost savings
a coalition can achieve by means of admissible schedules we obtain
a cooperative game called an m-sequencing game. Formally, for an
m-sequencing situation (M, N, bo, p) the corresponding m-sequencing
game (N, v) is defined by

v(S) - bËBs{i~[C(bo, i) - C(b, i)]} (4.8)

for all S E 2N`{~}.

Obviously, if ~n - 1 then we have the special class of sequencing games
considered in chapter 2 where a; - 1 for all i E N. The following
example considers a 2-sequencing game.

Example 4.15 Let (M, N, bo, p) be a 2-sequencing situation with M-
{M~,M2},N -{1,...,8},p - (5,3,4,5,3,5,1,6) and bo as given in
figure 4.5. Let (N, v) be the corresponding m-sequencing game.

M1

MZ

1

2

3

4 7

5 10 11

3

7

5

10 15

7

Figure 4.5: The schedule bo.

Take T - {1,3,5,6,7,8}, S - {1,5,6,7,8} and {i} - {4}.
Then v(T U{i}) - 10,v(T) - 6,v(SU {i}) - 10 and v(S) - 2. From
this we can conclude that (N, v) is not a convex game:

8
1

6

v(T U{i}) - v({T}) - 4 G 8- v({S U{i}}) - v({S}).
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From example 4.15 it follows that m-machine sequencing games need
not be convex. The following theorem shows that 2-machine sequencing
games have a non-empty core.

Theorem 4.16 Let (M, N, bo, p) be such that ~ M ~- 2. Then the
corresponding 2-sequencing game (N, v) is balanced.

PROOF: Let i~, i2i ..., i„i, be the jobs on machine 1 such that bo(i,~) ~
bo(iy) if x C y and let in, ..., im,~i be the jobs on machine 2 such that
bo(ix) ~ bo(iy) if x~ y. Take v E II(N) such that ~(j) - i~ for all
j E N. From the conditions of admissible schedules it follows that
(N, v) is a component additive game w.r.t. Q. Tlien from Curiel et al.
(1995~ it follows that (N, v) is balanced. ~

An open problem is the balancedness of m-machine sequencing
games with m 1 3.



Chapter 5

Delivery situations and
delivery games

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we considered reward allocation problems and
combinatorial optimization games that are related to a sequencing sit-
uation. This chapter studies a cost allocation problem that arises from
a delivery situation and introduces a corresponding class of cooperative
combinatorial optimization games. Delivery situations are defined on a
connected graph in which a cost function is defined on the edges. The

purpose is to visit all edges of the graph at least once from a fixed ver-

tex such that the total costs are minimized. Such a delivery situation
is closely related to the combinatorial optimization problem known as
the Chinese postman problem, introduced by Mei-ICo Kwan (196.2~. If
a player is assigned to each edge, then these players have to find a cost
allocation such that each player contributes a fair share to the total
costs.

This chapter, which is based on Hamers, Borm, van de Leensel and
Tijs (199l~ is organized as follows. The formal description of delivery
situations will be provided in section 5.2. Then, section 5.3 introduces
a cost allocation rule for delivery situations. This rule is character-
ized using a consistency property and a symmetry property. In section
5.4 we introduce delivery games, a class of combinatorial optimization
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games corresponding to delivery situations. We focus on balancedness
for these games. It is shown that in general delivery games are not
balanced. However, we give a positive result for a special subclass of
delivery games. Further, we tackle the problem of stability of the al-
location rule introduced in section 5.3. It is shown that it results in a
core element if the delivery game corresponds to a delivery situation
that arises from a bridge-connected Euler graph.

First we give some elementary notions about graphs. Let G-
(V, E, i) be an undirected connected graph where V is the set of vertices,
E the set of edges and i the incidence mapping that assigns to each
edge of E an unordered pair of not necessarily different vertices of V.
A walk in G- (V,E,i) is a finite sequence of edges and vertices of
the form v0i el, vl, ..., ek, vk with k~ 0, vo, ..., vk E V, el, ..., ek E E such

that i(e~ )-{v~-1, v~ } for all j E{ 1, ..., k}. Such a walk is a closed
walk if vo - vk. A closed walk in which all edges are distinct is called
a closed trail. A path in G is a walk vo, el, vl, ..., ek, vk in which all
vertices (except, possibly vo - vk) and edges are distinct. Such a path
is closed if vo - vk. A closed path containing at least one edge is called
a circuit.

5.2 Delivery situations

This section describes a delivery model that arises from the Chinese
postman problem.

Let G-(V, E, i) be a connected graph. We assume that each edge
corresponds to one player. Formally, tliere is a one-one map g: E-~ N,
where N-{ 1, ..., ~ E ~} is the set of players. Further, we fix a vertex
vo E V which is called the post office of G. We now define an S-tour
of a coalition S C N as a closed walk that starts in the post office vo
and visits each edge that corresponds to a player of S at least once.
Formally, we have

Definition 5.1 Let G-(V, E, i, vo) be a connected undirected graph
with vo E V. Then an S-tour is a closed walk vo, ei, vl, ..., vk-i, ek, vo
in G such that S C{g(e~) ~ j E{1,...,k}}.

The set of S-tours of a coalition is denoted by D(S).
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To the edges of the graph G we assign deliver costs d: E-~ [0, oo)
and travel costs t: E-r (0, oo). A postman who has to deliver the mail
to a coalition S has to pick an S-tour vo, el, vl, ..., vk-1, ek, vo E D(S).
Each time the postman visits an edge the travel costs of this edge are
charged. In case the postman makes a delivery in a street the deliver
costs of this street are also charged. Formally, the costs of an S-tour
vo, e1, vl, ..., vk-1, ek, vo are equal to

k
C`s(vo, e i, ..., vk-i ~ ek~ vo) - ~ t(e~ )~ ~ d(e) (5.1)

9-1 eEg-i (.S)

We assume that in any S-tour each street of S pays its own specific
deliver costs and also once his specific travel costs. Hence, each player
of S has individually fixed costs. The sum of these fixed costs of the
members of S is equal to ~eEg-~(S)(t(e) f d(e)). These costs are called
the separable costs of an S-tour. Note that the separable costs are
independent of the chosen S-tour. We will call the remaining costs of
an S-tour the non-separable costs of an S-tour. Consequently, we can
rewrite expression (5.1) as the sum of separable costs and non-separable
costs, i.e.

Cs(vo, ei, ..., vk-i ~ ek, vo)

k

- [ ~ (t(e) ~ d(e))~ f ~~ t(e.i) - ~ t(e)~. (5.2)
eEg-~(S) 7-1 eEg-1(S)

Since each coalition S wants to be delivered as cheap as possible, it will
choose an S-tour in D(S) that minimizes (5.2). Since the separable
costs are independent of the chosen S-tour coalition S will choose an
S-tour in D(S) that minimizes the non-separable costs, i.e.

k

Ts(vo~ ei, ..., vk-i, ek~ vo) - ~ t(ei) - ~ t(e) (5.3)
.7-1 eEg-1(S)

We call such an S-tour a minimal S-tour.
In the following a delivery situation is denoted by

P-(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g).
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Here, N is the set of players, (V, E, i, vo) is a connected undirected
graph in which vo is the post office, t: E~[0, oo) assigns the travel
costs to the edges and g gives the one-one correspondence between the
edges and the players. The class of delivery situations corresponding
to the player set N is denoted by DP(N). Note that the function
d: E-~ [0, oo) which assigns the deliver costs to the edges is omitted
in the description of P since it does not affect the choice of a minimal
tour (cf. (5.3)).

The problem we tackle in the next section is to find an appropriate
cost allocation for the non-separable costs of a minimal N-tour of a
delivery situation I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g). However, our first problem
will be to determine the non-separable costs of a minimal N-tour of
I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g). So, we have to determine a closed walk in G
that visits all edges of G and has minimal non-separable costs. This
is equivalent to determine a closed walk in G that visits all edges of G
and minimizes the sum of the travel costs. This last problem is known
as the Chinese postman problem on the graph G with cost function t
on the edges. The Chinese postman problem is introduced by Mei-ICo
ICwan (196,2~. Edmonds and Johnson (1973) provided a polynomial
algorithm that gives an optimal solution of the Chinese postman prob-
lem. So, we may conclude that the non-separable costs of a N-tour
in a delivery situation can be found in polynomial time by solving the
related Chinese postman problem.

5.3 A solution for delivery situations

This section introduces and characterizes an allocation rule for delivery
situations. First, we introduce an allocation rule for the special class
of delivery situations that arises from bridge-connected Euler graphs.
Second, we will generalize this rule to delivery situations that arise from
arbitrary connected graphs.

Definition 5.2 A connected graph G is called an Euler graph if there
exists a closed trail that includes every edge of G.

From definition 5.2 it follows that for a delivery situation in which the
underlying graph is an Euler graph there exists an N-tour that visits
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each edge of E exactly once . Obviously, this tour is a minimal N-tour
since the non-separable costs are equal to zero. Hence, a division of the
non-separable costs in this case is the vector (0, 0, ..., 0) E IRN.

Let G-(V, E, i) be an arbitrary connected graph. Then the set of
bridges B(G) in G is defined by

B(G) :- {b E E ~(V, E- {b}, i~E-{b}) is not connected},

where the notion i~E-{b} means that the incidence mapping is restricted
to all edges but b. Hence, b is a bridge in G if the removal of b from G
leads to a disconnected graph.

Now, we can introduce the class of bridge-connected Euler graphs.

Definition 5.3 A c.onnected graph G-(V, E, i) is called a bridge-
connected Euler graph if all the components of the graph G defined by
G-(V, E- B(G), i~E-s~c~) are Euler graphs.

Example 5.4 Let G be the graph as shown in figure 5.1. The bridges
of G are the edges bl, b2 and b3. The graph G arises from G by removing
the bridges of G. Note that the components Eo, El, E2 and E3 of G are
Euler graphs. Consequently, G is a bridge-connected Euler graph.

E2

Fvo
Eo
vo

b

E3

Figure 5.1 : A bridge-conneced Euler graph

Let G be a bridge-connected Euler graph and let G be as in definition
5.3. Since all components of G are Euler graphs there exists in each
component a closed trail that visits all edges of this component. The
components are connected by the set B(G). Hence, we can make a
closed walk in G' that visits each bridge in G twice and and all other
edges in G once. Obviously, this closed walk is an N-tour in the delivery
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situation (N, (G, vo), t, g). Since each N-tour starts and finishes in vo it
follows from the definition of a bridge that each bridge is visited at least
twice in any N-tour. This implies that this closed walk is a minimal
N-tour for the delivery situation (N, (G, vo), t, g). Moreover, it readily
follows that the non-separable costs of this minimal N-tour are equal
t0 ~6EB(G) t(b) (cf.(5.3)).

The class of delivery situations corresponding to bridge-connected
Euler graphs with player set N is denoted by DE(N).

For the cost allocation rule which will be introduced in this section,
we need the notion of followers of a bridge with respect to vo in a
connected graph G- (V, E, i). Let vo E V be the post office and let
b E B(G) be a bridge. Then e E E is a follower of b with respect to
vo if and only if each path vo, el, ...., ek, vk that contains e also contains
b. The set of followers of b will be denoted by Fb(G, vo). Note that
b E Fb(G, vo) and that the set of followers depends on the location of
vo in the graph. Let b E B(G), then the non-separable costs increase
with t(b) when the postman visits each edge in F6(G, vo). We propose
to let each player in g(Fb(G, vo)) pay an equal share of the travel costs
t(b). So, if the postman needs several bridges to visit a player, this
player has to contribute an equal share in the costs of all these bridges.
Formally, the cost allocation rule y : DE(N) ~ IRN is defined for all
I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DE(N) with G-(V, E, i) by

ry9(k)(r) - ~ I Fb(Gb)vo) I for all k E E. (5.4)
bEB(G):kEFy(G,vo)

Note that ry9(k)(I') represents the costs of player g(k).

For characterizing the rule y we consider the following four proper-
ties for a general allocation rule f: DE(N) -~ IRN.

Ef~ciency: Let G- (V, E, i) and let I' - (N, (G, vo), t, g) E DE(N).
Then it holds that ~eEE f9(e)(r) -~bEB(C) t(b)'
Null property: Let G-(V, E, i) and I' -(N, (G, vo), t, g) E DE(N). If
t(b) - 0 for all b E B(G) with e E Fb(G, vo) or e E E- U6EB(G)Fb(G, vo)
then f9(e)(I') - 0.
Symmetry: For any r-(N, (G, vo), t, g) E DE(N) such that t(b) ~ 0
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for some b E B(G) and t(b') - 0 for all b' E B(G)`{b} it holds that
f9~e,l(I') - f9~e2~(I') for all el, e2 E Fy(G).
Additivity w.r.t. travel costs: For any I'1 -(N, (G, vo), tl,g) E DE(N),
r2 -(N, (G, vo), tzi g) E DE(N) it holds that f (I'1 -~ I'2) - f (ri ) f
f (I'2) where I,~ f I'2 :- (N, (G, vo), tl -}- t2, g) E DE(N).

Efficiency states that the non-separable costs of a minimal N-tour are
paid by the grand coalition. The null property states that players will
not contribute to the non-separable costs of N if all bridges needed
by the postman to visit these players have travel costs zero or these
players do not need a bridge to be connected to the post office. Sym-
metry states that for a bridge-connected Euler graph in which only one
bridge has positive travel costs, all players that need this bridge for be
delivered by mail will equally share the costs of this bridge. Additivity
states that the map f is additive with respect to the travel costs.

Theorem 5.5 The allocation rule -y : DE(N) ~ IRN is the unique
rule that satisfies ef~iciency, the null property, symmetry and additivity
w. r. t. travel costs.

PROOF: One readily verifies that ry satisfies the four properties.
Let f: DE(N) -~ IRN be a rule that satisfies the four properties. If
B(G) -~ then the null property implies that f(I') -(0, ..., 0). Hence,
for an Euler graph we have that f(r) - ry(I').
Let P -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DE(N) and let B(G) -{bl, ..., b9} be
the set of bridges of (V, E, i). Define t~ : E-r [0, oo), j E {0, 1, ..., q}
by

to(e) -! 0( ) if e E B(G)
l t e otherwise

and

t(e) if e - b~
0 otherwise

for j E{1, ..., q}. Then, with I'~ - (N, (V, E, i, vo), t~,g) for all
j E{0, 1, ..., q}, we have that
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r-ro-~r,~...-~rq
and hence by additivity of f

f(r) - f(ro) ~ f(r,) ~ ... -~ f(r9).
The null property implies that f (ro) -(0, ..., 0) E IRN. By efficiency,
the null property and symmetry it follows for each j E{ 1, ..., q} that

IFet(C,vo)I if k E Fn, (G, vo)
f9(k)(r') - 0~ if k E E`Fb~(G,vo)

(5.6)

From (5.5), (5.6) and f (ro) -(0, ..., 0), it follows that f(r) - y(r). 0

In the above list of properties for ry we can replace the null property,
symmetry and additivity w.r.t. travel costs by two other properties.
To introduce these properties we need the notions of bridge-clusters
of a bridge-connected Euler graph and the condensation of a graph
with respect to an extreme bridge. Let r- (N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E
DE(N). Let G-(V, E, i) and let B(G) - {bl, ...., bQ}. Here, a bridge-
cluster is a set of edges that needs the same set of brídges to be con-
nected to the post office. So, formally, we have the bridge clusters
Co(G, vo), {Cj(G, vo)}jE{1,..,,q} where

Co(G, vo) - E- UnEB(c)Fn(G, vo) (5.7)

is the set of edges that do not need any bridge to be connected to vo
and for all j E{ 1, ..., q}

Cj(G,vo) - F6,lG~vo) - U{6~EB(G)nFb~(G.vo).b'~bi}Fb~lG~vo) (5.8)

is the cluster of edges that needs the set {b' E B(G) ~ bj E Fb.(G, vo)} to
be connected to vo. A bridge bj E B(G) is called an extreme bridge of G
if it has has no other bridge as a follower, or equivalently if Cj (G, vo) -
F6~ (G, vo). The following example gives the bridge-clusters and extreme
bridges of a bridge-connected Euler graph.

Example 5.6 Take the graph G from example 5.4. Then for each
j E{ 1, 2, 3} the bridge-cluster C~(G, vo) consists of bj and the edges of
component Ej. The extreme bridges are b2 and b3.
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In the following we describe a procedure to construct a condensed graph
of a bridge-connected Euler graph G- (V, E, i) with respect to an
extreme bridge of G. Let vo E V and let b E B(G) be an extreme
bridge of G. Let vi E i(b) be such that there exists a path in the
graph (V, E-{b}, i~E-{b}) between vo and vi. Let F6(G, vo) be the
set of followers of b and let V(Fy(G, vo)) be the vertices incident with
the edges of Fb(G, vo). The graph G arises from G by removing all
edges in Fb(G, vo) and vertices V(Fy(G, vo))`{vi }. Let ~ F6(G, vo) ~-
m. The graph G' arises from the graph G by connecting the circuit
defined by vi, ei, vz, ..., vm, em, vi where {vi, v2, ..., v;,, }(1 V- vi and
{ei, ..., em} fl E- 0 to the vertex vi. The graph G' is called the
condensed graph of G with respect to the extreme bridge b. Note that
G` is also a bridge-connected Euler graph. Moreover, the number of
edges in G and in G` coincide.

Example 5.7 Take the graph G of example 5.4. Figure 5.2 shows the
graph G' that arises from G by condensation to the extreme bridge b3.

via vis

vs

vs v4 vs

vs

Figure 5.2: The condensation of a graph

A condensed delivery situation with respect to an extreme bridge of
the underlying graph is now defined as follows. Let
r-(N, (G, vo), t, g) E DE(N) be a delivery situation where G-
(V, E, i) and let b be an extreme bridge of G. Then a condensed delivery
situation of I' with respect to b is defined by I'6 -(N, (G', vo), t", g')
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where G' -(V', E', i') is the condensed graph of G with respect to b.
Further, the travel costs t' : E' --~ [0, oo) in I'b are defined by

~ t(e) if e E E- F6(G)
t`(e) - 0 otherwise

and for the one-one map g` : E' ~ N it holds that g`(e) - g(e) if e E
E- F6(G) and g'({ei, ..., em}) - g(Fb(G)). Note that I'b E DE(N).

Now consider the following two properties for a rule f: DE(N) --~ IRN.

Bridge-cluster symmetry: Let G- (V, E, i) and let B(G) - {bl, ..., b9}.
Then for any I' - (N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DE(N) and any j E{0,1, ..., q}
it holds that fg~ej~(I') - fy~e~~(I') for all ei, ez E C~(G, vo).
Condensation property: Let G-(V, E, i) and let
r-(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DE(N). If b is an extreme bridge of G
and I'y - (N, (V', E', i', vo), t', g`) is a condensed problem of I' with
respect to b, then f9~e~(I') - f9~e1(Ty) for all e E E- F6(G,vo).

Bridge-cluster symmetry states that each group of players that need the
same set of bridges to be connected with the post of~ice will contribute
the same part to the non-separable costs. The condensation property is
a kind of consistency property. For consistency we look for an appealing
reduced situation. Here, appealing means that one extreme bridge is
removed. Then all players who are not in the bridge-cluster correspond-
ing to the removed bridge face in this reduced graph the same problem
to reach the post office as in the original graph. Now, a rule is called
consistent if in both situations this rule assigns to each member of this
group of players the same costs. For the class of combinatorial opti-
mization situations consistency has already appeared in assignment sit-
uations (Owen (199~~), flow situations (Reijnierse, Maschler, Potters
and Tijs (1999~), minimum cost spanning tree situations (Feltkamp,
Muto and Tijs (1991~ and sequencing situations ( Suijs, Hamers and
Tijs (1995~).

Theorem 5.8 The allocation rule y: DE(N) -~ IRN is the unique
rule that satisfies ef,~cciency, bridge-cluster symmetry and the conden-
sation property.
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PROOF: It is easy to check that y satisfies the three properties.
Let f: DE(N) --ti IRN be a map that satisfies the three properties. We
show that f- y by induction to the number of bridges of G- (V, E, i).
First, let ~ B(G) ~- 0. Then effiiciency and bridge-cluster symmetry
imply that f( I') -(0, ..., 0) - ry(I'). Assume that f(I') - y(I') when

~ B(G) ~- q. Take ~ B(G) ~- q~ 1. Next, let bl be an extreme bridge
of G, ~ Fb, (G, vo) ~- m and rb, -(N, (V', E`, i', vo), t',g') be the
condensed problem of I' with respect to bl. Obviously, the underlying
graph of I'6, has q bridges. Then, by induction we have that

rys( e)lrb, )- fs(eJ(rbt ) for all e E E- F6, (G, vo). (5.9)

The condensation property yields that

ry9(e)(I') - ry9( e)(I,(,, ) for all e E E- Fb, (G, vo) (5.10)

and

f9(e)(I') - f9(e)(I~6,) for all e E E- Fb,(G,vo). (5.11)

From (5.9), (5.10) and ( 5.11) it follows immediately that

ry9(e)(I') - f9(e)(I') for all e E E- Fb,(G, vo). (5.12)

Efficiency and (5.12) gives that

~ ry9(e)(r) - ~ f9(e)(r). (5.13)
eEFp, ( G,vo) eEFp, (G,va )

Since bj is an extreme bridge we have Cl (G, vo) - Fb, (G, vo). The
bridge-cluster symmetry then implies

y9(e)(I~) - ry9(6,)(I') for all e E Fb,(G,vo) (5.14)

and
f9(e)(r) - f9(y,)(r) for all e E Fb,(G,vo). (5.15)

Substitution of (5.14) and (5.15) in (5.13) and ~ Fb, (G, vo) ~- m gives

m')'9(6~)(r) - mf9(bi)(r)'

Hence, ry9(b,)(I') - f9(b,)(I'). From (5.14) and ( 5.15) it follows that
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y9~e~(I') - f9~e1(I') for all e E F6,(G,vo). (5.16)

Expressions (5.12) and ( 5.16) then imply ry(I') - f(I'). o

The allocation rule ry we introduced for delivery situations corre-
sponding to bridge-connected Euler graphs can easily be extended to
arbitrary connected graphs. For this, we use that in any connected
graph G- (V, E, i) the set of edges E can be split up into two disjoint
subsets: the edges that are contained in a circuit and the edges that are
bridges. Consequently, by defining bridge-clusters in the same way for
arbitrary connected graphs as for bridge-connected Euler graphs, we
can partition the graph in bridge-clusters. However, the components
that remain in a graph after removing the bridges will not necessarily
be Euler graphs. This implies that the non-separable costs of a N-tour
is not only determined by the travel costs of the bridges. Therefore, we
first study the non-separable costs of a minimal N-tour.

Let I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DE(N). A minimal N-tour can
be obtained by solving the related Chinese postman problem with the
matching algorithm of Edmonds and Johnson (1973~. This algorithm
implies that in an optimal solution of the Chinese postman problem
each edge is visited at most twice. Hence, the non-separable costs of a
minimal N-tour is equal to the sum of the travel costs of the edges that
are visited twice by a minimal N-tour. Let B(G) -{bl, ..., bq} and for
each i E {0, ..., q} we define
DC; :- {e E C;(G,vo) ~ e is visited twice by the minimal N-tour D}.
Then the sum of the non-separable travel costs in the bridge-cluster
Ct(G, vo) with respect to a minimal N-tour D is equal to t(DC;) -

~eEDC~ t(e). It readily follows that the non-separable costs of a minimal

N-tour are equal to ~;-ó t(DC;). Each edge of F6; (G, vo) needs at least
one edge of the bridge-cluster C;(G, vo) in a minimal N-tour D to be
visited by a postman. We propose that each player in g(F6;(G,vo))
will pay an equal share of the travel costs t(DC;) of the bridge-cluster
C;(G, vo). So, if a player needs several bridge-clusters to be visited,
he has to contribute an equal share in the costs of all these bridge-
clusters. Formally, the allocation rule -y : DP(N) ~ IRN is defined for
all I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DP(N) with G-(V, E, i) by
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ry9(k) - t(DCo)
~ ~ t(DC`) (5.17)

I E I btEB(C):kEFb.(G,vo) I F6~(C'vv0) I

for all k E E. Note that in delivery situations corresponding to a
bridge-connected Euler graph we have that t(DC;) - t(b;) for each
b; E B(G) and t(DCo) - 0. Consequently, y coincides with y on this
class of delivery situations.

Finally, in the construction of a condensed graph we did not use
any special property of a bridge-connected Euler graph. Hence, this
construction can be generalized to any connected graph. Consequently,
the definition of a condensed delivery situation can be extended to any
delivery situation. Now we can define efficiency, bridge-cluster symme-
try and the condensation property on the fanvly of rules that assigns
to each delivery situation of DP(N) a vector of IRN. The following
theorem shows that these three properties characterize y. Since the
proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 5.8 it is omitted.

Theorem 5.9 The allocation rule 7: DP(N) --~ IRN is the unique rule
that satisfies ef~jiciency, bridge-cluster symmetry and the condensation
property.

5.4 Delivery games

In this section we consider a class of delivery games that corresponds
to the class of delivery situations. We will study the balancedness
of these games. It is shown that delivery games are not necessarily
balanced. However, for the class of delivery situations arising from
bridge-connected Euler graphs the corresponding delivery games are
balanced. More specifically, it will be shown that the outcome of the
allocation rule ry is in the core.

By defining the value of a coalition S as the non-separable costs of
a minimal S-tour, we obtain a cooperative cost game corresponding to
a delivery situation which is called a delivery game. Formally, for a de-
livery situation I' - (N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) E DP(N) the corresponding
delivery game (N, c) is defined for all S E 2`v by
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k

c(S) :- min (~ t(e~) - ~ t(e)). (5.18)
vo,ei,...ek,voED(S)

1-1 eE9-1(S)

It is easy to see that minimal delivery tours of two disjoint coalitions
can be connected to a delivery tour for the union of these coalitions.
This implies that delivery games are subadditive games. The following
example illustrates the notion of a delivery game.

Example 5.10 Let N- {1, 2, 3, 4},G -(V, E, i) where
V- {vo, vl, v2i v3}, E-{el, e2i e3, eq} and i(ej) -{v~-1, v~ } for j E
{1, 2, 3} and i(e4) -{vl, v3} (see figure 5.3). Let t(el) - 2, t(e2) -
3,t(e3) - 1 and t(e4) - 5 and g(e~) - j for all j E N.

v2

,3

v3
Figure 5.3: The graph G

The worth of the grand coalition is easy to obtain since a minimal N-
tour visits each edge once except edge el which is visited twice. Hence,
c(N) - 2. The value of coalition {2, 3} needs more explanation. The
minimal {2, 3}-tour is v~, el, vl, e2i v2, e3, v3, e3i v2, e2, vl, el, vo. Conse-

quently, c({2,3}) - 2t(el)-~t(e2) f t(e3) - 8. Table 5.1 gives the worth
of all coalitions of the delivery game.
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S {1} {2} 3} {4} {1,2} 1,3} 1,4 2,3 {2,4}
c(S) 2 7 11 8 5 9 6 8 5

~
L - ~ ~ - ~ - ~

---
~~

SS
c(S)c(S)

Table 5.1

The delivery game considered in example 5.10 is a balanced game be-
cause ( 2, 2, 2, 2) is a core element. That delivery games are not bal-
anced in general is shown in the next example.

Example 5.11 Let N- {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, G- (V, E, i) where
V-{vo, vl, v2i v3}, E- {el, e2, e3, eq, es} and i is defined by i(el) -
{vo, v~ }, i(e2) - {vi, v2}, i(e3) -{v2, v3}, i(eq) - {va, v3},
i(e5) - {vo,v2} ( see figure 5.4).

vl

v2

v3

Figure 5.4: The graph G

Let t(e) - 1 for all e E E and g(e~) - j, j E{1,...,5}. Then c(N) - 1
and c(S) - 0 if S E A:- {{1, 2, 5}, {3, 4, 5}, { 1, 2, 3, 4}}. Suppose
x E C(c), then

{ 3,4}{3,4}
77

{1,2,3}{1,2,3}
66

{ 1,2,4}{ 1,2,4 J
33

1 ,3,4{ 1,3,4}
55

2,3,4 }{2,3,4}
44

1 ,2,3,4{ 1,2,3,4}
22

2-2c(N)- ~~x;C ~c(S)-0.
SEAiES - SEA

Contradiction, so no core elements exist.
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Note that the delivery game in example 5.11 did not arise from a bridge-
connected Euler graph. We will now show that all delivery games that
do arise from bridge-connected Euler graphs are balanced. More pre-
cisely, we show that the outcome of ry is a core-element of the corre-
sponding delivery game.

Theorem 5.12 Let I' - (N, (G, vo), t, g) be a delivery situation in
which G is a bridge-connected Euler graph and let (N, c) be the cor-
responding delivery game. Then 7(I') E Core(c).

PROOF: By ef~iciency of y, ~eEE~Ïg(e)(r) - c(N). Let S C N and
g-1(S) - A C E. Let B(G) - {bl,..., b9}. Then A- U;-oA; for some
A; C C;(G, vo) , i- 0, ..., q. Then

~ ryk(r) - ~ ~ F tGb)
kEA kEA 6EB(G):kEFy(G,vo) ~ 6( , vo) ~

q t(b)
- ~ ~ ~ Fb(G, vo) ~~-0 kEA; 6EB(C):kEFb(G,vo) I

~ A; ~ t(b)
-~ ~ F Gi-1 bEB(G):Fy(G,vo)nA,~O ~ b( , va) ~

- ~ ~ F (G,t(o) I6EB(G) i:A;nFb(G,vo)~0 I

C ~ t(b) C c(S)
6EB(G):Fy(G)nA~O

The third equality follows from A; C C;(G,vo). The last inequality
follows from the fact that each bridge b E B(G) with the property
A fl F6(G) ~ ~ is contained precisely two times in a minimal S-tour. ~



Chapter 6

On the concavity of delivery
games

6.1 On the concavity result

This chapter, which is based on Hamers (1995), investigates the con-
cavity of delivery games. We will show that the special class of deliv-
ery games that corresponds to delivery situations arising from bridge-
connected cyclic graphs are concave games. In this section we will
provide an intuitive approach for a constructive proof of the concavity
result. The formal proof of this concavity result is provided in section
6.3.

In section 5.4 we have seen that delivery games are not necessarily
balanced and therefore delivery games are not necessarily concave. Fur-
ther, section 5.4 shows that delivery games corresponding to delivery
situations that arise from bridge-connected Euler graphs are balanced.
The following example shows that these delivery games need not be
concave.

Example 6.1 Consider the complete graph with seven vertices. Obvi-
ously, it is an Euler graph and, consequently a bridge-connected Euler
graph. In figure 6.1 the notation el, 1 means that edge el has travel
costs equal to 1. The edges that are not drawn have travel costs equal
to 100.
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,10

Figure 6.1: The essential edges of the complete graph

Take the following coalitions: T-{g(e3),g(e4),g(es)}, S-{g(e3)}
and {i} - {g(e2)}. The minimal T-tour is equal to vo, es, v4, e3, vs, e4, vs,
es, vo. Hence, c(T) - t(es) - 2. The minimal T U {i}-tour is equal to
v0ve6~v4ie3iv5ie4vv6ie9iv2ie2~vleelvvo. Hence, C(T U{2}) - t(81) ~

t(ey) - 2. The minimal S-tour is equal to vo, es, v4, e3, vs, e7, vo. Hence,
c(S) - t(es) ~ t(e7) - 6. The minimal S U {i}-tour is equal to
v~, es, v4, e3i vs, e8, v2, e2i vl, e1, vo. Hence, C(S U{2}) - t(eg) ~ t(eg) ~-

t(el) - 5. This implies that the delivery game is not concave, since
c(T U{i}) - c(T) - 0 1-1 - c(S U{i}) - c(S).

Before we can formulate the main result we have to define the class of
bridge-connected cyclic graphs. A graph G- (V, E, i) is called a bridge-
connected cyclic graph if all components of the graph (V, E, 2~E-B(G)),
where i~E-B(G) means that the incidence mapping is restricted to all
edges but the bridges, are cycles or single vertices. Here, a cycle is
a connected graph with each edge contained in exactly one circuit.
Hence, a cycle is the union of circuits in which the intersection of
each pair of circuits is either one vertex or the empty set. Note that
the class of bridge-connected cyclic graph is a subclass of the class of
bridge-connected Euler graphs. Figure 6.2 gives an example of a bridge-
connected cyclic graph.
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Figure 6.2: A bridge-connected cyclic graph

Now, we can formulate the concavity result for delivery games.

Theorem 6.2 A delivery game that arises from a delivery situation
corresponding to a bridge-connected cyclic graph is a concave game.

The remainder of this section gives the construction of the proof of
theorem 6.2. The formal proof will be provided in section 6.3.

First, theorem 6.4 shows that if the underlying graph of the delivery
situation is a circuit (figure 6.3a), then the corresponding delivery game
is concave. Second, theorem 6.5 shows that if the underlying graph is
a circuit connected to one bridge (figure 6.3b), then the corresponding
delivery game is concave.

vp vp

Figure 6.3a: A circuit Figure 6.3b: A circuit and a bridge

Subsequently we introduce the class of bridge-connected circuit graphs.
These are graphs that after removing the bridges only have circuits or
single vertices as components. So, in this subclass the circuits are even
vertex disjoint. Theorem 6.9 shows that if the underlying graph of the
delivery situation is a bridge-connected circuit graph, then the corre-
sponding delivery game is concave. The proof of this result consists of
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two steps. First, lemma 6.6 show that a bridge-connected circuit graph
(figure 6.4) can be reduced to a bridge-connected line graph (figure 6.5).
A bridge-connected line-graph is a bridge-connected circuit graph such
that each circuit is connected to at most two bridges.

Figure 6.4: A bridge-connected circuit graph

Figure 6.5: A reduced bridge-connected line-graph corresponding to
the graph of figure 6.4

Second, we consider two cases. In the first case we can reduce the line-
graph to a circuit (figure 6.6). In the other case reduces the line graph
to a circuit connected to a bridge (figure 6.7). Then the concavity re-
sult for a bridge-connected circuit graph follows from theorem 6.4 and
theorem 6.5, respectively.

Figure 6.6: The essential part of line-graph is a circuit
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Figure 6.7: The essential part of line-graph is a circuit and a bridge

Finally, we introduce a procedure that adds bridges and circuits
to a bridge-connected cyclic graph so as to obtain a bridge-connected
circuit graph. This expansion procedure is illustrated in figure 6.8.

d
Figure 6.8: The expansion of a bridge-connected cyclic graph to a

bridge-connected circuit graph

Now, the worth of each coalition of a delivery game corresponding
to a delivery situation that arises from a bridge-connected cyclic graph
coincides with the worth of the corresponding coalition of the deliv-
ery game corresponding to the delivery situation that arises from the
expanded bridge-connected circuit graph. Hence, theorem 6.2 follows
from theorem 6.9 and lemma 6.11.

6.2 The proof of the concavity result

This section gives the formal proof of theorem 6.2.
We will give an expression of the non-separable costs of a delivery

tour with respect to a coalition and a subset of edges for the underlying
graph of the delivery situation. Let I' -o (N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) be a
delivery situation and let U C N. Let d- vo, el, ..., ek, vo E D(U), the
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non-separable travel costs of the delivery tour d with respect to U and
a subset of edges E' C E is given by a function fd'E~ : 2N --~ [0, oo)
that is defined by

fá'EI(U) - ~ t(e.i) - ~ t(e)-
j:ej EE~ eE9-1(U)f1E~

Note that when d is a minimal delivery tour of U in I' we have for the
corresponding delivery game (N, c) that c(U) - fd'E(U) (cf. (5.18)).

In the remaining of this section we will use the following notations.
Let I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), t, g) be a delivery situation. Fix j E N and let
e' E E be such that g(e`) - j. Next fix S C T C N`{j} and abbrevi-
ate a minimal delivery tour of coalition S,S U{ j}, T and T U{ j} by
dl, d2i d3 and d4, respectively.

For the concavity result of delivery games that correspond to deliv-
ery situations in which the underlying graph is a circuit we need the
following lemma. This lemma shows for a delivery situation that arises
from a circuit that in case e' ~ dl, then there are only three possible
tours for d2.

Lemma 6.3 Let I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation in
which (V, E, i) is the circuit vo, el, vl, ..., vm-1i em, vo. Let k be such
that ek - e'.
(a~ If there exists s~, s2 E S, sl G k G s2 such that dl :- vo, e', ..., e'',
vs„ e'', ..., e', v~, em, ..., e~2, v„-1i e'2, ..., em, v~ is the unique minimal de-

livery tour of S, then d2 is one of the following three tours:

v~,e1,...~ekivki8k,...ielivoiCm,...,C~z,41az-lie'z,...,em,71p (6.2)

vp,el,...,e",4Jyl,e",...ie1~v0~em,...vekivk-Iiek,...iemiv0 (6.3)

i .,a
( )va,e ,...,e ,vo 6.4
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z

ek- -ek- -ek

2

Figure 6.9: The tour d~ and the possible minimal tours d2

(b~ If there exists sl E S, sl G k such that dl :- vo, el, ..., e'1,
vs„ e" ,..., e', vo is the unique minimal S-tour, then d2 is one of the
fodlou~ing three tours:

1 k k 1vo,e ,...,e ,vk,e ,...,e ,va

vp, el, ..., e" , vs, -1, e" , ..., el i v0~ em, ... ~ ek ~ vk-1 i ek, ...em i v0

1 mvo,e ,...,e ,vo

11?

(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)

(c) If there exists s2 E S, s2 ~ k such that dl :- vo, em, ..., e'z,
v,27 e'2, ..., em, vo is the unique minimal S-tour, then d2 is one of the
following three tours:

m k k mvo,e ,...,e ,vk,e ,...,e ,vo

vp, el, ..., ek, Ylk, ek, ...~ el i v0i em, ..., e'2, 7Js2, e~2, ..., em, tJ0

1 mvo,e ,...,e ,vo

(6.8)
(6.9)

(6.10)

PROOF: Since the proofs of the cases (b) and (c) are similar to (a), we
only provide the proof of (a). Let ul, u2 E S such that ul G u2 C sl
or s2 G u~ G u~. Moreover, for each k E N with ul G k G u2 we must
have k~ S. Consider the delivery tour d' :- vo, el, ..., eu',
vu„ eul , ..., el, vo, em, ..., euz, vuz-1, eu2 ,..., e„~, vo. We will show that for
coalition SU{ j} the costs of the delivery tour vo, el, ..., em, vo are smaller
than the costs of d'. Hence, the only possible minimal S-tours are the
tours (6.2), (6.3) or (6.4). We may assume that ul G u2 G sl. First
we derive an inequality which follows from the fact that d' is a delivery
tour of S but not a minimal one. We have
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~ C fd~E(S) - fdi ~E(S)

- ~ 2t(eP) ~- ~ 2t(eP) - ~ 2t(ep) - ~ 2t(eP)
P-1 P-uz P-1 P-s2

sp-1 uz-1

- ~ 2t(eP) - ~ 2t(eP)
P-s1t1 P-uif1

This leads to the following inequality

uz-1 sz-1

~ 2t(eP) C ~ 2t(eP)
p-ulfl P-s1f1

Take now for d2 expression (6.4). Then

m

f2'E(S U{j}) -~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)
P-1 eE9-I(SU{j})

u~ uz-1 m

- ~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(ep) - ~ t(e)
p-1 p-ultl P-uz eEg-1(SU{j}~

ul sz-1 m

~ ~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(eP) f ~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)
P-1 P-sti~1 P-u2 eE9-1(SU{j}l

ul m

(6.11)

C~ 2t(eP) f~ 2t(eP) - ~ t(e) - fá'E(S U{j})
p-1 P-uz eEg-1(SU{j})
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where the first inequality follows from (6.11). Hence, d' is not a minimal
delivery tour of S U{j}. This gives that the only three possible minimal
delivery tours of coalition S U{j} are given by (6.2), (6.3) or (6.4).

For the special case that ul - sl or uZ - s2 we have to pick for
d' :- vo, e~`, ..., eu', vu, , eu~ ,..., em, vo or d' :- 2)Q, ei, ..., eu2, vuz-i,
eu2, ..., en`, vo, respectively. Now we can show in a similar way that d'
is not optimal. ~

Obviously, the result of lemma 6.3 can also be applied on d3 and d4.
The following theorem shows that a delivery game corresponding to a
delivery situation that arises from a circuit graph is concave.

Theorem 6.4 Let I' - (N, (V, E, i, vo), g, t) be a delivery sit~cation and
let (V, E, i) be the circuit vo, ei, vl, ... , v„~-1, em, vo. Then the corre-
sponding delivery ga~ne (N, c) is concave.

Figure 6.10: A circuit

PROOF:
Let k be such that ek - e'. Then we have to show that

c(T U{j}) - c(T) G c(S U{j}) - c(S). (6.12)

We have to consider four cases:
(i) ek E dl, ek E d3.
It follows that dl - d2 and d3 - d4. Consequently,

c(S U{j}) - c(S) - c(T U{j}) - c(T) --t(ek)

Hence, relation (6.12) is satisfied.

(11) ek ~ dl i ek E d3.
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We only prove the case that e` is in situation (a) of lemma 6.3, i.e.
there exists sl, s2 E S, sl G k G s2 where e' - ek. The proofs that e' is
in situation (b) or (c) of lemma 6.3 are similar. Since ek ~ dl, we have
that the delivery tour dl is equal to
v el e'1 v e" el v en` e~2 v e'Z en` v where s ~Ov i...i i sli i...i ~ Oi i...~ i sy-li e...~ ~ 0 1

k G s2. Because, ek E d2 we have by lemma 6.3 (a) that d2 is one of the
tours given by (6.2), (6.3) or (6.4). Choosing expression (6.2) yields

k m
c(S U{j}) - c(S) -{~ 2t(ep) f~ 2t(ep) - ~ t(e)}

p-1 P-s2 eEg-~(SU{j}1

si m
-{~ 2t(eP) -}- ~ 2t(ep) - ~ t(e)}

p-1 P-s2 eEg-1(Sl}

k-1
- -t(ek) ~ ~ 2t(eP) ? -t(ek) - c(T U {j}) - c(T)

P-sif1

where the last equality follows from d3 - d4. Hence, (6.12) is satisfied.
An analogous result is obtained when we choose (6.3) for d2. Finally,
choose (6.4) for d2. Then

m

c(S U {j}) - c(S) - {~t(ep) - ~ t(e)}
P-1 eE9-~(SU{j})

si m
-{~ 2t(ep) f ~ 2t(eP) - ~ t(e)}

P-1 P-s2 eEg'~(S)

m m

? {~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)} - {~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)}
P-1 eE9-~ (SU{j}) P-1 eE9-1(Sl

- -t(ek)
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The inequality follows from the fact that el, ..., eri` is a delivery tour of
S, but not necessarily a minimal one. Hence, (6.12) is satisfied.

(111) ek ~ dl i ek ~ d3

We only prove the case that e' is in situation ( a) of lemma 6.3, i.e.
there exists sl, s2 E S, sl c k C s2 where e` - ek. The proofs that
e' is in situation (b) or (c) of lemma 6.3 are similar. Take for dl the
same tour as in (ii). Consequently, d2 is equal to one of the expressions
(6.2), (6.3) or (6.4). Moreover, since ek ~ d3 we have that d3 is equal

1 t, ti 1 m t~to vo,e ,...,e ,vt„e ,...,e ,e ,...,e
, vt2-1i et~, ..., em, vo where sl C tl C k c t2 C s2. Since, ek E d4 we
have that d9 is one of the following tours: -

1Jp, el, ... i eki vki ek, ..., el, YJOi em, ..., et2, 4Jtz-1 i et2, ..., Cm, 7Jp (Ó.13)

v~, el, ..., et', vt„ et', ...~ eli voi 8m, ... e eki vk-li ek, ..., em, vo (6.14)

1 mvo,e ,...,e ,vo

Let d2 be equal to (6.2). Then

k-1
c(S U{j}) - c(S) --t(ek) f~ 2t(eP)

P-sii-1

k-1
~-t(ek) -~ ~ 2t(eP) 1 c(T U{j}) - c(T).

P-tif 1

(6.15)

The first inequality holds by sl G tl and the second inequality holds
since (6.13) is not necessarily a minimal tour of TU {j}.
In case d2 is equal to (6.3) we obtain a similar result. Finally, take d2
equal to (6.4), then

„t
c(S U{j}) - c(S) -{~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)}

P-1 eEg-1(SU{j}}
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s1 m
-{~ 2t(eP) ~ ~ 2t(eP) - ~ t(e)}

P-1 P-BZ eE9-1(S)

m
? {~ t(eP) - ~ t(e)}

P-1 eE9-1(Tu{j})

t1 m

-{~ 2t(eP) ~ ~ 2t(eP) - ~ t(e)}
P-1 P-t2 eEg-~(T)

~c(TU{j})-c(T)

where the last inequality follows from the fact that el, ..., e~` is a deliv-
ery tour of T U{j}, but not necessarily a minimal delivery tour.

(iv) ek E dl,ek ~ ds
We will prove that this case is not possible by showing that if e~ ~ d3
then ek ~ dl.
Take for d3 the same tour as in (iii) and note that we may assume that it
is the unique minimal delivery tour. Suppose d- vo, el, ..., eul, vu„ eu',

..., el, v~, en`, ..., eu2, vu2-1, eu2, ..., en`, v~ is a minimal delivery tour of S
that contains ek. Then uZ ~ ul 1 tz or tl ~ u2 ? ul since
{et'}1, ..., et2-1 } fl T- 0. Since d3 is also a delivery tour of S we have
by the minimality of d that

0 1 fd ~E(s) - Ïd;'E(S)

ui m tl m

- ~ 2t(eP) ~ ~ 2t(eP) - ~ 2t(eP) - ~ 2t(eP)
P-1 P-u2 P-1 P-t2

tz-1 u2-1

- ~ 2t(eP) - ~ 2t(eP)
P-tif1 P-u1f1
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Hence, from the above calculations we have the following inequality:

u2-1 t2-1

~ t(eP) 1 ~ t(eP) (6.16)
P-u1f1 P-t1t1

From the facts that vo, e', ..., em, vo is a delivery tour of T and d3 is the
unique minimal delivery tour of T we have

0 1 fá,'E(T) - f„a~~l, ..,e,~,vo(T)

ti m m

- ~ 2t(eP) ~ ~ 2t(eP) - ~ t(eP)
p-1 p-t2 p-1

t1 m t2-1

- ~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(eP) - ~ t(eP)~
P-1 P-t2 P-t1f1

Hence, we obtain the following inequality:

t2-i t, m
~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(ep)

P-tif1 P-1 P-t2

In case ul ~ t2 we have ~p tz t(eP) ~~p?u~~l t(ep).

result with inequality (6.17) we have that

tz-i m u2-i
~ t(eP) ~ ~ t(eP) j ~ t(eP)

P-tif1 P-t2 P-u1t1

(6.17)

Combining this

which contradicts inequality (6.16). Similarly we get a contradiction in
case u2 G tl. Hence, we may conclude that we have a contradiction with
the assumption that d is a minimal delivery tour for S. Consequently,
vo, el, ..., em, vo is the only possible minimal delivery tour of S that
contains e'. Then

I',E {I',E I',E I',E (
~ C fd3 (S)- Juo,el, ..,e~`,vo (S) - fda (T)- fvo,el, ..,em,vo lT) C ~
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and again we have a contradiction. So, ek is not contained in any min-
imal delivery tour of S whenever ek ~ d3. O

The following theorem shows that a delivery game corresponding to
a delivery situation that arises from a graph existing of one circuit and
one bridge that is not connected to the post office is concave.

Theorem 6.5 Let I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation and
let (V, E, i) be a connected graph consisting of the circuit vo, e', ..., em, vo
and the bridge emt' that is not connected to vo. Then the corresponding
delivery game (N, c) is concave.

PROOF:
Suppose that em}' is connected to vy with p~ 0. Consider the deliv-
ery situation I" -(N, (V', E, i', vo), g, t') where (V', E, i') is the circuit
17p, e', ..., ep, 2)p, emfl ,U~~ ePfl

~ vPfl, ..., em, 21p (see figure 6.11).

vp

vnf i

Figure 6.11: (V, E, i, vo)

vo

Further, t'(ep) - t(ep) for all p E {1, ..., m} and t'(em}') - 0. Let
d3 be a minimal delivery tour of T in r' and let d4 be a minimal deliv-
ery tour of T U{j} in I". Then we have

,

f3E(T) - f~ ~E(T) ~ t(emti)
if g(emfl) ~ T

if g(en`}') E T

and

,f4'ElT U{~}) - "~E(T U{.~}) m}1 lf
g(emfl) ~

T U{.i}

J{' y, (TU{j})-{-t(e ) ifg(e )ETU{j}

Let (N,c') be the delivery game corresponding to I". Then

c'(T U{j}) - c'(T) - c(T U{j}) - c(T) (6.18)
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Using the same arguments for coalition S we have

c(S U{j}) - c'(S) - c(S U{j}) - c(S) (6.19)

Since the graph in I'' is a circuit, theorem 6.4 yields that (N, c') is a
concave game. The concavity of (N, c) then follows from the expres-
sions (6.18) and (6.19). ~

The following theorem shows that a delivery game corresponding to
a delivery situation in which the underlying graph is a bridge-connected
circuit graph is concave. Before we can prove this theorem we need
three so called reduction Iemmata which provide some relations between
delivery tours of different coalitions.

The first lemma shows that minimal delivery tours of T and T U{ j}
coincide on the set of followers of a bridge b E B(G) if e~` is not a
follower of that bridge. Recall that the set of followers of a bridge b is
denoted by F6(G, vo) .

Lemma 6.6 Let I' -(N, (G, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation. Let b E
B(G) be such that e' ~ F6(G, vo), tlten

{ 3,Fn~C,vo)(T) - rS,Fn~G,vo)(T U {~})

PROOF:
If F6(G, vo) fl T-~ then d3 and d4 will not visit F6(G, vo). Hence, we
may assume that Fb(G, vo) fl T~ ~. Since e' ~ F6(G, vo) we have that
d3 and d4 have to visit the same edges of T in Fb(G, vo). Consequently,
both tours will coincide on Fb(G, vo). O

The next lemma shows that minimal delivery tours of T and T U{ j}
coincide on the predecessors of a bridge b if coalition T has a non-empty
intersection with F6(G, vo) and e' is a follower of b.

Lemma 6.7 Let I' -(N, (G, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation. Then for
each b E B(G) such that T fl F6(G, vo) ~~ and e' E Fy(G, vo) we have

{ 3,E-~Fn~G,vo)-{6})(7,) - ~s,E-~Fa~G,vo)-{b})(T
U {~})
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PROOF: Both delivery tours d3 and d4 have to visit the same edges in
E- Fb(G, vo) since e' E Fb(G, vo). Moreover, both tours have to visit
bridge b since F6(G, vo) fl T~~. This implies that both tours have the
same costs in E-(Fb(G, vo) -{b}). ~

The last lemma shows that the parts of the delivery tours of T U{j}
and S U{ j} coincide on the followers of b, except b itself, if no player
of T, and consequently no player of S, is a follower of b.

Lemma 6.8 Let I' -(N, (G, vo), g, t) 6e a delivery situation and let
b E B(G). If T fl (Fb(G, vo) -{b}) -(~ then

I',Fb(G,vo)-{6}(S,U
{~}) -

fd~,Fb(G,vo)-{b}(T
U {~})fd2

PROOF: If e' ~ F6(G, va) both delivery tours will not visit F6(G, vo) -
{b}. If e' E F6(G, vo) both delivery tours will choose from b a short-
est path to e' since no other edges have to be delivered in F6(G, vo).
Hence, in both cases the delivery tours d2 and d4 have the same costs
on Fb(G, vo). ~

Now, we can extend the concavity result for delivery games correspond-
ing to delivery situations in which the underlying graph is a bridge-
connected circuit graph. Recall tliat a bridge-connected line graph is
a bridge-connected circuit graph such that each circuit is connected to
at most two bridges.

Theorem 6.9 Let I' - (N, (G, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation and let
G be a bridge-connected circuit graph. Then the corresponding delivery
gam,e (N, c) is concave.

PROOF: Lemma 6.6 implies that we can reduce the concavity problem
to a delivery model corresponding to a bridge-connected line graph such
that e` E Fb(G, vo) and b is the extreme bridge of the bridge-connected
line graph. This reduction is illustrated in figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Reduction to a bridge-connected line graph

Now consider two cases:
(i) T n F6(G, vo) ~ (6.

9-1(A)

Figure 6.13: The essential part of the line-graph is g-1(A)

If e` - b then c(T U{j}) - c(T) --t(e`) C c(S U {j}) - c(S). Here,
equality holds if S n F6(G, vo) ~ ÍD and inequality otherwise, since d2
take the shortest ( positive) path from dl to e'. If, on the other hand,
e' E Fb(G, vo) -{b}, the following holds. Let Fb(G, vo) - {b} be the
circuit v", el, ..., e~`, v`. Then v' - i(el) n i(em) n i(b). Next, consider
the delivery situation
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r-(A, (V~, Fe(G, vo), i~, v"),9~Fb(c,vo)-{b}, tlFb(c,,,o)-{b}) where
A- g(F6(G, vo) - {b} ) and (V', F6(G, vo), i') is the graph that denotes
the circuit described by F6(G, vo). Let (N, c) be the delivery game
corresponding to Í'. Then

c(T U{j}) - c(T) -- f~,Fb(c,va)-{n}(T U{j}) - f3,F6(c,,,o)-{n}(7,)

-~((TnA)u{j})-~(TnA) ~~((SnA)u{j})-c(SnA)

- f2,Fa(G,vo)-{6}(S U{~}) -
fd~,Fn(Gvo)-{b}(1,) G c(S U {.i}) - C(s)

Here, the first equality follows from lemma 6.7. The first inequality by
the concavity of (N, c) (cf. theorem 6.4).

(ii) T n Fy(G, vo) - ~.
Let b' E B(G) be such that F6. (G, vo) n T~ 0 and T n F6~(G, vo) - 0
for all b' E B(G) n(Fb.(G,vo) -{b'}). Let b E B(G) n Fy.(G,vo) be
the bridge that is connected to the set
Fb.(G,vo) - Ub~E(B(G)-{6'})nFb.(c,,,o)Fb~(G,vo). Hence, b is the closest
bridge that follows b'. (see figure 6.14).

9-'(A) - B

Figure 6.14: The essential part of the bridge-connected line graph is
g-'(A)

Let B:- (Fb. (G, vo) U b) -({b'} U Fb(G, vo)) - {b, el, ..., em} and take
v' such that i(el) n i(em) n i(b) - v~. Let (V', B, i') be the graph that
arises from the set consisting of the edges of B. Consider the delivery
situation Í' -(A, (V', B, i', v`), g~B, t~B) where A- g(B) Let (N, c') be
the delivery game corresponding to Í' and let g(b) - j'. Then
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c(T U {j}) - c(T)

-~((TnA)u{j~})-~(TnA)~ j4~Fb~c'vo~-b(TU{j})

~c'((SnA)u{j~})-~(SnA)-~ j~~ Fb~G'vo'-6(TU{j})

-~((snA)u{j~})-~(snA)~ f;'F6 ~~'vol-b(su{j})

- c(s u {j}) - c(s)

where the first inequality follows from the concavity of (N, c') (cf. The-
orem 6.5). The second equality follows from lemma 6.8. ~

Finally we will show that delivery games corresponding to delivery
situations that arise from bridge-connected cyclic graphs are concave.
Recall that bridge-connected cyclic graphs are the graphs that after
removing the bridges only have cycles or single vertices as components.
It is shown that each delivery game which corresponds to a delivery
model arising from a bridge-connected cyclic graph is contained in a
delivery game arising from a bridge-connected circuit graph. Therefore,
we consider a procedure that extends a bridge-connected cyclic graph
to a bridge-connected circuit graph. Consider all kissing points in the
bridge-connected cyclic graph. These are the vertices of a graph that are
in the intersection of at least two circuits and may be connected to some
bridges. This implies that in case a kissing point is removed in a graph
we obtain a disconnected graph. The first step in this procedure is to
consider all kissing points that are the intersection(s) of two circuits.
These circuits are split by replacing such a kissing point by a bridge.
In step two we consider the kissing points that are the intersection(s)
of at least three circuits. Then we replace such a kissing point by
a circuit in which the number of vertices is equal to the number of
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circuits and bridges incident to that kissing point. Then we have new
kissing points, but all these kissing points are incident with at most two
circuits. We repeat now the first step of the procedure. This expansion,
which results in a bridge-connected circuit graph, is illustrated in the
following example.

Example 6.10 The graph G is a bridge-connected cyclic graph and
the graph G' is the bridge-connected circuit graph that arises from G
by the above described procedure.

G G'
Figure 6.15: The expansion procedure from G to G`

Let (V, E, i) be a bridge-connected cyclic graph and let (V, É, i) be
obtained by the described expansion procedure.
Then Í' - (M, (V, É, i, vo), g, t) is called a minimal expansion of the
delivery situation I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), g, t) if g(e) - g(e) for all e E E,
t(e) - t(e) for all e E E and t(e) - 0 for all e E É- E. Note that
N C M.

Lemma 6.11 Let I' -(N, (V, E, i, vo), g, t) be a delivery situation and
let Í' - (M, (V, É, i, vo), g, t) be the minimal extension of r. Let (N, c)
be the delivery game corresponding to I' and det (N, c) be the delivery
game corresponding to I' then

c(S) - c(S) for all S C N.

PROOF:
If in I' a kissing point is visited in a minimal delivery tour of a coalition
S to visit another circuit then the corresponding minimal delivery tour
of S in T has to visit the new bridges and some parts of a new cycle
between these two circuits. Since these new edges have travel costs zero
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we have that the costs of a minimal delivery tour of S in I' equals the
costs of the corresponding delivery tour of S in Í'. ~

Now, the proof of concavity result for bridge-connected cyclic graphs
(theorem 6.2) can easily be derived from theorem 6.9 and lemma 6.11.



Appendix: Preliminaries on
cooperative games

This appendix provides some basic definitions with respect to cooper-
ative transferable utility games.

A cooperative transferable utility game is an ordered pair (N, v) where
N- {1,...,n} is a finite set of players and v: 2N ~ IR is a map as-
signing to each coalition S E 2N a real number v(S), called the worth
of S, and where v({(~}) - 0.
A cooperative transferable utility game or cooperative game can reflect
rewards or costs. A reward game will be denoted by a map v and a
cost game will be denoted by c.

A cooperative game (N, v) is called superadditive if for all coalitions
S, T E 2N, S n T- 0 it holds that

v(S U T) ~ v(S) ~ v(T).
A cooperative game (N, v) is called convex if for all coalitions S, T E 2N
it holds that

v(S u T) ~ v(S n T) ~ v(S) ~ v(T).

Equivalently, a cooperative game (N, v) is convex if and only if for all
S,TE2N,andalliENsuchthatSCTCN`{i}wehave

v(T U{i}) - v(T) 1 v(S U {i}) - v(S).

Hence, for convex games the marginal contribution of a player to a
coalition is larger than the marginal contribution he can obtain by
joining any subset of that coalition.
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In cooperative game theory it is usually assumed that the grand
coalition forms. Hence, one is interested in a division of the worth
of the grand coalition. Let (N, v) be a cooperative game, then the
imputation set I(v) is the set of efficient and individual rational vectors
defined by

1(v) -{x E 1RN ~~ x; - v(N) and x; ~ v({i}) for all i E N}.
;EN

We cal] a map on the class of cooperative games a solution concept if it
assigns to each (N, v) a subset of I(v). If precisely one vector is assigned
to each cooperative game we have a one-point solution concept.

The core (cf.Gillies (195~~) of (N,v) is defined by

C(v) -{x E 1(v) ~ x(S) ? v(S) for all S C N and x(N) - v(N)}

where x(S) -~;ES x;. We may conclude that if v(N) is divided ac-
cording to a core-element, then no coalition has an incentive to split
off from the grand coalition, since the total amount x(S) is at most the
worth v(S) which they can obtain by forming S. Note that the core can
be an empty set. For the class of convex games the core is non-empty.
Cooperative games with a non-empty core are called balanced.

Let II(N) be the set of all permutations of N-{1, ..., n}. Then the
i- th coordinate of the marginal vector m~(v), ~r E IIN, is defined by

mi (v) :- v({j E N ~~r(j) C ~r(i)}) - v({j E N ~~r(j) G~(i)}).

The Shapley value ~(v) (Shapley (1953J) of (N, v) is defined as the
average of all marginal vectors, i.e.

~(v) - n~ ~ m~(v).
~En1Nl

The Shapley value assigns to each convex cooperative game a vector
that is in the core.

Let (N, v) be a cooperative game. Then F: 2N -~ IR is the excess
function defined by F(S) - v(S) - x(S) for all S E 2N. The function
0: IR2N -~ IR2N is the map that orders the coordinates in a weakly
decreasing order. Then the nucleolus ~(v) (Schmeidler (1969)) of (N, v)
is defined by
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~(v) -{~ E I(v) ~ 0 o F(x) ~L 0 o F(y) for all y E I(v)}

where ~L denotes the lexicographic order on IR2N. The nucleolus con-
sists of one point and assigns to each balanced game a vector that is in
the core.

Finally, we consider the r-value (Tijs (1981~) which is defined for
quasi-balanced games. Let (N, v) be a cooperative game. The vector
M(v) defined by M;(v) - v(N) - v(N`{i}) for all i E N is called the
utopia vector of (N, v). Let i E N and S E 2N with i E S. The
remainder of i E S is defined by Rv(S, i) - v(S) -~;ES`{~} M;(v). The
vector m(v) E IRN defined by m;(v) - maxs;;ES Rv(S, i) is called the
minimal right vector.
A game (N, v) is called quasi-balanced if

m(v) G M(v) and ~ m;(v) C v(N) C ~ M;(v).
iEN iEN

Tijs and Lipperts (198,2) showed that balanced games are quasi-balanced
games.
The T-value of a quasi-balanced game (N, v) is defined by

r(v) - tCM(v) ~ (1 - ~)m(v)

where tc is such that ~;Er, r;(v) - v(N). Hence, we may see the T-value
as a kind of compromise value.

Let (N, c) be a cost game. Then the corresponding cost savings
game (N, v) is defined by v(S) -~;ES c({i}) - c(S). Consequently, the
properties and solution concepts for cost games can easily be derived
from the above presented definitions. The counterpart of a superaddi-
tivity in cost games is called subadditivity. We point out that a game
(N, c) is concave if and only if the corresponding cost savings game
(N, v) is convex. Hence, a game (N, v) is concave if and only if for all
S,TE2N,andalliENsuchthatSCTCN`{í} wehave

c(T U{i}) - c(T) C c(S U {i}) - c(S).
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift behandelt speciale klassen van combinatorische opti-
maliseringsproblemen waarin een aantal beslissers zijn betrokken. In
het bijzonder bestudeert dit proefschrift oplossingsconcepten en eigen-
schappen van corresponderende codperatieve spelen. De hoofdstukken
2,3 en 4 behandelen diverse klassen van sequencing situaties. De hoofd-
stukken 5 en 6 beschouwen bezorgingsproblemen die nauw verbonden
zijn aan het zogenaamde Chinese postbode problemen.

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt één-machine sequencing situaties die reeds
aan de orde zijn gekomen in een voorbeeld in paragraaf 1.1. Voor deze
sequencing situaties kan een optimale volgorde gevonden worden vanuit
de beginvolgorde door opeenvolgende buurverwisselingen die elk een
niet-negatieve winst opleveren. De gelijke winstverdelingsregel (EGS) is
een één-puntsoplossing die aan elke agent de helft van de winst toekent
van alle buurverwisselingen waaraan die agent heeft deelgenomen. An-
dere allocaties voor een sequencing situatie kunnen worden verkregen
door aan elke speler een niet-negatief deel van de winst toe te kennen
van de buurverwisselingen waaraan hij heeft deelgenomen. De splitcore
(SPC) van een sequencing situatie is gedefinieerd als de verzameling
van al deze allocaties. Zowel de EGS-regel als de SPC zullen worden
gekarakteriseerd door eigenschappen die het effect van buursverwis-
selingen beschrijven.

Een groep van agenten (een coalitie) kan kosten besparen door een
herrangscliikking van hun opdrachten, die toelaatbaar is ten opzichte
van de beginvolgorde. Door de waarde van een coalitie te definiëren als
de maximale kostenbesparing die de coalitie op deze wijze kan bereiken,
verkrijgt men een co5peratief sequencing spel. Sequencing spelen zijn
convexe spelen en dus ook gebalanceerd. Aangetoond wordt dat de
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SPC een deelverzameling is van de core en dat de core op zijn beurt
een deelverzameling is van de kop-staart core, de core van een beperkt
sequencing spel. De extreme punten van zowel de SPC als de kop-staart
core worden beschreven. Bovendien, worden expliciete uitdrukkingen
afgeleid voor de Shapley waarde en de r-waarde. Tenslotte worden de
nucleolus en de beperkte nucleolus behandeld.

Eén-machine sequencing situaties met starttijden worden beschouwd
in hoofdstuk 3. Dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt de convexiteit van de cor-
responderende r-sequencing spelen. In het algemeen zijn r-sequencing
spelen niet convex. Echter, de r-sequencing spelen die corresponderen
met de speciale klasse van sequencing situaties waarin alle opdrachten
gelijke behandelingstijden hebben en de starttijd van elke opdracht een
veelvoud is van de behandeltijd, zijn convexe spelen. Voor het bewijs
van dit resultaat worden verbanden afgeleid tussen de waarden van
verschillende coalities.

Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert enkele ideeën over uitbreidingen van de se-
quencing situaties zoals beschouwd in hoofdstuk 2. Ten eerste bezien
we sequencing situaties waarin twee typen van agenten zijn betrokken:
actieve en inactieve agenten. We tonen aan dat de corresponderende
spelen pairing spelen zijn en geven expliciete uitdrukkingen voor de
Shapley waarde en de T-waarde. Vervolgens beschouwen we sequencing
situaties waarin de opdrachten in een vaste beginvolgorde staan voor de
machine, maar het niet precies bekend is welke volgorde. Om dit type
sequencing situaties te analyseren, beschouwen we verwachte kostenbe-
sparingen. We definiëren de PEGS-regel als een mogelijke oplossing en
geven twee verschillende karakteriseringen van deze regel die gebruik
maken van eigenschappen die verband leggen tussen allocaties voor een
sequencing situatie en een corresponderende sequencing situatie waarin
een speler is uitgesloten. Tot slot beschouwen we sequencing situaties
met m parallelle, identieke machines. We beschrijven hier een proce-
dure die tot een optimaal verwerkingsschema leidt en een allocatie geeft
van de winst van de grote coalitie. De corresponderende m-sequencing
spelen zijn gebalanceerd als rn- 2.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschouwt bezorgingssituaties zoals beschreven in para-
graaf 1.1. We introduceren en karakteriseren een verdeelregel ry voor
deze bezorgingssituaties. Voor de karakterisering gebruiken we een
symmetrie eigenschap en een consistentie eigenschap. Verder intro-
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duceren we bezorgingsspelen. Aangetoond wordt dat de uitkomst van
ry voor een bezorgingssituatie, waarin de onderliggende graaf een brug-
samenhangende Euler graaf is, in de core ligt van het corresponderende
bezorgingsspel.

Tot slot, in hoofdstuk 6, onderzoeken we de concaviteit van be-
zorgingsspelen. Aangetoond wordt dat bezorgings spelen concaaf zijn
als de onderliggende graaf een brug-samenhangende cyclische graaf is.
Het bewijs van dit concaviteitsresultaat is constructief en begint bij be-
zorgingssituaties die voortkomen uit eenvoudige brug-samenhangende
cyclische grafen.
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games, called delivery games, is introduced. Finally, the
balancedness and concavity of delivery games are investigated.
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